
Are Government Workers
Free to Do ds They Choose?
Aht HONORABLE MEN, by

David Karp (Knopf; $3.95)
is worth reading because it

offers a somewhat different
slant on the perennial quarrel
between liberajism and con-
servatism. It is focused on
the issue of whether persons
like Government workers and
teachers are free to. think,
speak and make friends as
they choose.
This novel also is com-

•mendable because it is adroitly
planned and filled with sus-
pense. Mr. Karp, author of
"One," a terrifying picture
of a future totalitarian state»
is a .skillful writer.

Despite these praiseworthy
qualities, however, the novel,
like so many that uphold the
liberal position against both
communism and reaction, is
not plausible. Most of its
characters are stuffed ex-
amples of one shape of opinion
or another.
The story concerns a Dr.

Burney, a famous anti-
Communist liberal, -who has
directed a great foundation.
He

'
is offered the executive

direction of a new organiza-
tion, the Institute of American
Studies, which is designed, so
he is told, to uphold the con-
servative position on a high
intellectual level. He accepts,
only to find that the sponsors
are a bunch of educated, anti-

septic Ku Kluxers or Silver
Shirts.

Dr. Burney comes to grief
^over an investigation of the
qualifications of a Dr. Ness, an
economist^ proposed for the
faculty—a former Government
official whose associations
takes on a red tinge. Ness, a
timid, naive liberal, who is not
a Communist has always meant
well.

Although the Institute is a
private enterprise, the case
takes on all the aura of a
congressional investigation. Dr.
Ness* daughter turns out to
be a Communist. When the
papers get hold of the issue,
the applicant's future career is
in the balance. What happens
to him is one of several al-
ternatives which might be
guessed.
For one thing, a man of

Burney^s reputation and back-
ground never would have
joined such an outfit without
knowing more about its back-
ers, his employers. For another*
the Institute, a private corpo-
ration, could not have wielded
the Influence attributed to it.
Then, too, the characters talk
more like editorials stating the
liberal or conservative view
than human beings, you al$o
get the impression that all fion-
servatives are bigots, without
reasonable or rational minds.
In spite of these flaws, "All

Honorable Men" is an absorb-
ing story.
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SUBJECT: ^BOOK RElflJlWS

CQNTROL BY PUBLICATIONS DESK

CENTRAL. RESEARCH SECTION

(New
) /

talked with ,SA Frank W. Waikart, Records and

Communications Division, January 27, 1959, concerning the possibility of

opening a, main file on the subject "Book Review^.

"

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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1. That this memorandum be referred to SA Waikart for instituting

the opening of main file on "Book Reviews:" then to. be placed in such newly

opened file. •

gEC-CO

2. That Central Research Section:^bi\advi&elofjEejfl.e^ngmber.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 04

TO

FROM

MR. NE DATE: January 15, 1959

SUBJECT: BOQKJIEXIEW-^
^^^ACQUITTED OILMURDER"
^ BY WILLIAlvfiiEAGLE

SYNOPSIS:

DixLac-tor sent brief review of above book clipped from Sunday Star,

1/11/59, and said: 'It might be well for us to review this book. " Memo to

you of 1/12/59, advised book had been purchased and was being reviewed IAct^^

Crime Records Section, O ^qqI\ £ }/ ^£ yjS

The Director is mentioned at the bottom of page 251 and top of page 252

I

when the author says: The police and prosecuting officials of the national capital

have not suffered in silence when the courts have struck particularly mortal blows
at criminal law enforcement, ^From. J. Edgar Hoover to Assistant United States

attorneys who have been deprived of their sleep, they have been vocal enough.

Perhaps the most outspoken of all have been Police Chief Robert V. Murray and

United States Attorney Oliver Gasch."

On page 251 the author states the Mallory case has probably created the

most convenient loophole of all time for hard-pressed criminals. He then refers

to a survey in the Washington Star on 1/12/58 which allegedly reported that the

police and prosecutors were in a race with the clock, since the slightest delay in

arraignment might ruin a case against a suspect,' . 'Assistant United States •

Attorneys were being frequently awakened in the middle of the night by the i

metropolitan police or by FBI Agents, when they had a prisoner who had confessed
at night, were not sure whether they should wait until the following morning Before
arraigning him.

Eti his introduction author says the fear of convicting the Innocent has had
an overwhelnaing influence In shaping every system of criminal justice which
attaches importance to protection of the individual; that popular segment has been
that it is better for ten guilty persons to escape than for one Innocent person to

suffer. 'It must be admitted that the ten-to-one ischool has never been lacking in

horrible examples of miscarriages of justice to support its polnt of view* On page
5 the author states that one^^ the most awful example^the ten-to-one school was

BMS:bsb,^ yp-' m-^U^-^i^f^S- 1

(7) ™—- ——
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the case of Albert Anastasia,*'Lord High Executioner'^ of Murder, Inc. He wag
allegedly tried for murder in 1921, convicted, sentenced to die and the New York
Court of Appeals awarded him a new trial on a technicality and when the state

was ready to try hina again it was found that all key witnesses had been murdered.
"Police debited Anastasia with personally killing thirty-one men and with ordering
the execution of another thirty-two. (Page 5) ''In American courts, the
procedural dice have always been loaded in favor of the person accused of crime.
The administration of the criminal law has deliberately been made inefficient,

a subject on which I have dwelt at length in my book, Law: The Science of

Inefficiency . A person accused of crime at once becomes the darling of the law
and enjoys all the advantages which it can possibly bestow on him. " (Piage 6)

On page 9 the author states: "Apart from, the courts themselves the whole

I
machinery of criminal justice is designed to facilitate the escape of persons

I
accused of crime. To be sure, the resources which modern, science has made

I

available to the police in the detection of crime are formidable, but they have
been negated to a great extent by the greater procedural resources of the defense,
and the lack of organization in the machinery of prosecution. "

I

Author takes a slap at district attorneys elected to office who are more
interested in getting a conviction than making it stick and says the misconduct of

district attorneys is one of the most frequent of the causes for reversing criminal
convictions. (Page 10) Author says on page 11 he has selected case histories to

prove his allegations against the American courts favoring criminals accused and
convicted of crimes rather than theoretical discussion. "All cases selected have
involved murders, and the murderers, although found guilty by juries, escaped
all punishment except for relatively brief periods of incarceration which they had
to endure while their fates were being decided. " (Page 11)' He then cites in great
detail seven cases covering 180 pages between the years 1806 and 1931 which are of

no value to this memo.

. In his last chapter titled "Post-Mortem" he cites statistics on reversals in

murder cases in California from 1850 - 1926j Texas from 1900 - 1927 and 1924 -

[[1944 the latter showing 3*7 percent reversals put of 1438 appeals in murder cases.
(Page 196) He goes into the Illinois Crime SSurvey of 1929 and the Missouri Crime
Survey of 1926 to show the high percentage of reversals in murder cases. The
author says the Supreme Court of the State of Missouri achieved undoubted
leadership in quashing defective murder and rape cases towards the turn of the
century when they found indictment^ to be fatally defective because of tj^ograpical
and misspelled words and allowed a rapist to go free because the word "the" had
been ommitted in the phrase "against the_ peace and dignity of the state. " (Page 199)

- 2 -



He discusses the continually increasing number of reversals based on
unlawful arrests., unlawful searches and seizures, confession, delay in

arraignments, wiretapping, etc. (Page 203-204) He criticizes the U. S-

Supreme Court on pages 206 and 207 for the judge-made doctrinetwhich have
facilitated the escape of the guilty and not supported by the Constitution. He
ridicules the Courtis interpretation of wire-tapping laws as ^'the fruit of the

poisonous tree?* (Page 208-209) He discusses the Mallory case, page 212, and
shows its far reaching and devastating effect upon law enforcement.

Author says the penitentiaries have become veritable habeas corpus mills
as a result of gupreme Court pronouncements on constitutional rights; that the

leading law school is no longer Harvard but Joliet Prison and Alcatraz. He says
3000 legal documents a years are sentforth from Alcatraz; that 400 inmates have
typewriters; and prisoners are allowed to keep a maximum of eight books in ;their

cells. (Page 220) Author cites case of ^Treetop*' Turner, a tall Negro who con-
fessed to killing 2 men in a robbery. He was tried and convicted of murder 5

separate times and each time the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania reversed the

trial court over a period of 12 years 1945-1957 at which time Turner's case was
noUe^prosed and today he is a free man* (Page 222-229)

Author blasts District of Columbia as the Number One haven for criminals
in the U. S. He blasts the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals for the re-

versible decisions they have made in favor of criminals admittedly guilty, but

merely because of a technicality of no real bearing on the guilt or innocence of the

accused, (Page 233-256)

Author cites interesting statistics on criminals freed because of insanity

at time of crime^ page 240; mentions celebrated Monte Durham case as well as

the Dallas Williams case known In Washington as *^The Bad Man of Swampoodle.
He said Williams record showed 100 arrests, 11 convictions for crimes of violence

and after he shot a man in both legs he was tried 5 times but they failed to convict

him and in 1957 he was let loose upon the community once more. (Page 242)

Author says most celebrated case of application of the new constitutional

doctrines is the case of Judith Coplon, arrested by the FBI. After her trial and
conviction the U. S. Court of Appeals declared "her guilt is plain, " but they re-
versed her conviction biecause she had been unlawfi^lly arrested without a warrant
and her wires were tapped. She was again tried and convicted and the higher court

again reversed it and she walked out of court a free woman. (Page 243-244)

I

Author says Mallory decision id felie greatest obstacle to successful police

I work in the District in cases of murder, rape and robbery. (Page 245)

- 3 -
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"5^HERBL0CK'S SPECIAL FOR TODAY,

"

BOOK BY HERBERT BLOCK

DATE: January 26, 1959

The above-captioned book, written by the well-known

cartoonist for the "Washington Post and Times-Herald," contains some'

430 cartoons by Herblock as weU as some 30, 000 words of ejcplanatory

text. The book deals with virtually all phases of public life, with cartoons

and text on such items as secrecy of Government files, foreign policy,

politics, civil rights, Government operations, etc. ^

Herblock attacks Congressional investigative committees,

Such as the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. (HCUA) He also

is critical of the FBI. His comments are a rehash of well-known canards

about tiie Bureau, such as that the Bureau is not as closely scruttii2Led by

Congress as other agencies; that it relies on confidential informants; that

the Director has harsh ideas regarding the handling of juveniles; that the

Bureau joined with the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities-in

attacking Cyrus Eaton, etc. 1^

These key points are made by Herblock;

(1) The FBI has not been given the same careful scrutiny as other agencies

in the Government.

Herblock mentions that in a column written in July, 1957,

Drew Pearson cited some examples of cases in. which he said the FBI and the

Director received more credit than they deserved, adding that no newspaper-

man, including himself, had published the complete truth in these cases.

(This undoubtedly refers to a Pearson column Pul>lis|eA3ii&^^§-^957, in^

which Pearson erroneously claimed that the Bureau B^&^rM^^Ml^ tli®/
Nazi Saboteur, Elizabeth Bentley, Greenlease and Brinks cases). (94-8-350-

Herblock then addsr "Certainly this bufeaiThas liofbg^ given

the same careful scrutiny as otliers in government. And J. Edgar Hoover,

I

particularly when he i
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Jones to Nease Memo
January ae, 1959

coiild benefit ftom the kind of critical appraisal that is given such, other

public servants as, say, the President of the United States or the Chief

Justice of the S^upreine Court.

(2) The Director is. a good policeman, but when he leaves that role he is

unreliable.
^

The author says the Director strongly defended the Govern-

ment* s security program and "implied that anyone who criticized this program

or disapproved of complete reliance on anonymous informers; must be either

a Communist or Communist dupe."^/^

Herblock then says: "Mr. Hoover has performed some good

work in his capacity as a policeman; but when he tried to get away with that

kind of talk he got himself caught, as you might say, flat-footed. Happily,

there were at least a few newspapers which said so, in editorials that did

not support him in the manner to which he had become accustomed. This

was a healthy reaction from members of a free press who should not have

any sacred cows - or sacred bulls. "(^

(.3) The Director advocates harsh treatment of juvenile offenders. ^

It is mentioned that the Director issued a statement in 1958

demanding tougher methods for haaidling juvenile delinquents: and attacking

a "distorted notion of justice" which, according to the Director, had "even

permeated our court system." (Introduction to FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin, April, 1958). Herblock then states that Monsignor John O' Grady,

secretary of the National Conference of Catholic aiarities;,criticiz.edthe

IDirector^s position, asserting that Mr. Hoover had contributed to; police

work but this did not entitle him to the position of an oracle in dealing with

juvenile delinquency. (File 94-37133 reflects thatt O'Grady in a letter to the

editor of the Washington Star on. April 9, 1958 did make such, a statement), u

(4) The Director likewise is "not exactly our greatest authority on consti-

tutional law,; on what can properly be shown oli movies and TV, on how to

copf with. Communism, or on a number of other subjects on which he has

spoken in oracular fashion, "j^
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Jones, to Nease Memo
Jainuary 26^ 1959

Herblock speaka of Cyrus Eaton, sa3dng that Mr. Hoover
and the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities in the spring of 1958
"joined in doing, some televie'wing-with-alarm." He characterizes; Eaton
as "a plaSarSgoken aM unintimidated man" who at the age of 75 ."was in no
mood to. learn any/mffBf Americanism. " After Eaton* a Interview oxi, the
Mike Wallace ahow, the Director declined equal time, but the House
Committee, "which had not even been mentioned in the broadcast," demanded
and received broadcast time. U

Mention is then made that the House Committee on UnAmerican
Activities threatened to serve Eaton with a subpoena. "Both the committee
and Mr. Hoover explained that they had nothing against free speech, mind
you. The committee only wanted to make inquiries^, and Mr. Hoover merely
deplored ^inaccuracies in the exercise of free speech. '" (Director's quotation
taken from introduction pf Law Enforcement Bulletin, July, 1958). However,
public reaction waa adverse, and the HCUA dropped the entire matter,

Herblock ihen goea on to quote from the Director's speech
before the American Legion (Septeinber, 1957), in which Mr. Hoover
criticized "certain organizations" which thwart the concepts of security,
claim to be anti-comniunist but actually launch attacks against Congressional
legislation designed to curb communism. 5uch commenta of the Director,
Herblock says, betray Mr. Hoover' s "imprecise speech exercises, " in that
he doearft identify these "organizations." However, according to Herblock,
the Director let the "cat out of the bag" a few sentences later when he talks
about "The recent campaign to throw open the filea of the FBI ig a case in
point."

Herblock states: "At this point - or at this case in point - the
cat was out of the bag on all four pussy feet, and we discovered the kind of
dangerous subversives who were the objecta of Mr, Hoover' a creeping
McCarthyism. First and foremost on anybody' s list of 'organizations' which
would 'throw open the filea of the FBI, ' as Mr. Hoover misrepreaented the mat-
ter, would have to be that familiar group of desperadoes, the Supreme Court
of the United States. And Mr. Hoover' a tirade was brot:^ht on by their 7-1
decision lyhich upheld the rights of people being prosecuted to aee government
material necessary for their defense - as, for example, the various conflicting
statements of an informant like Harvey Matusow." ic



Jones: ta Nease Memo

These CGmmenta then follow oii fehe Director and the Supreme
Court: "Aa one who^ believes, that all government actions, are .subject to:

questioning and comment, I don't hold! that fed^raI court decisions ate
always right or above criticism. There are some F d quarrel with. But
in a choice, Pd certainly take the considered .deliberations of the Supreme
Court in preference to the statementa of a policeman so e9;rried away by
his own power and his own press: releases that he has. taken to impugning the
integrity and patriotism of all who disagree with him/* it

Herblock makes this biting sarcasm:

*'A more forthright crack at the Court appeared in
a mid-lQSS report of testimony by Mr^ Hoover before a Congressional
committee. He said, *The Supreme Court must come to. grips in a
realistic, manner with facts and join all the forces for good in protect-
ing saciety* ' (Page 1T4 of Director's: Testimony before the Subcom.-
mittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,

I

January 16y 1958^. reflects that Mr^ Hoover :actuaLly saidr "But the
courts, themselves ra^jst also ;eventuaily come to grips in a realistic

manner with facts and join ail forces for good in protecting society/*)

"This was pretty big of our most publicised bureau
chief. He might have said simply that the S. Supreme Court must
go* But he wasi forbe9;ring, though firm. He allowed the members
of the nation^ s highest tribunal a chance to give themselves up and to-

*ioin £tll the forces, for good, ' u,

'*Who knows to wKat heights men like Earl Warren and
Hugo Black might have risen had they but obeyed and grasped the

oppoitxmity lor redemption? They might have traded, in their black
robes for white hats^ to show they were forces-for-good guys instead

J
of forpes-^for-bad guys. They might even hstv^ become Junior G-men.

I But they remained steeped in their iniquitieji^ steeped in the law,
steeped in the old idea that the rights of American citizens are even
more important than, the barMiigs .of cops and committees.. U :

-< 4-
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Jonea to Neaae Memo
January 2.^, 1959

"Actually^ the law that has been operating against

the Eastlaads,, the Jenners, the Walters: and the Hoovers is one
which has never been passed itpon. by the Supreme Coxxrt, an<3

which appears not in legal books but in economic ones^. That is

the law of diminishing returns/* u

(5) Building up a myth of communist strength inside the United States, ol

Herblock severely criticizes the FBI for trying to create

I

a mjih of communist strength inside the United States, when actually there
is none - z "basic law" that "the fewer the Communists and the lesjs: their
influence, the more imminent the danger from thehi*"i/. ^

These are Herblock^s final comments:

"With. aH their comibined efforts, they haye not

been able to keep the countryVs fear^ of internal * subversion'

whipped up to thQ fever pitch, of the McCarthy era> The -Russian

gains on world scientific,. e^0iiom,ic and political fronts have brought
a sobering realization of the real dai^ers which confrojit us. And the
Suspeet-Thy-Neighbor groups have been up against the additional

handicap that the strength of the Communists in the U. S. , which was
nev^r large: at any time, has dwindled to near aero. ^

^*In their efforts to overcome the law of diminishing:

refturns,^ Mr. Waiter and IVICr. Hoover have tried to proclaim a kind
of basic law of their own invention - that the fewer the Communists
and the less their influence., the ijiore ifiaminent the danger from
thpm. u

"If it were a fajet tl^at our internal peril is now as
great as ever,, that would hardly seem much of a testimonial to

these men,, who have supposedly been eliminating, the dire threat

that we*re all going to turn red some morning. But in the face pf

clear and present dahger^ to their personal prestige, they could

hardly be expected to worry about little matters of logic. ^

5



Jones to Neaae Memo
January 26,. 1959

"The business: of hunting Americana guilty of no crimes
and of finding ' subversion* in such things, as free speech and freedom
of assembly ia not yet played out. But the chaaea arerft what they
used to be. ^

"The pursuera are still willing,, but the audience
ia getting tired. And, worst of all, the pursued arenH ail co-oper-
ating in quite the old way. It takes at least two to make a chaae.
Somebody haa to run away, or maybe drop dead when you point at

him. But people aren't dropping the way th&y used to -< or falling

for all the old charges. As: for running, the Supreme Court just
sita there^ handing down judicial opinions. Feopie like Cyrua Eaton
sit there handing out personal opinions; and instead of fleeing whea
a pursuer cornea roaring up, they jjtrst stand and spit in hia eye. U

^•Perhapa Mr. Hoover haa detected something in

the air. JLately T ve been reading lots of newspaper stories about
an FBI list of Ten Most Wanted Men. Thia sounda like an echo of

the old Public Enemy day^ when Mr. Hoover built Ms reputation
by catching criminala,^ and by upholding the lawa inatead of trying
to dictate them. U

"Jenner haa bowed out. And if the busineaa of pursuing
law-abiding citizena keepa dropping off, I dorft know what people
like Eastland and Walter are going to do for action. Some time when
they come up- for new appropriations,. Congress, could suggest that

they go chase themselvea. " U

The text ia accompanied by several cartoona ("which have
previously been publiahed), all of a derogatory nature to the Bureau and the
House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. i(

RECOMMENDATIQNr
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"HOW THE CHURCH CAN HPI T>

WHERE-DELONQUENCy BEGMS'
3XMnL-h^ ROBERTS
BOOK REVIEW
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

SYNOPSIS

Dr. Guy L. Roberts gives minister's viewpoint on
delinquency in captioned book. Has written book to express
belief that church has a vital role to perform with problem
children and their families. He states that the church should
be first sourcem help to individual and family. It is in an
excellent position to counter fear and hate, common with
problem children, with faith and love. Dr. Roberts believes
that "problem young people" are basically reUgious, but
their religious Uves are functionally weak. A more realistic
and creative type of Christian education is needed. This will
combat philosophy of "self-expression" and "empty freedom"
which rules out the claims of "self-sacrifice" and "self-control.

"

By neglect, we haye made the modern family what the Marxists'
by social planning have made it. Failures in community zj
living produce delinquency. The relative failure of the pro-

ibation system is due to failure to establish adequate counseling
relationships. Church is in position to make available conse-
crated men and women properly equipped for this task. However,
a key factor in any planned approach to delinquency problem is
adequate counseling service in schools. Dr. Roberts holds more
hope for future as churches are finding and accepting a primary
responsibiUty in alerting the community to its responsibilities.
Dr. Roberts does not refer to Director orFBX No information

be
:b7C
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V
Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: '^HOW THE CHURCH CAN HELP

WHERE DELINQUENCY BEGINS"

AUTHOR GIVES MMISTER^S VIEWPOINT ON DELINQUENCY

\ / "How the Church Can Help Where Delinquency Begins, " hy Guy L.
/NRotoesta is essentially a minister's viewpoint regarding problem children.

I^oJ^s^^ts has specialized in psychology and comseUng. He earned his '

_ _
Ph7r). degree at the University of Pittsburgh and pursued other graduate
work at Columbia. University and the University of Glasgow (Scotland). He-
attended the Seminary of Boston Universityand studied at Southern Illinois '

University and the University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Roberta is currentlylfie'
minister of the First Methodistj:hurch,_Cla^ston, Washington.

Nothing in Bureau files identifiable with Dr. Roberts. The Director
and FBI axe not referred to. in this book. The author uses various other authorities
and statistics based in case studies to support ' :iposition. (Book jacket)

CHURCH HAS VITAL ROLE TO PERFORM

This book was written to express the belief that the church has a
vital role to perform with problem children and their famiHes. While a growing
number of religious leaders know this fact, the general pubUc and vast majority
of church members do not. Dr. Roberts discusses the various bases of juvenile
delmquency from the various so-called authoritative sources. Dr. Roberts notes
that the pattern in the« course of juvenile delinquency differs from cade to case
but m all cases "love" is inadequately expressed. A primary function of the church
IS to make (Christian) leve appHcable to the individual and the family. It should be
the first source of help. (pp. 7, 35)

ALL CHILDREN ARE POTENTIAL DELINQUENTS

According to Dr. Roberts, many children have problems that may
become too difficult for them to solve. Thu^ all children may become problem
children or delinquents because of the stress of these insolvable problems. One
child in a family of several children can become a delinquent because no two
children m a family have the exact environment or problems. Many seemingly
unimportant environmental factors such as comic books may "trigger" the
immediate pattern of delinquent response. However, with most problem children
fear and hate have won oyer faith and love. Of course, the parent should step in

'

to assist potential delinquents with their ^difficult problems, but the church is in
excellent position to step in and re-create around problem children patterns of

^^^l^f^'^^^^'^'^^f}'^^'^^'^^^^^ faith, and love. Dr. Roberts

tp^^^\o!lti^ UiT
^'^"'^^^^ firmness, as well as tenderness.

2 —



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
RE:: "HOW THE CHURCH CAN HELP

WHERE DELINQUENCY BEGINS"

SHALLOW-^ROOtlNG OF CHRISTIAN IDEAS

Among Dr. Roberts* concltisions is a statement "These problem
young people of ourj?—of ow churches, our communities, oiir homes-^are
basically religious. " However, religious lives of delinquents may be
idealistically strong though ftmctionstlly wefifc. We need to provide a more
realistic and creative type pf Christian education* Right ideas have been
accepted mcritically but concepts and convictions were shallow-rooted and
the deeper emotional drives, such ^a.resentment and aiggressive feelings, left

largely unaffected., (pp. 73, 74)

SELF-EXPRESSIONS AND EMPTY FREEDOM

J^Vf,. Roberts quotes a source stating that we are doing by neglect
much of what the Marxists have done by social plannii^. In this coimeetion,
the naodern family makes thr>ee fundamental mistakes,' "First it sees a marriage
as mere contractj second, it understands marriage as a private affair, and third,
it adopts a philosophy of self-expression and empty freedom which rules out the
claims of self-sacrifice and- self-control* " He states that the church has the only
adequate philosophy of family life to counter this weakness and has access to the
family as no other agenc^y has. Countering this deficiency in family life will aid
the prevention of delinquency. Dr. Roberts indicated that he does not .mean to
say that thefcightejied and irresponsible parent can delegate the authority to the
church, "but his chxirch is the one supporting agency tiiat can work with him every
step of the way from the birth of the child to its maturity. .

. " Problem children
must suffer the consequences of the church's failure to live up to their potentialities,
(pp. 75, 76, 92, 96)

ROLE OF THE CHUjRCH IN THERAPY

The eounsel-ing function of ministers and the role of the church in
therapy are questioned by professional and lay workers in religious and social
services. Jn some instances where resentment and anxiety are not too deep or
alienation not too complete, the problem child may be able to adjust to other
persons in the church atmosphe?::e of fellowship and love. However, many
children are beyond this ahd need the help of a trained counselor. Dr. Roberts
claims that the church today has recognized this need and is training its ministers
to be counselors. He does not believe technical training is enough as counseling
is more an art than a science, the art of establishing a relattonshipi.

- 3 -



Memorandum to Mr, Belmont
Re: • "HOW THE CHURCH CAN HELP

WHERE DELINQUENCY BEGINS"

Based on a, study of ^00 delinquent boys and girls in Texas, the book

set forth the following conclusions relating to the delinquents and their homes

:

"
(1) 1x1 about 75 per cent of the homes of the respondents, parents

,

have shown some attempts at attending chxxrch.

(2) There is a definite lack of interest Jon the part of the parents

toward active participation within the organization of the

church.

(3) There is a noticeable lack of religious literature in the homes
of -the respondents~foimd in only one-third of the homes.

(4) There ia little religious training in the hotnes, but a great desire

on the part of many of the respondents for jsuch training.

(5) Churches; have had some contact with oyer three-fourtha of the

respondents; two-thirds of the respondents; claim church member-
ship and slightly over three-fourths of them claim regular or
occasional attendance at Sunday school and church, particularly

in early childhood.

(n) Positive attitudes toward the Church, the Bible, and Jesus, and
positive beliefs in the existence of God seem to indicat^^ a tacit

acceptance of the v^ues of God, the Bible^ j[esus, and the Church.

(p. 72, 73)
On thls^ premise, Dr. Roberts feels that the problem youth are

basically religious. Thus, the church has a solid entree to aid the problem youth
and their families.

PROBATION HAS BEEN ONLY HELATWELY SUCCESSFUL

In the past, probation ha^s been only relatively successful. The
relative failure of the probation system is basically a failure in establishing

I an adequate counseling relationship. The Church is making available to the
courts the consecrated m^n and women best equipped to establish this relationship.
Certainly, a key faqtor in this program is an adequate coxmseling service that

begins in the schools. Two centuries of scientific progress, industrial development
and social changes haye brought so many changes: in social functions mder the

4 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re; "HOW THE CHURCH CAN HELP

WHERE DELINQUENCY BEGINS"

control of secular agencies that the role of the church and its influence have
greatly lessened in modern life. The trend in changing; the churches of
the community are finding and accepting a primary responsibiUty in alerting
the community to its responsitoilitiesi

Delinquency is failure in community living. The prevention and
cause of delinquency (and mental illness.) reside in the cominunitv.
(pp. 144, 147-150)

^
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~ " 2-Origijaal & cojiy

PAC, PMacblpMa 1 -yellow file copy nasals 4, 1009
1- Section tickler

Dircctoir, JTES (62-4^0853) 1-J. S, Johnson, 331, OPO

^, CHINA ALL WEOUG"^ BOOK REVIEW8

bo
b7C

The N«w York Timw. Monday, March 2, 1999, iseue

(page C-35) carried th« followiBg laformattoA:

""Tho U. S. Got Bed Chisa AU Wroag — as seen by
m old China hand Slunsrs why & how Mao Tee-tung

^on the hearts 6 miads of the Chinese. Refutes

every point i& U. S. poUcy of nonrecognition. Pointe

out the reaUty & f«uiibiUty of the Golden Triangle

of China, Russia and U. S. Original & thought-

provokiiiE^ $1 post-paid. P. O. Box 73S4,

Phila. 1, Pa."

You should discroetly obtain one copy of the above

book, and forward it to the Bureau by routing slip, attention

Central Research Section. ,

NOTE ON YELLOV:

Book appears to support propaganda re Commu,:jist China.

It is felt the book should be reviewed in view of the propaganda

\

'

NOT EBCOIiSED

136 MAR 20 1959

MAILED 31

''\P
'^ 4-1959
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Ojfice M^emorandufn • united st^^es government

TO

FROM

SUBJECT;

Mr. A. H. Belmont tf^l5<?^

Mr. W. C. Sullivan l^^d^

DATE: February 24, 1959

OOK REVIEWS
CONTROL BY PUBLICATIONS DESK
CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION
62-46855

Reference is made to the Memorandum to All Bureau Officials y

.

and Supervisors dated January 21, 1959, entitled "Book Review Control -H-^'"^

by Publications Desk, Central Research Section. " Referenced memorandum
set forth current procedures to be followed in connection with book reviews

conducted at the Seat of Government. It is vital that all personnel handling

book reviews in the respective divisions be aware of the procedure^ set

forth in the referenced memorandum.

For additional information in this matter, a copj^of aE book

revi^s should be placed in Bufile 62-46855.

Interested personnel in the respective divisions should also

be aware that the Publications Desk is now listed on the yellow FBI Telephone

Directory under the caption. "Classified, " and inquiry concerning book

review matters should be directed to this Desk,

RECOMMENDATION:

That this memorandum be forwarded to all Division heads

for appropriate handling.

* Or original

A'AMBiaml
(12) r/

1-

1-Mr. Beimoni
1-Mr. DeLoach
1-Mr. Mohr
1-Mr. Holland

V^ SS iAR IT 1859

mm
1-Mr. Parsons
1-Mr. Rosen
1-Mr. Tamm
1-Mr. McGuire
1-Mr. Trotter

fib tAR 12 1§S9

be
hlC



P.O. Box Number 95

Mount Vernon,_New York

''Books That Touch Life''

Mr. Tolson™
Mr. Beimon^
Mr. DeLoa
Mr. McGui
Mr. Kohr^
Mr, Parsons
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trotter^

Mr. W.CSulIivan
Tele. Room.

Mr« J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, D.

Hear Mr. Hoover:

\

Please accept ^Xi^ W ^®st wishes the enclbsed copy of my newly
published hook^DFirM THE CHILDREIIj

It is my fervent hope that this book will serve to throw more
light upon the menace that threatens freedom-loving peoples
everywhere, ]

Most sincerely yours,

JE:de
Enclosure



STANDARD FOAM NO. M

ce Nlemm^ndufn • united siwes government \^

DATE:3/ll/59

FROM :m. A.^^ia'^

TO Mr. DeLoach »

Tolson .

Belmont

Mohr

Nease _,

Parsons

Rosen _
Tamm

SUBJECT: BOOK ENTITLED
/'BUFFER THE CHILDRENl'
/ BY JEROME EDEN

BACKGROUND:

W.Q?*Stimvan _
Tele. Room
Holiomaiju^

Gandt?^K^g,

By letter to the Director dated March 2, 1959, attached, Mr<^Jerome
Eden, of theJEdea Press., Mount Vemoa, .N.e^KLYork, transmitted a (sopy of his newly
published book entitled as captioned. In his note Mr. Eden expressed the hope that

his book win throw more light upon the menace that threatens freedom-loving peoples
everywhere. It is noted that the bibliography of this book lists '^Masters of Deceit,
on page 152 as Item 19.

In the acknowledgement to his book, Mr. Eden mentioned, among other
things, that all he knows about the biological, life-energy of the living organism, of

its fimctional identity with the sexual enei*gy in man, he is indebted either directly

or indirdctly to the work of Dr. Wilhelm Reich. The preface to the book indicates

that Eden is an educator and a member of a civilization which has reached a perilously
critical stage in its development. Eden has been deeply concerned over local,

national and planetary events of recent years. He states that %t. is his conviction
that what is happening has its roots in the personal relations between the individual

man and woman, parent and child, child and teacher; further, that it is man who '

perverts the warm streaming love^ of the child into a cold, dirty "act" of prbrnography.

INFORMATION IN BUflLES :

.

Bufiles reflect that Dr. Wilhelin lleich founded The Orgone Institute

at Rangeley, Maine, -- in 1942 to commercialize his theory of cancer treatment
through control of biological energy. Reich was subject of an Internal Security j
investigation;' (Bufile 100-14601) and we have a voluminous file on his foundation

^"^"^

(Bufile 105-11461). In 1954 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) secured an

injunction against Reich and his associates for their quack methods of curing cancer
and other serious diseases. In October, 1957, our files indicated at that time^that

Reich was serving a prison sentence for contempt of court for violation of this

injunction.

Enclosures. (2)

WHS:apa

01(3) /1

S3 MAR 19 195^
'



M. A. JONES to DELOACH MEMO

Since November, 1955, Reich and members of his staff bombarded the Bureau with

complaints of perjury, fraud and other irregularities in handling of the FDA and

court action, against them. As a matter of policy, the Bureau has not been ac-

knowledging communications from Reich and his associates. According to Mr. Eden's

book, Reich died on November 3, 1957.

Further, files reflect that we received letters from Mr. Jerome Eden

dated 5-31-58, pertaining to the work of Dr. Reich, and another letter dated 10-13^58,

wherein he forwarded to the Bureau' s attention a pamphlet dealing with psycho-

political warfare. Neither of these two communications was acknowledged.

REGOMMENDAtlON:

That instant letter from Mr. Eden and his book not be acknowledged

by the Director.
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^
STANDARD^FORM NO. 64

Office MeMOMuduM • united st^^s government

: Mr. A. H. Belmont C^lh'^TO

FROM

DATE: February 18, 1959

Mr, W. C. Suli^j^^

SUBJECT: "THE PROFESSOR AND THE COMMISSIONS"

Tolson

Boardman
Belmont _
Mohr

Nease
Parsons _
Rosen
Tamm

-by BERNARD SCHWARTZ;
—BOOK REVIEWS
iBufileTS'^^feHSS^

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
HoUoman
Gandy

Reference is made to the memorandum from M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach
dated 2-9-59, captioned "Dr. Bernard Schwartz, Former Chief Counsel of the

House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight. " Referenced memorandum indicated

that a book by Schwartz was to be published 2-17-59. Schwartz, it will be recalled, I

recently received wide publicity which stemmed from charges he made alleging ^
that undue influence was being exerted by Government officials on matte'rs pending i\

before Federal regulatory commissions.

A copy of the captioned book has been received by the Central Research
J*

Section and is enclosed. The book warrants review to determine whether it containss;^

information of an investigative nature of interest to the Bureau as well as for any t

information of general interest to the Director or other Bureau officials. (\

\S

Book reviews, it will be recalled, are currently handled in accordance with

instructions contained in the memorandum to all Bureau officials and supervisors ^"

dated 1-21-59
,
captioned "Book Review Control by Publications Desk - Central q

Research Section. " g

RECOMMENDATION: %

That the enclosed book be forwarded to the Investigative Division for

review.

Enclosure

x^AMB:aml L<

(6) /V^

1-Section tickler

if
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1-Mr. Belmont

1-Mr. Rosen
1-Main file on Sch-^||^'



STANOARO FORM NO. C4

Ojfice lAem(^ndu^ • united states government

TO

FROM

Mr. Rose] DATE: March 10, 1959

be
:b7C

SUBJECT: "THE PROFESSOR MD THE COMMISSIONS"

telle '62-lfS855 1'*t!!lX'^^^^

Tolson _
Belmont .

DeLoach

,

McGuire .

Mohr

Parsons .

Rosen
Tamm1 Ulllltl

I* J

HoUoman ^ ^

Gandy

This is to advise that the above book OTitten by Dr. Bernard
Schwartz, former chief counsel. House Subcommittee on Legislative
Oversight has been reviei^ed. In the book Schwartz details the ex-
periences of his relatively brief career investigating the six Federal
regulatory commissions. There is nothing new in the book that has
not been disclosed by public hearings of the subcommittee and
in newspaper accounts of the hearings, nor is the FBI mentioned.

Schwartz cites the historical and legislative background
of the six regulatory commissions, the problems and obstacles he
faced in conducting his inquiries and his observations relative to
his ouster as chief counsel of the subcommittee*

Schwartz recounts the alleged" illegal influences exerted »

by Thurman 1. Whiteside, Miami attorney, on Richard A. Mack who was
a commissioner for the Federal Communications Commission. His alle-v
gations related to the activities of Ifeck and Whiteside in connection^
with the granting of a TV license for Miami Channel 10 to Public S
Service Television, a firm which Whiteside represented. Our. invest i<

gation of the Mack-Whiteside matter resulted in the indictment of
these individuals on 9/2?/58, for conspiracy and obstruction of
justice in the U. S. District Court, Washington, D. C. This matter ^
is awaiting trial. ^

Schwartz also restates allegations of improper influence
by Sherman Adams on behalf of Bernard Goldfine in connection with
the Federal Trade Commission and Securities Exchange Commission
matters involving Goldfine. >

'
* Schwartz 'al'so recommends the transfer of the judicial/ ^^'\

powers now vested in regulatory commissions to the ordinary Federal
courts to eliminate the existing evils in the regulatory commissions.

It appears from a review of the book that Schwartz rc.on-,o^
siders Congressman Oren Harris the main villain in placing obstapl^s

CC-1
1-Mr. Belmont
1-Main File on

RMM:eam J
(8) f^m

r



1 t
Memorandum to Mr» Rosen

in his path in conducting an objective and jearching investiga-

tion of the regulatory commissions. It is noted that
^J®

press indicated that Congressman Harris vas quoted as stating

that Schwartz* book merely reconfirmed his opinion ^^l^®
^

greatest mistake the subcommittee made was employing Schwartz .

in the first instance.

RECOMMEIIDjlTION.:

That this memorandum be forwarded to the "Book Review

Control by Publications Desk - Central Research Section.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The author was bom and raised in China, educated in an
American missionary college in Shanghai, and worked for the

Chiang Kai-Shek Government for a few years during the Sino-

Japanese War. He had travelled extensively in China, Southeast
Asia and Europe, as a journalist and writer.

For the last eighteen years which represent two-thirds of his

adult life, he has resided continuously in this country. He has
never been a Communist or had anything to do with the Communist
parties. All he has been reading in these years are the mass-
circulated American magazines and newspapers.

These essential facts are outlined here just to prove that /the

thoughts presented in the three articles are not the result of any
brain-washing by the Chinese Reds. It is hoped that readers will

weigh them for whatever they are worth as the products of inde-

pendent and original thinking.



Part- I

THE NEW CHINA

History often repeats itself, but many leaders of men have

chosen to ignore the lesson® of history or tried to impose their

own interpretations. For years after her emergence, the great

country of Soviet Russia was treated as an outcast of the inter-

national society. The result was a near disaster to mankmd.

Hardly a generation later, the new China has been getting some-

what the same treatment from the same quarters.

It does not require much wisdom or vision to see that the

world is still in the stage of Great Power politics and the new

China, about ten years old, must be ranked among the leading 3

or 4. It should be evident to everyone, therefore, nothmg im-

portant and permanent can be ^accomplished in the family of

nations without active partticipation of the real China. It is also

evident that those in the West still attempting to exclude and

restrain the Government of Peking are, to say least, closing

their eyes to realities. As those see-no-evil people are now filling

the eminent roles of China experts and making decisions affecting

all of us, we the old China hands who have been watching the new

China with wide open eyes do feel compelled to ask for the right

to speak.

Before any Westerners can understand what the new China

is all about, let them first realize what the Great Powers of the

West had been trying to do to the Great Powers of the East. If

we pick the year 1851 as the inauguration of the Modem Era,

we shall find the Western Powers wasted the first one hundred

years of the golden modern times to restrain and combat the rise

of the Russian nation, beginning with the Crimean War of 1854

to 1856 and culminating with the two world wars, both started

by Russia-hating Germans. Yet Russia today is much stronger

than England, France, Germany, Austria and Japan, whose govern-

ments spearheaded at one time or another the movement to stop

Russia and had won great battles against her. Let us fervently

hope that the second hundred years of the modern man will not

be so wasted in an equally futile attempt to stop China. If the

Eisenhower administration had succeeded to embroil America in

a war with China and Russia at the same time, it would have got

itself committed to a stupendous undertaking, the tragic nature

of which will defy imagination of epic poets of all ages.
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What kind of people is the Chinese? What is the Chinese
soul like? For a foreigner to understand any people to any extent,

a £5mattering- of their language is always the first requisite. Since

thv- Chinese language is a very rich and very old one, to acquire
a 'smattering of it is difficult enough, yet a complete mastery of

it is required of any scholar wishing to penetrate the Chinese souL
This is why your old China hand discards his usual modesty and
ventures to fill in.

Concerning the Chinese language, it should be pointed out
here that the more I studied the Western languages and literatures,

the more fascinated I am by the Chinese language. This is be-

cause : 1, the Chinese language has been proved to be the primary
factor that has held all Chinese .together through time and space.

If the Chinese race had started with a phonetic language instead,

the whole country would have been Balkanized long ago. In the

place of one nation indivisible, there would have been scores of
rival states there with different languages and heritages. 2, the
Chinese language is the most beautiful, to the eye at least, and
its poetry of the Tang Dynasty will always remain unsurpassed
in the world treasury of poems. My favorite poet is Mr. Li
Shang-Ying of afore-^said period who left the posterity many
immortal stanzas which in just 14 words at once portrayed and
dhanted the tenderest sentiments of immortal love. Following is

one of such stanzas that I have considered truly the greatest and
truly revealing of the Chinese soul:

In Chinese he wrote some twelve hundred years ago.

Rendered freely in English he meant,

''The silkworms of Springtime
spill their hearfs blood like a stream of flood

until they <ire very dead;
the wacc candles have their tears shed,

drop by drop, witliout any stop,

until into ashes they spreads

To me this is the answer: the Chinese soul has been one full

2



of blood and tears. The Chinese race is a remarkable people very
deep in family loyalty, very ardent in love and vexy long-'in^'snffer-

ing* This is true of the old China and, vt^ith some happy improves
ment, also true of the new China. The 650 million people are now
pouring out one gigantic flood of heart's blood into national re-
building ins-tead of family danism, while the unstoppable tears
shed are now tears of great joy. The Chinese people truly believe
they now have the best government in their five thousand years
of recorded history. No Chinese government had ever succeeded
to unify the whole country as solidly as this one. IsPo Chinese
government had ever succeeded in the task of feeding all its people
as this one. No Chinese government had worked so conscientiously
and accomplished so tremendously on beihalf of its people like this

one. Travellers from the new China invariably spoke of the
happy smiling faces they have seen all over there. President
Sukarno of Indonesia who visited China a couple of yeai*s ago
recounted eloquently his encounters with happy Chinese there and
left no doubt that he felt the Chinese people are much happier
than their contemporaries in Russia and the United States where
he also toured.

New China's industrialization and modernization during thjs

first nine years of its young life has been nothing short of a miracle.
As they say, all beginnings are difficult. Now, a good start has
been made and the economic development is gathering momentum.
Her steel production in 1957 was 5,350,000 tons. This amount is

doubled by the end of 1958, thus equaling to the steel output of
France. It is reasonably sure that the output will be pushed to

20,000,000 tons at the end of 1959, overtaking Britain. Produc-
tion figures in other important fields such as rice, wheat, coal,

cotton, etc., have also been soaring into fantastic heights. The
great "leap forward'* movement has been going on not only quan-
titatively, but also qualitatively. Scientific inventions, mechanical
wonders and engineering feats have been piling up rapidly.
Illiteracy had been completely liquidated and so are many other
ancient evils such as uncleanliness, vagrancy, prostitution and
concubinage, etc. In the athletic fields, many Olympic records
are reportedly broken. Thus in the most populous and oldest
nation, the "greatest story on Earth" is actually being produced
before our very eyes. Imagine how happy and enthusiastic the
Chinese people can be

!

When Mr. Adlai E. Stevenson reported on his trip to the
Soviet Union in the summer of 1958, he quoted the Russian the-
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atrical genius, Mr. Sergei Obraztsov, as having said about the

new China, , • * Happiness does not lie in the things one has.

One may have a house, a car, plenty of food, and many things,

but these do not make happiness. Happiness does not lie in

today, but in tomorrow and in our dreams for tomorrow . . .

People in China have had nothing, nothing. Now several hundred
million people are dreaming of tomorrow. I cannot describe to

you the feeling of excitement there, much, much more than even
here in the Soviet Union.'*

It is frightening how news of the remarkable successes in

the New China were actually ignored, played down, ridiculed

upon and twisted around when they reach the anti-Communist
press in the United States which had always prided itself as a
champion of the freedom of press. On the other hand, utterly

unsubstantiated reports of revolt on the Chinese mainland, issued

every so often by the propaganda mills in Taiwan, have been
printed under headlines and picked up by Mr. Dulles and others

to illustrate their theory of the possibility of *'a Hungarian type

of revolt" in China. To compare the new China of glorious achieve-

ments with Hungary of 1956 is of course utterly false and dis-

honest, an insult to the intelligence of the audience. The
Hungarians revolted against foreign occupation forces, while there

are no foreign troops on the mainland of China. Any man well-

informed of the Far East situation will certainly much rather

speculate on the possibility of a Hungarian type of revolt in

Taiwan itself, a revolt of its entire population against the forces

^^of Chiang Kai-Shek and his American allies.

Jusl What are the secrets of the incredible successes of the

Chinese Communist movement? Millions of Westerners who live

under different conditions and by different standards are easily

led to think that these successes were brought about only by sheer

oppression and mass executions perhaps comparable to or even
dwarfing those during the French Revolution, the Spanish Inqui-

sition and the Hitlerian Terror. Even those who guessed more
than a million anti-Communists must have been put to death have
conveniently forgotten what a small percentage does one out of

five or .six hundred make. The real and simple truth, however,
is open to all of us who seek it without bias or pre-conceived ideas.

Generally speaking, these successes are the logical conse-

quences or harvests of some thirty years of *'eating bitterness,'' of

blood, sweat and tear^, on the part of the leaders and members
of the Party. Specifically, it is the magnetic leadership of Mr.
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Mao, the devotion of his comrades, the superb organization, tactics
and discipline of the Party; the appeal of Communism amidst
poverty and insecurity that are many centuries old, amidst war
devastation brought on by the Japs, and amidst w^idespread dis-
content and resentment against the corrupt and inefficient Chiang
Kai-Shek regime; the "love your fellow men" conscience of the
race; the fervent desire among all Chinese patriots for a unified,

industrialized and strong China, etc., that have made them feel
like fish in the water under the Communist rule, insomuch so we
may suggest that in Mr. Mao's "New Democracy'* the Chinese race
apparently has found the rejuvenation of its souL

Mao Tse-Tung As A Leader

Mr. Mao Tse-Tung was born in Hunan in the southern part
of China in 1893, that makes him seven years younger than
Chiang Kai-Shek. He was attracted to -the theories of Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels while in his early twenties and began to
play an important role in the embryonic Chinese Communist Party
when the Chinese Nationalist Revolution unfurled from Canton
at the tip of South China. While the success of this revolution
brought Chiang to the peak of his fortune as head of the Nanking
Government, Mr* Mao with a price on his head worked fever-
ishly to build up the Communist Party which will forever bear
his mark as an unexcelled leader in theory and practice, with
the pen and the pistoL Despite very determined and repeated
campaigns on the part of Chiang Kai-Shek to suppress them
with superior forces, Mr. Mao and his loyal comrades always
managed to break through the iron ring of siege and move to
a new area to prepare for a fresh start- Previous to his settling
down at the caves of Yenan as his headquarters, he led his followers
in the famous Long March of six thousand miles through unbe-
lievable conditions of hardship under which they were harassed
and hunted dovm and bombed from the air as if they were wild
animals. Yet when Chiang Kai-Shek was kidnapped by two of
his generals in 1936 in a revolt over his policy of being soft
towards the Japs while ruthless to the Communists, it was Mr.
Mao who ordered Chiang's release without harm and without
conditions. From that time on, the United Front against the
Japs was formed and was- not seriously broken until the Jap
surrender. Mr, Mao's willingness to spare the life of Ms bitterest
enemy who had killed his first wife and his many comrades is

indeed in the best Chinese tradition and a revealing measure of
his true patriotism and greatness.



The generation of Chinese intelligensia that Mr. Mao had
to contend with was a .confused and unwieldy crowd at the best.

The political organizers of various Chinese parties including the

Kiiomintang had found it a Herculean task to recruit new mem-
bers w^ho would be willing to follow party rules and discipline.

Chiang Kai-Shek's Kuomintang had all the job-holders signing

up as party members but found it impossible even to collect any
dues from them. The various other political parties that blossomed
during the period of the United Front invariably had difficulties

to expand beyond a few members in any given territory. In con-

trast, Mr. Mao, suppressed and hunted, was not only able to hold

thousands of intellectuals together amidst great perils and sacri-

fices, but also built up a smooth-running clandestine party machine
everywhere under the very nose of its enemies. This fact alone

speaks eloquently of Mr. Mao*s leadership and organizing abilities.

It is now clear that Mr. Mao gained the leadership and dis-

tinguished it by the magnetism of his personality, the profundity

of his knowledge and -the force of his logic. In those years of

great hardship, Mr. Mao with his great understanding of Chinese

failings had tended his flock with the loving kindness of a mother.

He persuaded most of them to stick it out by nothing but his big

heart and moving words. It couldn't have been otherwise.

Chiang's publicity men loved to depict Mr. Mao as a monster
executioner, a demagogue with a gun commanding obedience from
his followers who cannot quit except through death. Actually,

there were many thousands of young men who had flocked to

Mr. Mao's camp by voluntary will, found life there unbearable,

finally made excuses to leave and were permitted to go back.

Thousands of such men were found serving in Chiang's various

agencies during the war, many of them were hired a^ special

agents to combat the spread of Communism. Even now, it is

much easier to leave the mainland than to leave Taiwan, the so-

called ''Free China" where the rule of the police, regular and
secret, is very much in evidence.

"God knows the truth but waits," proclaimed the title of a
Tolstoi short story. Many black lies against Mr. Mao have
turned about to haunt their propagators. Foremost of these,

for instance, is the refrain that Mr. Mao and his followers are

Russian puppets. Who is a real puppet now? Many ex-Nation-

alists are most enthusiastic in praising Mr. Mao as a great national

hero who has recovered all the lost territories, except a few
islands, notably Taiwan and Hongkong. This is a feat that was
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only remotely dreamed of in the days of Sun Yat-Sen and Chiang-

Kai-Shek. In fact, instead of being a silent partner, Mr. Mao
has manifested remarkable ability to win Russian leaders over

to his point of view on the niost important questions such as

Easi^West relations with the result a -few Western writers are

already suggesting that the capital of the Conimunist world
has been shifted to Peking^ At the same time, bo*h Russia and
China have shown no end of mutual admiration and devotion
that wishful thinkers are despaired of any prospect of a breach
between the two. Mr. Mao cannot detest more the idea of his

becoming another Tito.

Mao's Appeal to the Masses

It has often been repeated that the Chinese are too individual-

istic to believe in and carry out *he principles of Communism and
collectivization as advocated by Mr. Mao's party. This is perhaps
the cornerstone of the position taken by Dulles and Chiang who
proclaimed that Communism in China is only a passing phase.

*'One day it will pass." These are ambiguous words. In the

light of their beligerent stand vis-a-vis the Quemoy Islands, they
must have meant that the 71-year-old Chiang Kai-Shek has pretty

good prospects of outlasting the Peking Government. How wrong
can one's judgment be!

Like fallen leaves before a strong wind, Chiang's regulars

were easily swept away from one bastion to another on the Chinese
mainland by the Communist forces in a.bout six months in 1949.

Such ease attests to the great popularity of Mr. Mao's party and
creed among the long-suffering Chinese people who have become
thoroughly sick and tired of twenty odd years of Chiang's mis-
government and the terrible Japanese invasion. The Chinese
people are individualistic only in the sense of self-reliance; don't

forget they also have strong group consciousness. Up to the
modem era, the only group the Chinese really belong to was the
family clan. It was the duty of every person with an income
to contribute as much as he could to the relief and aid of the
poor and unfortunate relations* The terrible Japanese invasion,

however, has clearly taught every Chinese that danism is entirely

out-moded and he must give up everything, his very life if neces-
sary, to a strong government for real protection of his clan and
his inmiediate family. Since the corruption and incompetence of
the Chiang regime had been proved beyond any doubt, whom could
the Chinese turn to except the Communists?



Communism's greatest appeal to the Chinese masses is, of

course, in its creed of economic equality. Let us keep in mind
the fact that the Chinese race is one of the most homogeneous.
They are all descendents of the '^old one hundred surnames."
Those bearing the surnames of Liu, Li, Chao, Chu, Chou, Chen,
etc., may very well have been direct descendants of emperors, and
nearly everyone could have been the offspring of certain great

historical personage on either his father's or his mother's side.

Thus if certain Bostonians have been tracing back their family
trees to some three hundred years ago and are very proud to

claim certain earliest settlers on American soil as their fore-

fathers, the Chinese certainly have as much pride, if no more,
in their illustrious ancestors reaching back a couple of thousand
years. This is indeed the common heritage of the Chinese that
they can all share alike. This is also a source of great strength

and unity unknown to the other Great Powers. This type of racial

purity and equality automatically insures political and social

equality. Hence the oft-quoted saying among the Chinese : "Within
our borders, all men are brothers." In addressing an . all-Chinese

gathering, a Chinese speaker should always say, "My fellow

brothers and sisters," and never say, "Ladies and gentlemen."
Against this racial background, the economic inequality brought
to the fore by Kuomintang's embrace of Capitalism was deeply
fi'owned upon, while tales of conspicuous consumption among
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek's relations who were suspected of steal-

ing from the national treasury incited great resentment among the
masses who were frugal by instinct. This was considered one
of the main causes of Chiang's downfall.

The afore-mentioned Chinese trait of resentment against the

undeserving rich and any forms of economic inequality is deep-

seated and dated back to the ancient times. Confucius and his

disciples had repeatedly stated that "the primary worry of a state

is not scarcity, but inequality; not poverty, but discontent." There
is great truth in it when applied to the study of Chinese history.

The average Chinese has an uneasy conscience when his family
eats sumptuous fare, while some family in the neighborhood has
not a bowl of rice. There is an old saying in Chinese that "the

presence of a single outcast throws the whole assembly into an
unhappy mood." In other words, a Chinese will never complain
of a scanty fare if that is the fare for everybody, but his social

conscience will not allow the exclusion of anyone present from
sharing the bowl of rice. "Let everybody eat" is just about the
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first commandment in the Chinese code of social conduct. A
recognition of this basic trait in the Chinese character throws

plenty of light on the successes of Communism and collectivization

in the new China.

During these last ten years or so, the Chinese masses were
very much heartened in the fact that, far different from the

Kuomintang, the Communists have been true to their platform

and given the people more than what they hoped for in thear

fondest dreams. Besides the solid unification of the country and
the recovery of its territorial integrity, as well as the elevation

of the country to the status of a truly great Power, the economic
achievements are glittering and fabulous; all Icinds of machines,

trucks, cars, ships, airplanes, even air-conditioners, are being

produced in ever-increasing quantities ; steel furnaces, coal mines,

textile mills, etc., are working full blast and booming everywhere;
highways, railroads, canals, aii^fields, dams and bridges appeared
like miracles all the time. The newly-introduced Communes
promise to provide cradle-to-grave security to everybody* No
wonder the government and the people have such confidence in

each other that they even managed to conquer the 'natural calami-

ties of drought and flood which for centuries have periodically

plagued a helpless people. When famine threatened in the middle
of 1957, millions of party elite and high-placed intellectuals atnd

army officers pitched in day by day and working shoulder to

shoulder with the old, humble peasants and the threat was com-
pletely routed. The new China was thus saved by her own efforts

the very tragic experiences incurred by the Russians in the great
famine of 1922-23. Instead of agrarian sabotages, the Chinese
farmers are indeed having an epic love affair with their govei^n-

ment and brain workers. And so are all Chinese of all walks of
life. We may safely say of Mr. Mao Tse-Tung,- the greatest

leader in Chinese history, that there never was a living man: so

deeply beloved by so many millions of his own people. * -
.

*

What is the outside world going to do in face of such & liew
China gi*owing in numbers and strength with full speed every
year? The leading Western Power may pick a quarrel with her
and throw everything at her, but what is the use? " Like' the
oft-quoted words of some Chinese leader that said, in a gr^at war
there will still be some 300 millions of Chinese left. After all,

the Chinese never cared too much about their life or comfort.
Now, this fatalistic race has got a good cause : Like Nathan Hale,
the 650 millions are ready as one man to say, '"I i-egret that I have
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but one life to give for" my country." It is much better to woo
them with love like Russia has been doing with gratifying results

to both, or to treat them with respect like Britain and India have
done and gain respect in return, than to act defiant and talk

beligerent like old man Syngman Rhee did with tragic consequences
to his little country and people.

NOTE: Dr. Syngman Rhee has never refrained from voiclner his hatred of JECorea's
bier three neighbors, namely, Japan, China and Russia, During his days of exile»
he professed to be a great admirer of China, but was scornful of the United
States. In Dr. Rhee, we have the strange scene of an opportunist from a little
country tryingr to bully the biggest. It must be admitted that such a person,
with dictatorial powers, can make a little country a great menace to world peace.

A Disciplined Life

Americans and foreigners who write for the mass media of

information have never missed the chance to denounce the so-

called terror, fear, conformity and inhuman conditions prevailing
in Red China. The fact stands out that; in comparison to other
great upheavals in history, these Chinese Communists have accom-
plished the most at the least cost in human lives and suffering.

The revolution of 1949 was itself most remarkable in the complete
routing -of Chiang Kai-Shek's vast regular army with so little

bloodshed that makes Fidel Castro's campaigns in Cuba look like

a -massacre. Another most remarkbale thing is the fact, clear

to everyone now, that the revolution and ten years of magnificent
reconstruction were done without any aid from foreign countries

;

the American taxpayers have not spent a single penny to help
them and the Russians have been paid back for all the trade credits

extended. We would like to know whether anyone, Chinese or
otherwise, or .any political painty, past or present, can aspire to

accomplish a half of the things accomplished by Mr. Mao's group
of selfless men.

To get some idea of the great contributions made by the
Chinese^ Coriimiinists to the biggest and oldest nation on earth, it

will be necessary to keep in mind a picture of the Old Chinas
Many old China hands are still around and there are many books
and printed matters still available in every library that will give
an inquisitive mind plenty of satisfaction as to life and conditions

before the Chinese Communists. Briefly, things were more ox
less like .the United States during the deepest gloom of the Depres-
sion, except that in China the depression had been going on for
many, centuries. With a nomadic or sea-faring people, great hordes
would have gone abroad to pillage or conquer. But the Chinese
farmers had no warlike traditions and rather chose to die of
starvation near .their ancestral graves. The wiser and luckier
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ones among them might have stored -up a little grain to enable
them struggle along until they wrest another harvest from the
good earth. Since drought, flood, pests and pestilences were for-

ever hovering on the horizon, hunger and starvation Avere .-never

far away for a great majority of the people* Antiquated means,
of transportation made relief and rehabilitation just, about ixnpos-

sible- The only chance to get some relief was for the families to

go begging, to sell the females and children, and to swap babies
and toddlers to be eaten. The old would be left to die and the
young men sold their services to any warlords or bandit chiefs.

Thus even during those times without any foreign invasion, there
was always terror in the present and fear of the future. Great
miseries and suffering manifest themselves in the faces of the
untold millions everywhere of beggars, vagrants, prostitutes, child

slaves and dying men and women. And this was the picture of
the old China that the Communists have blotted out forever and
the friends of Chiang Kai-Shek lamented for its passing, :

As we have noted, the people of New China are happy and
dreaming of their tomorrow. Many foreign visitors and reporters
have wandered into China and been allowed the freedom of the
whole country. Didn't any of them ever report the presence of
any terror reminiscent of the old times? No, absolutely no. We
can imagine there must be some fear and witch-hunting among the
old guards, just as we find the ghost of Joseph McCarthy still

haunting these United States. Among the few hundred thousand
Russian and Chinese descendants here, we can also imagine there
must be a good number who have faith in their old countries and
oppose the Cold War, but fear is almost universal whenever they
are asked by a stranger for their political feelings. It is self-

evident if we are dedicated to the freedom of fear, we must first

of all stop the Cold War because it breeds fear and witch-hunting
here as well as there. Actually, there is little left of the • Iron
Curtain and no more of the Bamboo Curtain. In China, an Amer-
ican reporter can not only enjoy freedom of speech' and move-
ment, but also the freedom from censorship. The truth of the
matter is, instead of a Bamboo Curtain over China, there is nothing
but a Dulles Curtain against China. Any American newspaperman
will tell you so, albeit off the record.

If we need another "proof of the fact that people in China
are hot dying like flies or executed by the thousands, - we have
only to open our eyes and ears to be told that Chinese' population
is increasing so fast they will soon inundate the' whole wiorld*
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And the Chinese Government is apparently doing a good job of
feeding such sl population. The recent Commune movement has
apparently been slowed down, not because of unworkability, but
to insure a steady and smooth progress. It definitely is not a
crack-pot idea or Utopian dream, but points to a condensation of
the very best of Chinese and Western thinking on the noblest topic

of human brotherhood. To transform a giant crowd of 650 millions

of loose individuals, likened to a pile of loose sand by Sun Yat-Sen,
into useful members of orderly communal life can certainly never
be done without some kind of discipline or conformity which we
define as cohesion with some coercion. Conformity as such has
always been there, even in a free society. We should be aware
of it here either through the process of Americanization or from
siomething like the Dulles statement that* people in the United
States s;hould support a foreign policy authoritatively laid down
by the proper authorities. If Americans have many reasons to

be proud of their country, the Chinese certainly have every reason
to be. so, especially when they compare their happy present with
the unsufferable conditions of barely ten years ago. Why, we old

China hands cannot seem to recall a street or countryside in the
Old China without dying beggars, weeping women, naked and
barefoot children, and without loathsome diseases, aweful smells
and nauseating dirtiness. Now, all these are forever gone. There
are jobs for everybody, nurseries for the very young, schools for
children and adults, ^'Happiness Houses" for the aged. Everyone
looks healthy, well-fed and ever so clean. Unique among all the
countries, Chinese hotel rooms need no locks, bank-teller's windows
need no iron bars, no tips are accepted by people in serving trades
and nothing of any value is ever stolen. If all this has been
accomplished by an iron discipline, let us have plenty of it.

KOTB: Tlie Erreat saving grace in the rigorous, disciplined life in the New China is
undoubtedly the exemplary behaviou of the leaders and officials who have
even taken up manual labor* whenever they make mistakes themselves, they would
not hesitate to indulge in severe "self- criticism/*

Mr, Mao and other top party leaders are always admonishing the officials
to use persuasion and to guard asrainst arrogant or irresponsible behavior. Such
behavior is termed "bureaucratism," a sure road to oblivion.

Most old China hands can remember quite vividly how the mandarins and
bureaucrats in the old China can talk like a saint yet be guilty of everything
from buck-passing to embezzlement, from nepotism to brutality, and from doins-
nothlng to despotism. Can you blame the people for preferlng their new officials
and leaders?

All Imperialists Are Paper Tigers

Mr, Mao Tse-Tung was known to have published a book or
booklet entitled, ''All Imperialists Are P<iper Tigers/' This book
is not available in the United States, either in Chinese or English.



A few writei^s have dwelt on this subject and even tried to analyze
its underlying philosophy or psychology. Unfortunately, nothing
much has come out of such study and almost every anti-Communist
writer here seems actually delighted to use this catch-phrase to
attack its inventor. To your old China hand, however, it works
like magic and somehow reveals to him the future course of the
mighty New China that peoples the world over are speculating
about.

There is no doubt whatsoever that Mr. Mao and his comrades
meant in their battle-cry that all imperialism, without any excep-
tion, are paper tigers. This all-inclusive "all" must have therefore
taken into consideration of any future thrust of Chinese foreign
policy toward some area like Southeast Asia that may be looked
upon as Chinese Imperialism. Some speculators may even find
in it an implied warning to USSR not to intrude into Chinese
affairs. As far as that is concerned, Mr. Nikita Khrushchev has
emphatically expressed his distaste for any meddling into Chinese
quarrels by either America or Russia. It is clear, nevertheless,
Mr. Mao's succinct and powerful attack on all imperialism is not
merely directed against the Dulles Policy at the present but meant
to challenge all would-be imperialists from here to eternity.

As I said before, I didn't have a chance to study Mr. Mao's
treatise on the subject, but there is a very important tenet in
Chinese philosophy which unequivocally underlines his basic idea.
This, is the principle well-known to all Chinese and certainly to
a scholar like Mr. Mao that any perpetrator of wrong deeds will
always bring about his own destruction. In accordance toith this
principle, tyrants and conquerors do not increase their stature by*
more controls or conquests, but on the contran^y become weaker
with every new misdeed because more resistance and hatred are
aroused. This theory sounds like the American saying that the
law will catch up with the criminal, but differs with the latter by
its moral stand and its coverage of not only persons but also
states, big or small. In practice, this involves a different approach
to important issues such as how to meet the threats of imperial-
ism. Fascism or Nazism. The Chinese approach would be more
calm since it is philosophically and fatalistically confident of the
final overthrow of the aggressor. Let us take America's position in
the Second World War as an illustration.

Like a lawman waiting impatiently to catch up with the
criminal, the United States Government under President Franklin
D. Roosevelt acted to thwart Hitler's crazy designs in the European
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theater in such a hurry and with such a fury that it neglected to

reach an understanding with Stalin on a sound peace plan on
the one hand and, with the Europe-first idea, unduly prolonged
the war with Japan on the other. The basic American idea is

that if not immediately checked, Hitler would become so strong
that it would be impossible to stop him from conquering the
whole world.

The Chinese approach to the Hitler menace will be quite

different. Even if they would not doubt Hitler's capability in

devastating all Europe, including Russia and Britain, they would
have every doubt of his ability to control and hold down and, least

of all, to digest the vast area and population that he could have
conquered. In fact, they would think that the more countries

the Nazis conquered, the thinner and weaker would be Hitler's

hold, and the sooner would come the day of his total destruction
by his ever-increasing enemies. Thus when the Americans were
dazzled and worried by Hitler's triumphs, the Chinese would see
through them as so much empty build-up of a paper tiger.

Such is the basic idea that all imperialists are paper tigers.

It shouldn't be hard to predict that after recovering China's lost

or stolen territories, Mr. Mao and his followers can be expected
to concentrate on their dedicated task of making China the most
beautiful and the best country to live in. Why should they neglect

their own task and meddle in somebody else's affairs or, worse
still, embark on some grandiose schemes of an imperialistic nature
and thus turn themselves into paper tigers which they abhor so

much ?

The left-wingers of the world have come to recognize in Mr;
Mao as a leading authority on Marxism and Leninism, on revolu-

tionary strategies and tactics. 'Your old China hands are perhaps
even more amazed to find in him a veritable source of great Chinese
wisdom. Think for a moment of his handling of all religious sects

in the last decade. Even the Buddhists are now working for him
and the Catholic hierarchy in China have cut themselves away from
the Vatican. Years from now, the Christian world may look to
Mr. Mao as a more formidable foe to Papism than Martin Luther.
Mr. Mao has learned and profited from almost every important
thinker in the West and the East. It really pays therefore for all of
us, Westerners and Easterners, friends and foes, to learn from him.
What we have in mind here is another saying of Mr. Mao's that
had leaked through the Dulles curtain, namely, his pronouncement
on America's foreign bases. He was quoted to have said that such
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bases are nothing* but a noose with which American Imperialism
will hang itself. This is certainly not a wisecrack as many Amer-
icans must have shrugged off, but a considered judgment right in
line of Mr. Mao's Philosophy of the Paper Tiger. As these words
go to the press. President Eisenhower is struggling with the Con-
gress on the 1959 budget of 77 billion dollars. The average family-
man taxpayer has long groaned umder the relentless load. The
national debt limit had to be raised time and again. The necessary
incentives in America's vaunted Free Enterprise system are being
killed by these taxes. Needless to say, the incessant flow of money
into maintaining the foreign bases and the goodwill of their sover-

eign owners has formed an important drain and also the last few
straws that can break the back of these United States.

Moreover, Russia and China have been so infuriated and pro-

voked by American encirclement that their governments and peo-
ples are more united and determined than they would be otherwise.
Anti-Communists were quick to argue that in Russia and China,
high-level decisions are made by a handful of leaders. We can
truthfully say that the most important decisions reached by the
Kremlin and Peking were in a large measure forced on them by
the decisions made in Washington, D. C. In many cases, there
could have -been no alternative, except the worst one, a hot war,
which they apparently have so far rejected. During the Quemoy
crisis, an editorial in the Life magazine spoke wishfully and ro-

mantically about American influence on the destiny of China. The
fact is, America has exerted plenty of influences on Chinese affairs

even in the past decade, although such influences have done nobody
any good.

As time, money and attention are poured outside of the country
and the hemisphere, the home base and the backyard, from Cuba
to Argentina, have been badly neglected- Canada has already gone
her separate ways and traded heavily with Red China. It seems
clear that Ottawa cannot hold off much longer her expected recog-
nition of Peking. In America, much-needed civil defense exists

only on paper. We might have heard that even in neutral Sweden,
they have been building up-to-date shelters against nuclear air-

raids, but there is not a single one of them here for the common
people. In these days of rapid strides in the development of
ICBMs, the very need of those foreign bases has been questioned.
The Pentagon and the State Department will soon, if not already,
find themselves in the dilemma of not knowing what to do with
most of those bases. It will be just so many pieces of luxurious
junk that we can neither use nor afford to throw away.
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Part II

THE CHINA POLICY OF JOHN FOSTER DULLES

People in the United States generally do not realize or under-
stand the deep resentment and hatred against the Eisenhower-
Dulles administration among the 650 millions of Chinese. Nor
do the leaders and' people on the Chinese mainland have any idea
that Dulles' China policy enjoyed considerable popular support
and that such support was not confined within the right wing of
the Republicans once led by William Knowland. Among the
millions who have served or are serving in America's armed
services, for instance, the passion against the new China has
been very strong and widespread. It was this passion that had
.driven Eisenhower and Dulles to risk a nuclear war against China
on account of a couple of small islands within gunshot of the
Chinese mainland- The cause of this passion was, of course,
Peking's part in the Korean war.

To the average member of the American Legion and V. F. W.,
to the generals and admirals as well as the sergeants and lieu-

tenants in America's armed forces of 2,600,000 men and women,
the atrocious Korean war represents insufferable national frustra-
tion that was unique and unprecedented in her glorious tradition
of many military victories. So they cannot forget or forgive.
Nor have they bothered to investigate or even think about the
whys and hows, or the rights and wrongs of this war, because
they are satisfied that the United States and her Allies Were
fighting under the flag of the United Nations and that North
Korea and Red China were condemned by he UN as aggressors
in this war.

It is almost a matter of certainty that the Government of
the Chinese People's Republic will never tell its story and open
its books on the Korean War because its leaders must have felt

honor-bound not to expose the reckless blunder committed by the
leaders of North Korea. If anyone cares to think the matter
over and keep note of the relevant dates alone, however, he
should have no diflftculty to make a finding that the Chinese Com-
munists, who had established their government in Peking on Octo-
ber 1, 1949 over a large, impoverished, and war-devastated territory
with the largest population, definitely would not "order," urge
or encourage the North Koreans to cross the 88th Parallel and
precipitate a war with the United States. If the Chinese leaders
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wanted a war at that time, they would have chosen as their target

Taiwan, the last hideout of their arch enemy, Chiang Kai-Shek,

by any means and at any cost. If this campaign was waged in

1950, they would not have risked any war with the U.S.A. and

sanctions from the U.N. These simple, obvious facts should be

sufficient to convince any reasonable man that the Red Chinese

could not have started the Korean War or given the "go" signal

to the North Koreans. Mr. Mao Tse-Tung, well-known for his

limitless patience as a revolutionary and his strategy of withdrawal

before great odds as a commander, would certainly have coun-

selled patience and waiting, but in the summer of 1950, the North

Koreans must have been in a reckless and impatient mood to

repeat the triumph of the Chinese Communists. They might never

have asked for Chinese advice because they did not need to. And
they would not have listened to them either.

When the better-equipped American forces routed the North

Koreans and chased them across the 38th Parallel, the Chinese

Government was confronted with the grave threat of a hostile

army in hot pursuit of their comrade-neighbors. Moreover, with

the lessons of Japanese aggression still vivid, it seemed to be a

matter of national survival that the rabid, anti-Communist old man
Syngman Rhee must not be allowed to control the land and vital

power plants across the shallow waters of the Yalu River. The

United States would have the very same apprehension if the

Russian or Chinese army should set foot anywhere in the western

hemisphere in general and near the US border in particular.

Any fair-minded person, therefore, can easily see that it was
plainly out of considerations of self-preservation that the Peking

Government reluctantly decided to send those volunteers into Korea

to fight against the terrible odds. Peking's reluctance was well-

recorded by former president, Harry Truman, in his memoirs in

which he related the clear warnings sent by Pdcing through India

and a few other neutral nations. In view of these facts, Americans

should have little reason to grudge the Chinese, who were dragged

into this war and who fought in the most valiant manner against

America's superior arms and equipment.

The blind passions of the Korean War, I am afraid, are even

now sending the USA, China and the rest of the world down the

path of a nuclear holocaust if the hatchet is not buried soon.

Acting on the premise that Red China is an aggressor and enemy
of the United States, the State Department had, since the Chinese

entry into the Korean War, embarked on a full-scale retaliation
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against Peking in every 'field, along every front and with every
weapon possessed by the mighty Power, just short of actual open-
ing of fire. Military assistance agreement with Chiang Kai-Shek's
remnant forces was formalized in an exchange of notes of January
30 and February 9, 1951. In May of the same year, an American
military advisory group was established on Taiwan. On December
2, 1954, the mutual defense treaty with Chiang was signed which,
in giving him a new lease of life, stated that in case of attack
against the territories of either of the parties, the other party
"would act to meet the common danger/' Previously, in March,
1952, the peace treaty and a separate security treaty with Japan
were approved by the US Senate, and so were a mutual defense
treaty with the Philippines and a security treaty with Australia
and New Zealand. On October 1, 1953, a mutual defense treaty

with Syngman Rhee was signed. On September 8, 1954, the South-
east Asia Collective Defense Treaty was signed by Australia, New
Zealand, France, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. So the mighty United States
went all out to entangle herself into all sort of alliances, even
teamed up with discredited old fools like Chiang and Rhee, in utter

disregard of George Washington's farewell instruction of "no
entangling alliances," all done in the name of a holy crusade against
the Red Chinese ''aggressor,''

Moreover, the United States has also persisted in the non-
recognition of the Peking Government, and spearheaded the boy-

cott of Peking in the UN as well as in the economic, cultural and
financial fields. People in the USA, whether Chinese or American
citizens, have been forbidden by law to send any money into the

Chinese mainland- Oppressive, anti-Chinese governments in the

Philippines, Thailand, Malaya, South Viet-Nam, etc., have been
encouraged and emboldened to take all kinds of stern measures,
including petty ones like the prohibition of using chopsticks,

against non-Coramunist Chinese nationals living there most of

their lives, all in the holy -cause of suppressing subversive activities.

Untold millions of Chinese in the Southeast Asia area must have
been deprived of the enjoyment of their fundamental rights and
the means of making a living, just because they are Chinese. If

the State Department can become indignant and retaliatory when a
handful of American citizens were tried and imprisoned in China
on serious charges, would the Chinese government have the right

to take appropriate measures, now or in due time, to demand
justice and indemnity for the sufferings of their perfectly innocent
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nationals? Thus a vicious circle of hatred and retaliation is clearly

in sight in those Asian lands where g-ood-neighborly relations and
good will of all parties are essential to develop the potentialities

there*

After Korea, there was the fighting in Indochina, ending in

an armistice in the summer of 1954. Even though the leader of Viet
Minh, long-bearded Mr* Ho Ohih Minh, is a French-educated Com-
munist of long standing, Peking was blamed by the State Depart-
ment again for the bitter struggle and the final overthrow of

French colonial rule in Indochina. Enlightened public opinion in

all Western countries, including the USA, have been long aware of

the surge of nationalism in all parts of Asia, At the present
writing, the same surge has reached a climax in all parts of Africa.

In the impoverished lands, the nationalists often found Capitalism
a wasteful luxury that they cannot afford and turned to Com-
munism as a more suitable form of political and economic develop--

ment. Local Communist movements would have sprouted spon-
taneously in every Asian land even if there had been no Commuinist
movement in China. The Communist Party in Japan, for instance,

is believed to have had an earlier start than the Chinese. After
all, Karl Marx, Engels, and Lenin were no relations of the Chinese.

The sense of balance is apparently missing in America's crusade
against Communist China, and, for that matter, in any crusades,

ancient or modern. The prospect of mankind would be much
brighter if all would-be crusaders could be required to read his-

tories of the earliest Crusades, especially the ''Children's Crtisacle/'

After reading these accounts, no sensible man, I am sure, will

have any appetite left for any more crusades. In this connection,

I may as well confess that despite my admiration of the part played
by General Eisenhower in the Second World War, I never had
any interest to read his book, entitled ''Crusade for Freedom/' just

because of the word ''Crusade" in the title.

To help the United States regain her proper perspective

toward Red China is one thing, however, to expect her to do the
right thing at this late stage when the State Department had
already pledged itself to Chiang and Rhee seems to be expecting
the impossible. It is perhaps as impossible as to redeem Faust
after he had sold his soul to the devil. It may be a pertinent point

here to cite Mr. Dulles' writings vis-a-vis his policy. He wrote
early in 1950, in his book "Wnr or Peace'* that *'if the Government
of China proves its ability to govern China without serious domestic

resistance, then it, too, should be admitted to the United Na-
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tions • •
" These views of his were reprinted in full in the 1957

edition of his book, yet they were never carried out in his policy

as the Secretary of State in the last six years whether there was
war or peace in the Far East- As reported by Mr. C. L. Sulzberger

of the New York Times on October 4, 1958, Mr. Dulles threw away
those well-considered views when in 1953, being very anxious to

be confirmed by the Senate as Eisenhower's Secretary of State,

he made a deal with the Knowland (Know Nothing) faction in

the Senate to the effect that the Peking Government should not

be recognized by the US or admitted into the UN. As part of

this deal, Walter Kobertson, a stubborn enemy of Communist
China was brought into the State Department as assistant sec-

retary of state in charge of Far Eastern affairs. As we know,
Mr. Dulles has remained faithful to this faction of reactionaries
and even outshone Knowland as a champion of the Chiang clique.

Incidentally, according to old Chinese standards which Dulles
professed to uphold and admire, his deal would have been thoroughly
condemned by the Confucian school as typical of a mean person
who traded his convictions for a high office.

For the USA to do the right thing, it will have to start with
a full settlement of the Taiwan question. At the height of the

Quemoy crisis in September, 1958, a careful study of the American
press revealed that even among those who opposed a war on the

off-shore islands, there was a great number who believed that

Taiwan should not be returned to China and suggested that its

status be decided by a plebiscite or be placed under UN trusteeship.

The trouble with this proposition is that it will be forever opposed
by every Chinese, Communist or Nationalist, because he or she
considers Taiwan as an integral part of China. It should be clear

to everyone by now that not all Chinese patriots are Communists,
but all Chinese Communists are patriots. Both history and geogra-
phy are on the Chinese side. The historical fact is that except for

a period of Japanese conquest from 1895 to 1945, which is a period

of grief and humiliation for every Chinese, Taiwan had for cen-

turies been inhabited and ruled by the Chinese. Since, 1945,

Taiwan has been under the rule of Chiang. Any proposal to put
Taiwan under non-Chinese rule will have to reckon with two-fold

opposition from the Chinese. That is the millions of Chinese now
in Taiwan and the 650 millions on the mainland. To illustrate the
point, Taiwan is certainly more Chinese and much nearer to China
than the Hawaii Islands' American character and distance to

America. Would any American government let the Hawaii Islands
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go without a war to the finish? Nothing will topple a Chinese

Government faster than the moment it should consent to any for-

eign control of Chinese territory, be it Taiwan, Tibet or Manchuria.
In this connection, we may point out that Mr. Dulles, despite his

ostensible efforts to win the good will of some 25 millions of

overseas Chinese, actually got himself resented if not hated by
all of them when he repeatedly talked of Red Chinese conquest

of Tibet, as if Tibet never belonged to China. To every Chinese

Tibet is and always has been an integral part of China, just as

Texas or tower California is American. Any intelligent Chinese
will smell 19th century imperialism when they hear such talk,

because a separatist Tibet can be easily followed by a separatist

Sinkiang or Manchuria, until the whole country known as China
is completely dismembered. Basically, it is this fear of national
dismemberment by foreign powers that is behind the tremendous
popular fervor for a strong and centralized government in China,
whatever political form it may take seems to be of secondary
importance.

'CHINA? NEVER HEARD OF \T

Al-Goumbourla, Cairo
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All these years, Mr. Dulles had distinguished himself, also,

as the commander-in-chief of Free World's propaganda drive

against Red China. Every few weeks, he would see fit to make
a major speech or statement reaffirming non-recognition and
blasting Peking's programs, such as the epoch-making Communes,
although these are quite clearly within the domains of China's
internal affairs. Mr. Dulles' attacks may sound very convincing
to the anti-Communist press and make headlines, but often show
a real paucity of understanding of Chinese culture and a propa-

gandist's trick of painting his own side all white and^liie opponent
all black. Unfortunately for him, those Chinese who have re-

mained independent do not consider Chiang Kai-Shek's group as

''Free China'' or Mr. Mao's rule as ''materialistic despotism/' If

Mr. Dulles or any one in the US will dig into the New York
Times of the nineteen forties, he will not fail to find many
despatches by Brooks Atkinson and others that describe the
Chinese Communists as agrarian reformers who are very close

to the Chinese peasants who form at least 80% of the nation.

Events of the last ten years have sufficiently proved the accuracy
of these reports. Because Mr. Mao has been so much closer^to

the Chinese peasants than Chiang ever was, there has been much
more freedom and democracy under Mr. Mao than the General-
issimo. In the middle of December, 1958, the news of Mr. Mao's
retirement from chairmanship or presidency reached' the US and
was twisted around as usual with an assist from the propaganda
mills of Taiwan, purporting to show that it was anything but
voluntary and indicated all kinds of trouble there. The simple
truth, untouched by anybody in the US, is that Mr. Mao has
wanted to step down to make room for his comrades and to
conserve his energy, in exactly the same way George Washington
did after serving two terms of presidency.

Mr. Mao's Government is also more Chinese than any other
Chinese reformer can possibly be, witnessing his preservation
of time-honored Chinese values and customs, and his advancement
of the old-style typically Chinese arts, music, folk theaters, Peking
and provincial operas, herb medicines, many of which would per-
haps have been swept away by a Western-educated Chinese
reformer in a moment of reform frenzy. This is another reason
why Mr. Mao has succeeded and is so well beloved by an over-
whelming majority of the Chinese. If Richard Nixon can hope
to win no more than 30% of the votes in a national plebiscite in

the US, Mr. Mao has every reason to receive more than 95% of
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the- votes in his country. To the Chinese readers, Mr. Dulles

simply did not know what he was talking about when he attacked

China's communization as ruining Chinese culture and debasing

personal dignity and involving ''human slavery and cruelty on
a scale unprecedented in all world history/' This critic evidently

never heard about the idea of Ta Tung (the Great Harmony or

Brotherhood)) which has since the time of Confucius and Laotze

been looked upon by all Chinese scholars as the highest and most
ideal form of society attainable by mankind. Mr. Mao's commune
is a very near realization of this idea and should be heralded

by all thinkers as a noble experiment- Here is one great country

making a gigantic and apparently successful effort in economic

progress without borrowing or begging a cent from American
taxpayers. His Excellency, the Secretary of State, can at least

refrain from throwing mud and stones at them.

When Mr. Dulles talked of the Chinese commune as a form
of human slavery, he was looking in the wrong direction. In

America where billions of dollars are given away every year to

fight Coromunism in far-away places and, incidentally, to line the

fat pockets of foreign mandarins and their bejewelled ladies, can

we fail to see the dire poverty and suffering among the colored

minorities? Don't we know that, even among the white people,

the very high cost of living, the necessity of keeping-up with
the Joneses, and the lack of adequate social security have driven

most of the breadwinners in the low income brackets to work
beyond endurance? There must be millions of White Americans,

many in the teaching profession and in governmet services, who
are forced to work at two full-time jobs or sixteen hours a day
without counting travelling time in order to keep the wolves

away from their mortgaged homes and cars. And don't forget

the endless failures of small businesses, averaging 200 a day
according to Dun & Bradstreet where many a hardworking man
and wife have been losing their fight against the advance of big
capital and their life's savings with it. Lastly, when Mr. Dulles

talked about the commune and 'Immam. dignity/' he must have
been thinking of his own dignity in being very rich and very
important. In China today, everyone feels very dignified because
he or she is participating in a historic task of national rebuilding

and rejuvenation, because he or she is neither exploiting others

nor being exploited upon, and because he or she does not have
to lie, cheat, steal, rob, murder, bargain, chisel, make shady deals,

prostitute in one form or another, double talk, double cross . , .

and worry to death in order to live.
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In a typically Chinese code of ethics, the Chinese People^s

Republic had avoided resorting to tricks or gimmicks or any
psychological and propaganda warfare with the USA. Honestly,

and fearlessly, in public as well as in private, they have told

the State Department, for instance, that they are determined

to retake Taiwan, by force if necessary, simply because Taiwan
is Chinese territory and none of America's business to be involved

in. On the other hand, the Eisenhower-Dulles administration

treated Peking's rightful aspirations and ironclad determination
as a mere bluff in a poker game which the American leaders can
play very well and love to play. In what he considers a master
bid, Dulles insisted that Peking must agree in advance to a
renunciation of using force in settling territorial disputes. If

Peking agrees to this, it will be put in a position of having bar-
gained away the sovereign right of a nation to enjoy territorial

integrity and Chiang's men can easily make big capital out of
this. And if Peking refuses, as it did, Dulles can triumphantly
tell his audience that Peking is undeniably a potential aggressor.
It is a very neat trick, almost a masterpiece in diplomacy. It

would have worked in the 19th century.

The simple fact that stands out in the political realities of

the 20th century is the great awakening of the sleeping giant,

namely, China. The process has been slow and painful because
for most of the tim;e in the first half of this century, she was
still being robbed, kicked, stabbed and bled to death by Western
and Japanese Imperialism. The United States, however, had been
sagacious enough to give a helping hand to the bleeding giant
and built up a reservoir of good will there till the middle of this

century. Now that the giant is regaining her health and strength,

the State Department has been seized by fear of the future and
suddenly decided to tackle the giant, to put her back to sleep,

if possible. In this stupendous task, every movement by the giant
causes the tackier anxiety and alarm, uttering screams of foul

play and cursing the Communist bogy. The size of Chinese
population itself is depicted as a menace to mankind, while the
stockpile of nuclear bombs in the US is not. The truth in the
population statistics is that the explosion of population is a world-
wide phenomenon and the rate of increase is the highest in the
American hemisphere. The United States can also multiply its

population anytime by opening the gate of immigration. These
facts do not deter the friends and agents of the State Department
to spread German Kaiser's warning of ''Yellow PeriV in evei*y
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land inhabited by the White Race. Every American visitor to

Moscow, whether Adlai Stevenson, Walter Lippmann, or Hubert

Humphrey, etc., has done the "patHotic duty" of whispering this

fear into Russian ears. All this sowing is evidenly in preparation

for what Mr. BuUes and company have considered the inevitable

White, Christian crusade against the pagan Yellow people, in

spite of the fact weightily established by scholars that the Chinese

race must have stemmed from the same ancestors in the Medi-

terranean region as the White peoples.

If a great majority of the American people approve of the

Dulles position as "statesmanship" the entire civilization of the

world is doomed indeed. Fortunately, there are great numbers

of thoughtful Americans who do not approve at all. Mr. Dean
Acheson, the predecessor of Dulles, for instance, made clear of

his stand by issuing a statement on September 6,, 1958 which

repudiates every point in an earlier Eisenhower-Dulles state-

ment on the Quemoy crisis. Many others, notably the chairman

of Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Theodore Green, ex-Sen-

ator Herbert Lehman, authors James Warburg and Lewis Mumford
etc., openly voiced their disagreements with the Dulles policy.

Amid Richard Nixon's indignant call of sabotage, it was disclosed

by an official of the State Department that 80% of the mail

reaching the Department on Quemoy-Matsu crisis is opposed to

the Administration's decision to defend these islands. In the

congressional and gubernatorial elections on November 4, 1958,

the Republican Party of Eisenhower and Nixon received a sound

beating (unprecedented in such elections and the political life of

the American Cato, namely, William Knowland, was abruptly

and definitely ended. As far as I know, however, either as a

result of the cumulative effect of anti-Peking propaganda, or

because of considerations of "American honor, prestige and vital

interests?" no American had during this period spoken out as

clearly and in a statesmanlike manner as a Canadian leader and
journalist, Mr. J. B. McGeachy, from whose radio speech on

September 21, 1958, entitled "It is not yet too late," the following

passages are quoted:

"... first, I think, as the London Observer said, it

was thoroughly dishonest to draw a comparison, as Mr.

Eisenhower did, between the quite reasonable wish of the

Chinese Government to control the off-shore islands and

Hitler's wish to annex Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
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and the rest of Europe. There is no resemblance what-

,

soever.

"Second, I ask: What is the total U. S. position in

the Far East that is now being defended? So far as any-

reasonable Chinese can judge, the American objective is

to destroy the Peking Government, undo the Chinese revo-

lution of 1949 and re-instate Chiang Kai-Shek. As I see

it, this just isn't feasible; it can't be done, even by the
mighty United States. And an attempt to do it would
iinally involve us all in a nuclear war whose consequences
would be unpredictable. . .

"Of course Connnunist China is an expansionist

power. Its economic successes and the sheer prolifera-

tion of its people are alarming to its neighbors; and an
industrialized China—with 6 or only 3 hundred million

population—might have a formidable claim to be re-

garded as the world's leading power. But it's inconceiv-

able to me, if this is what history has in store for us in

the next 50 yeras, that American bombs could stop this

tremendous change in human affairs—even if that were
deemed desirable. . .

"

In his post-election statements and speeches, however, Mr.
Dulles indicated that the Republican defeat will not produce any
changes in his China policy which he considers as bipartisan in

character. This attitude is lamentable but hardly surprising

because he holds a mandate from President Eisenhower, who
can be very stubborn and who has two more years' mandate
from the people yet. Both Eisenhower and Dulles have reached
a sunny old age and are not looking or running for another office.

They have sweated out and hammered out that policy for six

years, why should they change it now when there is little time^

left for them to initiate and complete any major changes. While
these two elderly gentlemen sit out the tenure of their offices,

the younger generations of America and the rest of the world
are certainly not going to wait and do nothing. In the United
States, a large number of independent thinkers are known to be
so disgusted with their Secretary of State that he has been
diubbed, ''the Metternich of the 20th century'' and it has often
been said, ''John Foster Dulles has made many Communists out
of us/' They may not be Communists in any sense, but cer-
tainly are dangerous "radicals and socialists" to the Nixon faction
of Kepublicans. The best guess is that the next president of
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the United States will have to be a Franklin D, Roosevelt type of

leader who will make an honest endeavor to win Russian and
Chinese friendship* The remarkable thing about Franklin D,

Roosevelt is that here was a statesman who had the courage to

do the right thing. Many Americans can still hear the cries of

''Commtmism'' and the voices of doom that greeted his New DeaL

It is of primary importance that an honest endeavor for

co-existence be made promptly and successfully, even from the

viewpoint of America's own survival. The Eisenhower Admin-
istration would have wasted eight valuable years by then and
the sands of time are running out on America- China's nuclear

ands missile breakthrough cannot be very far away, because she

is fast developing nuclear scientists of her own and attracting

those from other lands. Dr. Klaus Fuchs, for instance, is recently

reported to be destined for China when his prison term is up*

Unmistakably, China is picking up friends as fast as the US is

losing them. If the industrialization and communization on the

mainland could continue their present speed of success, there are

bound to be revolutionary reverberations in many lands. Very
likely, Chiang Kai-Shek will be the first one to go. When such
an event happens, the State Department will be put in an un-
tenable and humiliating position, but it will be none the less

welcome because a thorn in the flesh will be removed and Sino-

American relations will be able to have a fresh start* It is

within the realm of possibilities, however, when the olive branches
are offered eventually by the US and the UN, China as a proud
nation may choose to turn down either or both offers, or may
attach conditions to her acceptance. As many observers have
already noted, China has been actually benefited in various ways
by American non-recognition and boycotts, while the same have
worked more and more to the disadvantage of the US, causing
resentment and disunity even among her NATO Allies. If China
should turn down US recognition and UN invitation, informed
world opinion will most probably blame Eisenhower and Dulles

for the debacle, a debacle indeed for the UN because its whole
structure under the Charter will be shaken and its usefulness
may be sealed, even opening up a gate of exodus. When future
historians shall investigate the wreckage of the UN, they cannot
help to find out how America's one persistent veto of the most
populous country on earth had actually proved to be much worse
than scores of vetoes from all the other countries. And, if Mr.
Dulles lives long enough, he may find one day many other aspects
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of his China policy blow up against his face, including his un-
ethical policy of building up Japan, the former arch-enemy,
as a checkmate against the Chinese, who are America's tradi-

tional friends. It seems pretty clear that Americans of this

generation will always remember Pearl Harbor, the sneak attack,

and the Japanese can hardly forget Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the
mass murders.

"Be wise today, 'tis madness to defer," so they say.
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Part III

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE: COEXISTENCE OF
AMERICA, CHINA AND RUSSIA

I believe it is no exaggeration to say that these days in the

United States, millions of words are spoken or printed for mass
consumption every day in the ''glorious and patriotic" cause of

Cold War effort, but hardly a murmur has been allowed to go on

the air or get printed to reach a nation-wide audience to the

effect that co-existence of the three super-states will be as inevi-

table as death, as essential as the air we breathe in, and as thor-

oughly enjoyable as good neighbors can be. The anti-Communist
propaganda had gathered such momentum in a dozen post-war

years that it just could not stop to pause or think for a few
minutes; for a few minutes is all we need to meditate on the

emergence of this pattern of a brave new world in this Space

Era in which America, China and Russia can actually depend
upon each other to establish the Golden Triangle to hold up man's
mission and destiny in the magnificent Universe. So long as this

Triangle can keep its balance, there will be little likelihood for

any one of the super-states to embark on a war of complete

domination and complete extinction of mankind because it will be

promptly opposed by the other two together with the rest of the

world.

Unfortunately, even during the traditional Christmas season

of 1958 when President Eisenhower's message of peace and

goodwill to all men was being beamed to the earth from outer

space, we in the United States can find all around us only the

vast, formidable and heart-sickening preparations, psychological

and physical, for a war of extinction* Americans like to think

of themselves as God-fearing Christians, yet so far we have not

heard or read about a religious leader or a statesman who has

visualized the rather obvious and almost God-ordained formulation

of the Golden Triangle. Even though everybody beats the drum
for Freedom, the vital issues of politics, religion and racial rela-

tions are generally avoided that one often wonders what is the

value of freedom if these three subjects must be left out of dis-

cussion. Any mention of co-existence immediately brings a

suspicious look. Isn't it a fact that the spark, the fire of fr^e

discussion has been by now practically gone. Premier Nikita

Khrushchev of Russia, as reported by Senator Hubert Humphrey,
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was not uncharitable when he criticized the writings of Russia-

travellers Adlai Stevenson and Walter Lippmann as the ''best of

%oorstJ' We can only hope that it represented the slumbering
conscience of America's upper class when the celebrated indus-

trialist of Cleveland, Mr. Cyrus Eaton, a multi-millionaire,

spoke up against the 'HTisa/ne fanaticism of John Foster Dulles''

and asserted in the middle of December 1958 that a ''truculent

trinity'' made up of politicians, generals and journalists, are

"relentlessly driving us toward war."

The world public hardly needs any blue or white books from
the State Department to remind them that up to the death of

Joseph Stalin in 1953, Russia used to display insane fanaticism

and aggressive intransigence in her international relations. Since
then the role seems to have been taken over by the Eisenhower
administration, increasingly so with the passing of every year.

When the Bulganin and Khrushchev goodwill mission was kissing

babies the world over, the State Department deliberately slammed
the doors of the United States on them. These doors have re-

mained tightly closed to the Russians that Mr. Mikoyan had to

sneak in by the irrefutable excuse of visiting the Soviet am-
bassador in the American capital. When the friends of Red China,
including no less a world figure than Mr. Nehru, pleaded with
the White House for better relations between China and the United
States, the answer was an inflexible "No." The publicly announced
reason for such intransigence was that any summit talks with
Soviet Russia will not serve any useful purpose because Russia
will only exploit their propaganda value and will not keep their

pledged word if it serves their interest in so doing, I believe

nobody in America has ever asked the $64,000 question as to why
should the State Department be so afraid of Russian propaganda
if the United States has the truth on her side, and would her
refusal to hold summit talks very well serve the purpose of
Russian propaganda. After all, the world public is old enough
to tell what is truth and what is propaganda. As a matter of
fact the Kremlin had often been its own worst enemy in the
propaganda war, as witnessed by the Pasternak fiasco and the
recurrent purges of erstwhile top leaders. With such generous
assistance, what has Mr. Dulles to be afraid of in an encounter
with Premier Khrushchev. (By the same token, America's worst
set back in the propaganda war in 1958 didn't come from Com-
munist hands but was brought about by closing of schools in the
South.)
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The second objection to meeting of minds with the East is

just as flimsy and superficial. In this space era of very fast

pace, there can be no static, permanent order of things like there
used to be in the bygone centuries. Ten years ago, Japan and
Western Germany lay prostrate, but they are resurgent and almost

as strong as before- This change in the political order of the

post-war world as brought about by the United States must be
rated as important as any change or changes brought about by
the efforts of China and Russia. Instead of throwing charges of

bad faith around, would it be more statesmanlike to provide

constant consultation and instant adjustment in a work-a-day
relationship than to assume a self-righteous attitude that closely

resembles an ostrich with the head in the sand.

From Chinese and Russian points of view American intransi-

gence clearly represents its determination to overthrow Communist
governments everywhere and to strive for permanent domination
of the whole world. What do you expect them to do except massive
resistance which has been comparatively mild so far. It could be
much worse when Khrushchev and Mao Tse-Tung are gone.

Speaking of Chinese Communism, any honest person with some
historical sense should realize that it was sown by Western and
Japanese imperialism since the year of the infamous Opium War
in 1842. Only a single score of years ago, foreign gunboats, in-

cluding those flying the Stars and Stripes, used to patrol the

inland rivers of the Yangtze and foreign concessions were estab-

lished at all the treaty ports of China in which Western-styled
parks are open to everyone except Chinese and dogs. Would
Americans tolerate such indignities for a single minute? Can
an individual keep a sense of dignity while his country and his

people are subject to gross indignities? Yet it was claimed by
the Dulles school that people of Old China had more dignity than
those of New China. As an old China hand, of course, I have been
made aware of the difference in the epithets used contemptuously
by the contemptible followers of Rudyard Kipling before and em-
ployees of China-born Hem^y R. Luce these days to describe the

great people whose descendants might marry into every good
family on earth. For those who do not know them, it was ''pigs'*

before and ''ants" now. Let us face it. Normal human nature
prefers a comfortable life to a rigorous one. So is the Chinese
nature. Communist or otherwise. (For instance, we are told there

are many brands of liquor and cigarettes as well as dance halls

in the Chinese big cities.) Normal human habits prefer walking.
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fast or slow, to running and leaping all the while. Can we fail to

see it is the intransigence of the State Department leading Chiang
Kai-Shek in one hand and holding thermo-nuclear bombs and
missiles in the other and threatening or blackmailing to blot out
the Chinese mainland that had really provided the final push in

China's famous ''leav forward/' movement. Eventually, I have
every reason to believe that the Chinese race, always forgiving,

will bury its hatchet against the State Department and even
thank the latter for giving them such a push. Unfortunately for

the State Department and other chancelleries of the world, how-
ever, the Chinese people, together with their leaders, may have
already formed and liked this habit of working hard and leaping

high that after catching up with the industrial leaders of the world
they will keep on such calisthenics as to leave the rest of the
world far, far behind. Hence, isn't it plainly in the paramount
interest of the United States to relax the international tension
without further delay?

No student of international affairs these days will seriously

doubt the fact that the two Communist super-states are not
identical twins. In this connection we certainly do not agree at

all with some of the prophets or false prophets who have already
predicted a war between China and Kussia because, they say,

the bulging Chinese population will soon be looking for pastures
in Outer Mongolia and Siberia, As an old China hand, I am sure
China and Chinese diligence and ingenuity can feed at least four
billions of Chinese within her present boundaries. This figure

of four billions is reached by comparing the area and population
of Japan with China, Since Japan can undoubtedly support a
population of 100 millions on her islands, China with a territory
about 40 times larger should be able to support 4 billions* I am
also aware of the fact that the Chinese people, although have
proved their stamina to live in a cold climate as well as a tropical
one, will invariably shudder to think of a life in Siberia. Never-
theless, anyone with common sense can imagine that the State
Department's persistence in the present policy toward China and
Russia is the best reason for the two to stick together, while a
relaxed international atmosphere induced by a policy of tolerance
and co-existence will most likely allow the natural divergences and
differences of all nations and peoples, including those of China
and Russia, to have a chance to grow and thrive. Here, basically,

is the raison d'etre of my theory of the Golden Triangle in which
the three super-states will become equal, partners* This means
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America, although not a Communist power, can without much
difficulty maneuver itself to a position as friendly and close to

either of the two Communist powers as these powers are to

each other.

The immediate objection to such a theory, as can be expected,

is the fact that China with a population larger than Russia and

the United States together may become in due course stronger

than the two together. This is of course far-fetched. Besides,

both the US and the USSR are so racially composed and politically

federated that they can at any time combine with or absorb other

people or peoples. After all there exist many other nations or

states that carry considerable weight in the family of nations.

China may have the largest population, but her boundary lines

and ethnic characteristics are pretty well marked out and there-

fore more restricted in any future expansion than America and
Russia. The leaders in Peking may have every reason to be con-

cerned with the political future and economic welfare of some
ten million Chinese residing in the tropical countries south of her

border, but it is very doubtful if they would risk the combined

opposition of the US and the USSR to incorporate the Malay
people who as depicted by the Encyclopaedia Britannica, are

''lazy, dishonest and immoral.'' On the other hand, when the pres-

sure from the Orient becomes unbearable, it will be very easy for

the United States, for instance, to combine with her great northern

neighbor, Canada, and even with the mighty bloc of Western
European states. There is no doubt in my mind, that the Chinese

leaders, although Communists, will prove themselves worthy
inheritors of Chinese wisdom of not doing to America or Russia

or any other country deeds that they didn't want the State Depart-

ment to do to them. China's path to greatness had been well-

defined by five thousand years of peaceful coexistence with and
voluntary assimilation of all her conquerors, neighboring tribes

and nations insomuch so that it certainly will be out of the char-

acter of Chinese leaders, now or in the future, to upset the mag-
nificent balance and equilibrium of the Golden Triangle.

However feasible and desirable this whole scheme seems to the

author himself, we have no illusions of the strong suspicion and
violent opposition to be encountered before any semblance of

peaceful co-existence can be established in the wake of the Cold

War. There is a large segment of Americans who have been taught

by the massive and incessant anti-Communist propaganda (almost
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hrain-washed as some may say) to vociferously believe that Com-
munism is Americans implacable enemy deathly bent on destroying-

America or the American way of life as a necessary step in their

ultimate conquest of the whole wide world. Among these people
there are a good many who, being stubborn in disposition, had
once made up their minds on Communism are not going to recon-

sider even in the face of new developments and new evidences
that are overwhelming. Besides, we have to recognize the fact

that in the United States today rabid anti-Conmiunism has simply
drowned out any dissenting voice pointing to the new develop-

ments and new evidences. That is why people are afraid to talk

and always lose something when they do. For instance, in the

election of November 1958, the Democrat mayor of Pittsburgh,

David Lawrence, 73, won the governorship of the great State

of Pennsylvania after taking away the candidacy from a fellow

Democrat, younger mayor Richardson Dilworth of Philadelphia
because the latter had publicly advocated the recognition of Red
China.

Let us first examine the major objections against coexistence

and a relaxation of international tension. If we are sometimes
repetitious, it is only due to the need to clarify and to emphasize.

Firstly, we shall ask whether it is true that Communist gov-
ernments are America's deadly enemies while Nationalist and
other types of governments are not. We have been aware, of

course, the long-standing practice of the State Department in arm-
ing, feeding, supplying and subsidizing all sorts of governments
in the world whose heads have included militarists, army generals,

mikados and dictators as well as Communist opportunist like Tito,

Fascist adventurer like Franco and Princeton Frankenstein like

Syngman Rhee. All these heads of government have one thing
in common, that is being narrowly and extremely nationalistic
like General Charles De Gaulle who constantly think of their own
country first and will give hell to anything in the way whether
it is the United States or the United Nations* American observers
who have travelled all over the world have time and again reported
that the peoples they encountered in the American-subsidized
countries including Britain and France, are actually less friendly
to the Americans than the people in Russia are. Mr. Nixon's good-
will tour in Latin America is an eloquent reminder. The same
thing can be true even in the case of China. Despite carefully-

edited reports of "how they hate us in Red China," the fact re-

mains that American men and women have been allowed to freely
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travel in all parts of Red China without suffering any indignity,
injury or molestation. The real truth is that the Chinese people
still hold enough goodwill toward the American people and would
like very much to be friends again however fiercely they hate and
resist American imperialism for its support of Chiang Kai-Shek.
It is a good guess that the average people on Chiang's island of
Taiwan are actually less friendly to the Americans, remembering
the mob attack of the United States Embassy in Taipeh not so
long ago. And what are the lessons of modern history? Without
counting civil wars and revolutions in which Communists have
done their best, all international wars have been started by
nationalists and Fascists who are extreme nationalists.

It can be argued of course that a lesser power, however ex-
tremely nationalistic, can hardly constitute a menace to the security
of the United States as a Russian or Chinese super-state. If so,

it will clarify the matter by conceding that America's unswerving
opposition to Russia and China is mainly because of their size and
strength instead of their Communist character. Being so clarified,

we can, without attacking the position on moral grounds, easily
point out that, other things being equal, a Tsarist, Fascist or
Nationalistic Russia or China could be even more menacing and
undesirable in the American point of view. Historically, Tsarist
Russia was aggressive, imperialistic and always waging or plot-
ting wars. The present Russia or China, if veered toward Fascism
or even De Gaullism, would undoubtedly become more dangerous
to their neighbors and to the whole world. Jiust imagine, a
unified and strong China with some one like Napoleon in charge
would have embarked on a revanche and irredentist movement
that will immediately come into conflict with all the neighboring
states and leading Powers and would inevitably embroil the whole
world in another holocaust like Hitler's Germany did. With the
prevailing Communist form of government, on the other hand,
the leaders are much more interested in the improvement of
people's living standards and material welfare. Such efforts
have already occupied the Communists of Russia more than forty
years and will perhaps occupy those of China much longer. That
is why, in spite of the darkest forecasts, the Peking Government
didn't take the dare to go to war during the Quemoy crisis.

Communists in Russia and China are evidently confident of their
ability and the soundness of their principles and methods to
accomplish wonders in their own countries, (didn't the Chinese
have already demonstrated their ability to lift the country hy
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their own boot-straps?) that they do not need or covet what does
not belong to them and they do not depend on war or prepara-
tion of wars to keep up production or quiet doAvn any discontent

at home. This important fact has been deliberately ignored by
anti-Communists everywhere because it puts the Communists
in a very favorable position in contrast to, for instance, what
erstwhile anti-Communistic governments in Japan, Germany and
Italy had done. Leaders and thinkers in the United States

cannot afford to forget that in whipping up anti-Communism,
they are indirectly breeding and abetting Fascism in the country,
much of it has already been in evidence in strategic places such
as the Teamsters Union.

What is stated above certainly does not mean that the Com-
munist governments can- be pushed to the brink farther than
their Nationalist or Fascist counterpart. Besides, there is always
the possibility in any government and any political party that

the moderates can be succeeded by extremists and vice versa.

At the height of the Quemoy crisis in September 1958, President
Eisenhower stated: in his ''no appeasement'' speech that if the
Chinese Communists can be persuaded n0t to resort to war, the
United States will strive honestly ''to remove the thorn from the

fleshJ' As we know months after the passing of the Quemoy
crisis, no thorns, big or small, had been removed either from
the Taiwan strait or the impasse of Sino-American relations.

Contrary to Eisenhower's promise, his administration had sent
more arms and equipment to Chiang with the purpose of bolster-

ing his positions in Taiwan and the Quemoys. This situation

cannot have but a provoking effect on Chinese opinion and only
strengthen their suspicion of Americans pledged word in the
future. Neither could they forget the sidewinder episode wherein
these effective missiles were supplied to the Chiang pilots even
as American and Chinese envoys Were ready to open their talks

in Warsaw. It is an interesting and revealing sidelight to note
here that the Time magazine in its year-end review of the Quemoy
crisis, purportedly a summary from papers prepared by US mili-

tary and diplomatic agencies, took special pride to commend
Chiang's pilots for their performances over Quemoy but men-
tioned not a single word about the sidewinders. This is, indeed,
where factual reporting and propaganda draw the line. Mean-
while, it was reported that the Peking Government had developed
their own sidewinders and other missiles and was preparing to
shoot a rocket toward the moon.
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Amierican' commentators have expressed their ladicule and
bewilderment at Red China^s every-other-day bombardment of the
Quemoy islands. The simple truth is that the Chinese leaders
do not want a war witli the United States but neither do they want
to give up their justifiable claims to Taiwan and the group of
islands in the Taiwan sH;rait* So, in their native Chinese style,

they keep the issue alive by dropping a few shells once in a while.
These are niere fire-crackers as comparsed to the nuclear bombs
that are being developed somewhere on the mainland. Actually,
the Peking Government could have taken the issue of American
intervention in China's internal affairs as well as her sovereign
right to territorial integrity to the International Court at Hague.
In this way, they could not only have kept the issue alive, but
also assigned the State Department the toughest job of defend-
ing an indefensible position. There was a good chance that the
United States would lose the case as well as a few billion dollars
in compensating the Chinese. The whole issue of Taiwan and
Quemoy is far from dead and a big crisis may flare up again
anytime. Mr. Dean Acheson had criticized the Eisenhower adminis-
tration for taking an attitude that ''nothing will he done . . . dur^
ing p'eriods of quiet and' nothing can be done in times of crisis.

This is an attitude which ought not to be tolerated/' The truth
can be even more disturbing to the American people when they
realize that the Chinese are getting stronger all the time while
Mr. Eisenhower practices his golf and Mr. Dulles takes his vaca-
tion. When Senator Hubert Humphrey reported his interview
with Premier Khrushchev, he suggested that the latter*s repeated
reminding of his age (65) was probably making the point that
the next man in charge of Soviet policy may not be as reasonable
as he. The same can be true with Mr. Mao Tse-Tung's China.

Whatever has been said so far can be taken at least as a

partial answer to the oft-repeated charge that the Communists
are aiming at nothing short of world conquest and they are bent
on destroying America and the- American way of life. One simple
but all-important fact that is usually brushed aside is : the dream
of world revolution and the conspiracies of the Comintern have
definitely gone with the death of Lenin and Stalin as well as the
ushering in of new faces and new circumstances. If we agree
on the premise that Russia and China are not identical twins, tlie

Question automatically pops up as to which Comniunist power is
being singled out - as aiming at such Hitlerite designs. If ' the
answer points to China, we must ask what Russia would do in
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that case. And vice versa, A monolithic world order rules out

the possibility of co-existence of two or more super-states. Com-
munist or otherwise. If the State Department does suspect either

or both of them bent on world conquest, it certainly is the job

of the diplomats to stay near both of them and probe the possi-

bility of a "new alignment in order to thwart such schemes at

its outset. In fact, the emergence of Communist China has

coincided with a great lessening of Comintern activities abroad.

The two Communist super-states do not even see eye to eye on

the question of Tito's Yugoslavia. The world certainly has less

to fear from the Comintern today than during the Lenin-Stalin

period. Any conquest of the world by the Communists will have

to start with a conquest of America, and the conquest of America
must needs have the help of a powerful American Communist
Party. A dozen years of suppression by legislation, court action

and massive propaganda have already left the American Com-
munist Party in a shambles. The danger of a Communist revo-

lution in the United States is very remote now unless as a result

of a long and bitter depression or a devastating war.

It has often been said that the chief motive of Soviet design

to establish Communism in America is to make the American
giant a Soviet satellite. To a person of realistic thinking, it will

be a stupid mistake for Soviet leaders to entertain such a dream
especially in the light of their experiences with rise of the New
China that competes with Russia in many ways. Rightly or

wrongly, the Communists believe their system is far superior

to the American system and it is this system which has worked
the wonders in China and in Russia. Now, if this same system
should be transplanted into the United States, would it not make
the United States even stronger and a greater rival. All things

considered, we can safely assume that the leaders in Moscow
and Peking really cannot see any sense in risking and investing

everything toward an overthrow of the American government as

presently constituted except as a last resort in all-out war. Just

as we had pointed out previously that a Fascist China or Russia
would have been a greater menace to the world, so the Chinese

and Russian leaders must have realized that the United States

as it is constituted today with its two major parties and its system
of checks and balances, its rivalry of big labor versus big busi-

ness and many other contradictions represents a much less chal-

lenge in world leadership than an America with a single party or,

worse still, with a single boss. A Fascist government in America
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would have dropped its stockpile of nuclear bombs on Russia and

China a few years ago when the Unifed States was believed to

be ahead of Russia in nuclear weapons.

All things considered, therefore, the peoples of the present

world, Americans, Chinese, Russians and all others included,

should be thankful to the fact that although it may not be the best

possible world of all worlds, it certainly could be much worse.

In this space age, the opportunity is wide open for the leading

powers to work together and to lead mankind in a better under-

standing of the mysteries of life and of universe. Jealousy and

suspicion of one another is just as outmoded as fetish and idol-

atry. The leaders and thinkers of the three super-states must

first of all set a good example of mutual understanding and

friendly cooperation to make the Golden Triangle an outstanding

success in the general betterment of man's position on earth

and in the universe. To help them achieve this noble and indis-

pensable undertaking all they have to follow in dealing with one

another is the time-honored Golden Rule in its Chinese and West-

ern versions. The Chinese version says, "Do not do to others

wJiat you do not want others do to you." If the Americans, for

example, do not want the Chinese to interfere in American affairs,

they should themselves refrain from interfering in Chinese affairs.

The Western version says, "Ye would that men should do to you,

do ye even so to them." Foremost in this category belong peace,

understanding and friendship. Any super-state making a practice

of these rules will never perish from the earth and the Golden

Triangle.

In the early part of 1959 when these words are written, there

seems to be a complete lack of the sense of urgency. The atmos-

phere reminds more or less of the December days before Pearl

Harbor. The power elite or ruling class in America is satisfied

that any general war is at least six months away and may never

happen. Even the parting shot from Mr. Anastas Mikoyan didn't

stir up any excitement when he told the National Press Club that

the alternative to friendship is war. Regardless of what the pro

and con arguments may say, there is no denying that the Eisen-

hower administration has been drifting, dangerously drifting. It

has chosen to sit tight on explosive issues like Berlin and Taiwan.

It has chosen to ignore Khrushchev and Mao alike. It is simply

waiting for the ominous to happen. We can hope for the best, but

there are certain things we can see their coming. One of these is

a state of nuclear anarchy in a world with a debating society, a
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cold war and no semblance of a governing body,- Besides the Anglo-
Saxons and the Russians, the exclusive nuclear bomb club Virill soon
admit a few new members. , Even small nations like Israel, and
Greece, for instance, may have them. Suppose one of such small
nations should throw a few bombs at one of the big. powers. As
happened before, all the big power's will be at once involved* - Any-
one who undertakes to worry for the future of humanity cannot
fail'to see that some kind of world government is an absolute neces-

sity and urgency, and that a world triumvirate of America, Russia
and China is realistic and feasible. In contrast with the Rpman
triumvirate of mere mortals, this one of the governments of three
dynamic super-states is bound to endure. It can last forever.
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Part IV

EPILOGUE

My dear readers, here are some gems of Chinese wisdom to

serve as food for your thought:

Don't push your opponent too far. Don't close all the doors

on him. Once you got him, leave him some exit to retire with honor.

Best of all, let him be and help him get on something to occupy him-

self with, for instance, a seven-year plaii.

A seven-year plan means two more years of respite than five

All to the good.

Why should anybody be scared stiff by the very idea that

Russia may catch up in seven years and China in perhaps seven-

teen? Why not make it a good race? America should have a very

good chance, either as the rabbit after a little nap, or the slow but

steady turtle. Worst thing is to stay on the sideline and worry to

death.

And, if the spectre of Chinese children give you a heart failure,

well, you must be very old indeed.

So, we are capable of massive retaliation instantaneously. If

they drop a load here, we vow a bigger load there. But must we
think of nothing else and prepare for nothing else than mutual ex-

tinction? Would it be much better to reach for agreement, for

peace, friendship and abundance for all so that we can be sure that

no loads will be dropped anywhere.

Alright, let us suppose the world will survive another holo-

caust yet. Part of the humanity will be allowed to stay out of it.

But probably no Americans, no Russians, very few West Europeans

and no more than a half of the Chinese. But why do you want to

see all these peoples, the best you can find on earth, to be destroyed

by one insane push of the button? Why do you hate yourself so

much? Your family, your neighbors and friends? And why should

the Russians be the most-hated? What did they ever do to you?

Didn't they start the World Wars in Europe, Asia or Pearl Har-
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bour? Why are you rearni^ng the Germans and the Japanese? Have
the Chhiese got naything to attack America?

Frankly, I think you need a good doctor and a good psychi-
atrist*

In January 1958, Mr, Bulganin, as Russia's premier, proposed
a summit meeting, Mr, Dulles vetoed it. In January 1959, Mr
Khrushchev sent Mr. Mikoyan along to seek, at the least, a chance
to increase trade. Mr. Dulles vetoed it again.

What great personages in history are we reminded of? Bis-
marck? Metetrnich? Are these United States going to follov^ the
path of Prussia? Or Austria-Hungary?

Democracy certainly does not mean a one-man show. Where
is the rest of America?

Oh, America, when you were young, you had fire in your
ideas that inspired thinking persons everywhere. The young gen-
erations the world over used to worship your very name. Now,
must they leave you like a sinking ship?

Why shouldn't you grow in greatness and mature with
wisdom ?

Why should you become old so soon ? Quarrelsome and vindic-
tive, senile and stubborn?

Oh, America, it is not yet too late!"

(the end)
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IJr. Del Christy
Suite 543
Wasiiingtoa Trust Building
WaGMn^^Oii, jL^ann^iyivania

Dectr L^r* Cbristy:

I am indeed sorry that I was mjablc to see
I Ire. Christy aad you durinj your recent visit to FBI Head-
quarters*

Special Ageiit[ \7ith wli3m
you taKicd, has advised me of your 4avarablc comments
regarding the i BI and adiniiiistratioa of ita activities, and
£ am very -i-atoftd. In addition, I have seea the volmne, *^Story
Tellirig Time,'' wMch you left, your interest and concern for
the welfare of thd A murican youth art; m^^iX encourai^inj. While
I vvould like to com^jiy v/ith your requeGt, as a matter of policj^
I must re£rain from Aiaktnj any comment::: on the volume aloi^^"^

the lines you suggested. I imov/ you can trnderstand my pafiiticSp*

in tMs ro^:ard. The volume 11: bcinr; rcturnad to you unaer>:,
separate cover. rp^

Sincerely yourr., % is:^

1 - Mr. Jones (USC MATERIAL) - - - "

Volume, ^'Story Telling Time^^ left at Bureau by Mr. ChHsty

NOTE: See Jones to DeLoach memo dated 3/24/59. df^Frcag
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Office NLe^orandum • united%ates government

V

TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach

M

DATE: March 24, 1959

SUBJECT:
be
b7C

Tolson _

^jT^elmont
DeLoach
McGuire
Mohr

Parsons
Rosen
Tamm
Trot^

en

SA[

MR. AND MRS. DE]^HRISTY
ASjLBEMsmciiimte
SUITE 543

:jVASHINGTON TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON. PENNSYLVANIA

The above-captioned individuals were interviewed by
]upon referral from the Director's Office on March 23, 1959.

Mr. Christy advised that he is an advertising consultant in Washington, Pennsylvania
and that he has written a series of stories slanted for children to be read to children

by their parents. He stated he had spent several years completing the series which
was illustrated by Yolanda Lengyel.

The complete volume is entitled^^tory Telling Time. Mr. Christy
explained that it was his hope that he would be aBle to see the Director briefly just

to say hello and leave the series of stories with him so that Mr, Hoover could review
the stories. He informed that he and Mrs. Christy would be in Washington, D. C.

,

for a few days, and it is their hope that the Director may have a moment to see them.
It was explained to the Christys that the Director was not in and that no encouragement
could be given them regarding a meet with Mr, Hoover due to the extremely heavy
schedule and the great number of urgent matters confronting him. In addition, it was
pointed out to Mr . Christy that due to the great number of similar requests he
received and in view of his position as Director of a Federal investigative agency, it

thas been necessary for Mr. Hoover to adopt a policy of declining to comment, offer

'opinions or sv^gQstions regarding such articles.

They desired to leave the volume and requested that it be brought to

the Director's attention. It is noted that Mr. and Mrs. Christy appeared to be very
personable, high type individuals and their admiration of the Director and the FBI
was sincere. While in Washington, D. C. ,

they are stopping at the South Gate Motel
in Arlington, VWUa. ^ ^^-^ ^A~¥6^S^'JS^

y Bufiles do not^ieim any information identifiable with the Christys
or with the artist Yoland^^engyel. A cursory review of the stories indicate they are

ifaitly well written; however, they are in the first person ^ndj^^pict^inji^e respect
the childhood life of Mr. Christy. The series is self serving and quite ob^ously
fictious to a great extent. The volume is attached for inla^^ma^tJoiS i$59
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Jones to DeLoach memorandum

In view of the Director's heavy schedule, it is believed he should

not take time to see the Christys. If you agree, Christy will be contacted by

SA|
I

the Director's regrets will be expressed and the brochure of stories

will be returned to him.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) That the Director not take time from his busy schedule to grant

the Christys request for an interview.

(2) That the brochure of stories be returned to Mr. Christy and

the Director's regrets expressed. ^

ADDENDUM:
An attempt was made to contact Mr. Christy at the

South Gate Motel on 3-25 without success. He was reached on the afternoon
of 3-26 and advised of the Director's inability to meet with him for a few
minutes. The Director's regrets were expressed. Mr. Christy had hoped
that Mr. Hoover would be able to comment on his trolume of stories for
children. He stated it would be appreciated if the volume could be mailed
to him at his home address inasmuch as he ^Mxld not be coming back
downtown to Washington. He was informed that this would be done. It

is noted the Christy's were planning to do further traveling before retoning
to their home at Washington, Pennsylvania/ C:
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STAfKUAD FORM N0« 94 f t
Office Msmofandufu • united states government

TO Mr. A. H. Belmont
J^p!

DATE: April 6, 1959
Toison

FROM : w. C. SulUvan

SUBJECT:

fAI
HE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE^OOK REVIEW

BY DR. METALFORD, congressman FROM ARKANSAS
AND HIS WIFE, L'MOORE ALFORD
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Trotter

W.C. SulUvan _
Tele. Room
HoUoman
Gandy

SYNTOPSIS:

lQjrjie^ase_of tha SleepingJPeople^^ Dr. Dale Alford is portrayed
as a patriot wiip selflessiy stepped forward to champion the cause
of segregation at a time when he believed the Federal Government
was illegally forcing racial integration in Little Rock, Arkansas,
schools. He describes Little Rock as the battleground where
democracy is pitted against dictatorship of the Federal judiciary.

Among causative factors contributing to the integration crises, the
authors name, *Warren- dominated*^ Supreme Court, which is charged
with being influenced by foreign social- economic philosophy.and by an
"international conspiracy" which seeks to divide the South and
destroy our country from within. Neither the FBI nor our investigation
of the Hays-Alford election is discussed. The Director is mentioned
only in connection with Masters of Deceit , from which quotation^ a^e
cited by Dr. Alford. fep. 78,117) J

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. For the information of the Director.

2. That the enclosed copy of The Case of the Sleeping People be
returned to the Bureau Library when this memorandum has served

Enclosure \
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f #
Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
JRE: BOOKREVIEW-THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PE^QPLE

BY DR. DALE ALFORD, CONGRESSMAN FROM ARKANSAS,
AND HIS WIFE, L'MOORE ALFORD

The Critical Congressman Writes

When Congressman Dale Alford (D-Arkansas) delivered his vitriolic -

attack on the FBI and the Department of Justice from the floor of the House of

Representatives on February 11, 1959, he mentioned a book which he and his

wife had written about the *^bccupation" of Little Rock by Federal troops and
about how the present Attorney General had set himself and his Department
against the constitutional rights of free Americans. Mrs. Alford delivered a
copy of the book to the Bureau on March 20, and it has been reviewed in the

Central Research Section pursuant to the request of Mr. DeLoach. (Memo
Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Tolson, dated 3/24/59)

gegregation-A Patriotic Cause

The Case of the Sleeping People, by Dale and L'Moore Alford, 142 pp.

,

is an apology for the stand taken by Dr. Dale Alford during the Little Rock
school integration crisis of 1957 and during his successful campaign for Congress
in 1958, As an outspoken segregationist member of the Little Rock School
Board, Alford opposed the majority of the board in its short-lived effort to

integrate local high schools. After a special election in September, 1958,

indicated Little Rock voters' support for school segregation by a 3-to-l margin,
Alford stepped forward to declare hiinseK a write-in candidate for the

congressional seat which had been occupied by "moderate** Brooks Hays for

18 years. Alford's successful eight-day whirlwind campaign was based solely

on the school segregation iasue. His victory over the '^moderates" is

portrayed in The Case of the Sleeping People as vindication of the Alford theme-
namely, that the fight to maintain segregation in the South is a patriotic cause,

one which pits the concept of popular democracy against the dictatorship of the

Federal judiciary.

Democracy vs. Judicial Oligarchy

In developing their theme, the Alfords point to the use of Federal
troops and the action of the Justice Department in implementing Supreme
Court decisions as illegal and unconstitutional Federal interferences with

States* rights. As causative factors behind the judicial decisions and the

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
RE: BOOKREVIEW-THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE

BY DR. DALE ALFORD, CONGRESSMAN FROM ARKANSAS,
AND HIS WIFE, L'MOORE ALFORD

organized efforts to bring about integration in the public schools, Alford's
campaign speeches charge that the 'Warren- dominated'* Supreme Court was
influenced in its school- desegregation decisions by foreign social-economist
Gunnar Myrdal and that the mass agitation for immediate integration results
from an "international conspiracy" which, seeks to divide the South and to
destroy tiie Nation from within. There is no specific development of the Alford
theory that an international conspiracy is responsible for race a^tation in
Arkansas or any other place, but he brings communism into the picture by
quoting directly from the Director's book. Masters of Deceit.

(The Case of the Sleeping People, p. 78)

References to 3Vfe,sters of Deceit

The impact of Masters of Deceit on the AKords is apparent throughout
their book. For example, when describing the moment of decision in which her
physician husband elected to abandon his medical practice in order to run for
Congress, Mrs. Alford wrote as follows: "Pointing to the book. Masters of
Deceit, by J. Edgar Hoover, he (Dr. Alford) said, "Remember that our enemies
and their dupes and the skeptics will do everything they can think of to stop our
solving this mystery and bringing out the TRUTH. ' " (ibid.

, p. 92) The book
contains several additional references, to Masters of Deceit , and quotations from
it were credited in the acknowledgments. One reference to Masters of Deceit
whicli appeared in Dr. AJford's televised speech just prior to the Little Rock
election on the integration issue in September, 1958, is quoted as foUows:
"This is no longer a so-called Southern problem, so my appeal is to all America
to wake up before the 'Masters of Deceit' succeed in placing the 'Trojan horse of
Communism' in our midst through the guise of integration. " ^. 72) Other
direct quotations are used to illustrate the need for education in democracy in
order to overcome communism, ^p. 78, 117) It is noted that Dr. Alford, in one
of his speeches, used a direct quotation from Masters of Deceit without reference
to its source. ^. 117) This is a portion of the same quotation regarding the need
for education in democracy^ referred to above, which was properly credited in
the text on page 78. The FBI is not discussed at any place in the text, and there is
no mention of the FBI investigation to determine whether election laws were violated
in the Alford campaign last falL There is, however, indication that there was
congressional controversy over the seating of Alford as the Democratic
Representative from the Fifth District of Arkansas.

- 3 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
RE: BOOKREVIEW-THE CASE OF THE SLEEPING PEOPLE

BY DR. DALE ALFORD, CONQEIESSMAN FROM ARKANSAS,
AND HIS WIFE, L'MOORE ALFORD

Evaluation

The Case of the Sleeping People succeeds only in making the point
that the Alfords look upon the integration problem in Little Rock, Arkansas,
as tiie crucial issue which will decide the future of States' rights in America
and that Dale Alford has come forward at great personal sacrifice to act as a
patriotic spokesman against the impi^nding threat of Federal dictatorship.
There have been more penetrative and persuasive writings which treat the
integration problem. In this book, the reasoning underlying the Alfords' stand
has been only superficially exposed.

-4-
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The AprU 24, 1959, issue (page 13) of the NewJgork
Journal"American carried information that captionea msk is to

ba published Ilay 1, 1959. The book will be available throu^
The Bookmailer, Inc. , Box 101, Murray Hill Station, New York 16,
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of captioned book, when available, and immediately forward it to

the Bureau, attention Central Research Section.
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THS UNDiFfWOHLD OF SEX'"-

BY HySIRT J. Bi%mmjL

mMmd, privattlf printed, '^tributid mtmgk Htr^d Press, fee, , N«w Orlmmf ,
:

LmmiAM. It Is ii^atlfletl m advasict e^itloa for mtrlclM circalatfam mly, mi .

m "A tmumm^A Acc^t ot Or^sed S«x«al D©gea«racy. " Printed to it59.

Book op@«i witb. qiotaiiois to pnfMm Imm Director'i apaech beCor® American ^

- L^lcm NtlioMl Caavaallen 9-19-17, which pertains to ptddltri' of (Ammm pict^ss :\
;

and wrttii^i w&tch ttoo^« tfa© mtlottj aad ated for an aroi^d paMic te stop

;

flow of olMCSM literatar®, m wetX m metmiiy tor l0Bi«r asutia£®s mi heavier

iinm «galiiet parftyori* Frefac© ends 05? rtpattog part srf qiM^tlop. rtMife to 'v;

aroused pa^c belsf ntcsssary, aad todteaai: p«opi@ asait iiio aot eounteaaacfi

aiif ati@ispt« la pre?®rj It itm teing arouBsd. CSis^tsr 19, M4sm& r«pr©Ajce| :

so©« iittsrs tertaialag to Ms tovegtlgatioii in Ntw Orltaiis, L«iistoia, .Into orgaafced ,j

da|«»erftCf wliei ii« wit a itrgtaat m police force, Oa Fag® Itl tlisr® is a tettejc^^. J
from Smtor AHsii J. Mtri^r to |)?@gi#!it, , GrMter Gtstlliy Civie Council, Inc^^^f

Hew Orlsaai, to tfftct IHsodir refarrii^ eoaacil's request for fititimi assistaace

to FBI, On 2TS a Mmr mm ©Irtctor to Senator Siliadit^ 2-ai-S0 'Ni^J

li mprmfeicsl advtemg o«r Ntw Orlmm C^fict cfevi^optd tetoi'matisja that activities

of certato aotabtrs of c-amp wtrs being tn^sttisattd 1^ Mew Orleiat Police

Departisfatj State Distfict Mtc»yiiey'« ^et in NewOrit^, m&n. S. Post^"

.

Ia#ectsrg, mr©€to?*i IfIter statad Elltasiif's itttar t^iag fsimrded to Cai®i

WmMl l»iip§et«r. Oa 'P^# 212 Bi^aux stales that poilct laveitigatioaJnto actirt--

tiii of muM&t cmp mUrmd to by Di«ctor waj RotMng wos^ t&ans-aa attempt ^
fl8-** Orlsass PoEce i^partmsBt to hide tsisttact 0! iaternatioi^ ctegaieracy ring,

lie li^ UmUl^i WM In Hew Orle^ tlmr evWmm erf iatsraAtiooai degtntmcy.

aatl p0rMp& It was loimriled to Bifsctor aaS p@itaps sot. Ha iayi, ' At asy rate, ;

» -uioit-ttot afttf Mr. Hoovtf wrot# tlie l«ts? to a«ator Stltn^ar, the Agfut sa

Cimfgs of tte Orieaas f.mm of tfe» aw»i»iced Um retirtatnt. " • Bade^ux

«talr*i thai, tmim^ l& mimt Mr. Mmwt aHet, State tlatriei Attorn^'s office in

Mfew Origan's cs>B€ii??ti4 »s iBvastlgatter*,

r!©si»itt ^stattx's claiiB feat StMs iMsliict mmrnf^ aad

stfej^rtd ijWiitiuatiOR, (Mr" flew Orteaag- Offlct aJvis«d ^ airtel '•-§4: af4

i . Mr. B«Leach ' * Jf^-,r:^^&>V^''

IS) ,

-
.,



^tma to D«Lc«ch Memoran^m

chief investigator (or State District Attorney's office had injected himself into

the investigatioui aad iNuB be^ by Sgt. BacMaux. As a result of infor-

saation developed that soembers of nudist aaovement In Nev Orleans and ^seidiere

have transported wiws interstate for "wife-swapping parties, ' New Orleans OKice
advised by airtel 10-15-58 that VVhite Slave Traffic Act case had been opened.

This investigation still pending (31-86928) although Qumer^ S. Attorneys

have declined prosecution.

fiBtdeaux devc«ed {Mirt of boc^ to Guy Banister, former FBI SAC,
who assigned Badeaux to investi^e organized degeneracy in 1956, i^en Banister

was Assistant Superintendent erf New Orleans Police Department. He indicates

he only trustedJMster because of corru^ in NewOrleans PcAice Department
and when Banister was dismissed ' after it was chained that ibmister, a hig^-

rantOng police i^icial, had capriciously drawn his revolver in a public place,
*'

Badeaux's investigation bogged down and this was the first in a series of unfortunate

incidents which tdocked instigation of organized degeneracy. Primary target

Of Badeauz*s invettti|^ti(» into nudism and its allied degenerate activities is one

Louis Stewart, i^om the primary subject in Bureau White Slave Traffic Act

investigation. On 12-22-5d Stewart pleaded guilty in U. S. District Court,

Sastem District of Louisiana, to two counts of sending obscene matter tiufoui^

the mall and was sentenced to 18 months in custody of Attorney General on each
coont to run concurrently. This investigation handled by postal authorities. This
matter has been followed in Crime Research Section since 7-30-58 as research
noatter in connectiwi with our sex offender fUe.

Badeaux's booti: has two main themes, me pertaining to corrupticnt

in New Orleans Police Department and city government and the other to a far-

reachUig ring (rf sexual ^geiwrates irtUch has its roots in nudist colonies, primarily
the Three Lakes Nudist Camp in Louisiana. Badeauxms sergeant on police force

New Orleans and resigned in 1958 after puUic officials allegedly thwarted his

efforts to uncover organised sexual degeneracy because some of higher-ups in

a^mmunity were involved. He castigates Mayor deLesseps S. Morrison v^b
a^(q^y ponposely overlo(&ed the sexual (tegeneracy situation, although his political

success was b^uied on a "^esm government ' campa^. Badeaux refers to New
Orleans Superintendent of Police Provosty A. Oayries as inept and bungling, and
tells <rf administration irtiich constantly threw obstacles in the patii ot the organized
sexual degeneracy invest^ation.

The htxik spares little in its description of the sexual orgies

and there are reproduciKi photographs, letters, sex orgy club ai^Ucations, etc.

,

tAich in themselves make Badeaux's bo(^ an^^ o^^

- la -
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Smes to DeLoach memorandum

Bitfiles rdflect Badeatis, as Agent in Chart:;e of Division of

Intellii^ence Affairs, iSTew Orleans Police Bepartmeiii, was in cliarge of Communist
J?arty investigations in that city, and lias testified before committeea on comoauaism.
Ho lias also testified that l^lational Aseociation for the Advancement of Colored
People io a Communist i arty jmrm, and is an outspoken sesresatiortLstChapter by
chapter summary of book attached.

REcmmmmAiiom:

(I) That tMs bool: be discussed informally with po!;,tal ai&horitios by
the Liaison Section relative to its apparent obscenity and transmittal through tiae mails

(2) If approved, our Hew Orleans Office will be instructed to contact

BadeaucK and set Mm straight regarding our SAC's transfer from New Orleans and
the fact that this matter was reported to the Bureau by our New Orleans Office and
appropriate attention is being given to it.

-lb-
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Six, ' Ijy Hubert J. BtOmx, wm foriwap^
to lilr. OeLofteli tixMiymottsly. Th* bock is mHomi aad ii prSvftttly prisfcid^

dlfltrlbtttedtluKrai^ tli« S«rald Pms; be. » N«w Ori«uis, touitim. ft Ii

ideatUitd as aa ftdranee «diti^ Bliff^rttef

idenUtttd at ''A Doeitiatiiitd Aceooiit <>f Orgaiaiid 8«xiiat Dag^
waa 'piintvdl Ia 1959.;. >

GENEfiAt OUTONE AND OBSgRYAT!0?ra
'

apaach bafora tlw Natioiatl Cdavaatton o( the Amerieaa Legion oa Saptaiibaf 19,

1957, «ia<ih partaina to tba pedfiara ^dbacaaa pteturaa «i4 writio^ ifhlfdiMe
flooded thia nation, and tbe aaad for an a^ed pubile to at^ the flov of olbai^a

lltaratara, aa well aa the aeceaait; for longer aentMCM aad haaviar fiaei «9pUpat

the parvejrora i^ aueh mterial. The preface tnda by repeating a pait ^f tiie

qaotation rektive to an arooaed pabUe being neceasarf, and Badeaux adda tilat

the peoide mtift ala&not comitenaBee msf attempta to preTent itirop beiag iroaaed.

TWa book haa two wain theioes, one pertalalag to corniption ia

the New Orieaaa P(^ee Dapartiaent aad citjr govenuneat iiad the other to afar*

reaching ring of sexual degeneratea^ Which has ita roota in aadist edibles,

primarily the three taitea Hadiat Camp. Badeaax was a sergeant oil the |M^iet

force In Hew Orleans and resigned in 1958 after poMic ottieiala aUegSdly thwarted

his efforts to uneorer organiaed sexual degeaeraey, because aosae of^ hitter*

ups in the eonuauni^ were involved. He castigates primarily Mayor deX^iaeps S.

Morriaott, who allegedly purposely overlot^ed the sexual degeneracy situatioa

even thott^i hie p^tical success was based on a "clean governmenr* campaign.

Badeaux refers to the Superintendent of iPoIice, Provosty A. Oayries. aa inept

and bungling, and told of the adnainiatration who cofis^y »irew obstacles in

the patii of ^e oi^iied sexual degmeicmcy investigation.

mdetax's investijE^bn primarily involved the Three^^^
Nudist Camp, he claims is the center of sexual degeneracy In the Hew
Orl^ns area. Re farther believes that the international imdist movement is

nothing but a cover-up for unspeskake sexiial activities between its mimbers,
sometimes reachingaationWlde proportions trough '"wife-swapplnf parties

The primary target of Badeaux'S investigatioa into nudism and its allied de*

fenerate activities is one Louis Stewart, and he is the primary sul^eet in an

tnveatigatioii opened by the Bureau under tlMi White Slave Traffic Act elasai-

ficattoQ in October, 195S. This iaveaUgation by the Bureau is still puiding



Jonei to DtLoftch Mtmoranduia

alttougli mameroui U. S. Attorneys dtcttaed proMcutlon. On Dtceaafatr 28,

1958, Stewart pleaded guilty in United States I^trict Court, Saetera I^trict

oi Looiaiaiui, to two cottnte of eendiUm; obscene nsa^r tbroui^ tb» mil, and

senUmced to 18 mtrnths tn the custoc^jr of the Attonu^r General on eacih

count to run concarreatly. 1*hia investigation was handled by postal aathdrities.

This matter has been toUowed in ttn Crime Research 30,

1958, as a research matter in connection with our sex offender file, because

of the all«fed degeneracy involvii^ interstate travel on a natiimal basis lor

imsiKiral pttiposes.

RgFERSKC^ OF INTEItSST TO FM

Chiller 19, Ba^aux reproduces some letteni per^
tnvestigati<m in New Orleans, Louisiana, as a sergeant on the pdice foree into

organised d^enemy. Qa. Page 271 a letter appearstrom S^uutor AUm I.

Ellender to the president of the Greater Gentilly Civic Council, Inc. , of Kew
Orleans, to the effect that he is referring its revest for Federal assistanee to

the Fa. on Page 273, a letter from the Erector to S^ator £llender dated

2*21*58 , is reproduced, advising that our Hew Orleans Office developed infor-

mation that the activities of certain members of the Three Lakes Nudist Camp
were being investigated by the New Orleans Police Department, the ^ate f^triet

Attorney's Office in New Orleans, and the U. S. PMtal Inspectors in New CN-leans,

The Director's lettor informed Senator Ellender that a copy of his letter anfl ito

enclosures were forwarded to the Chief PMtal topector.

Oh Page 272, Badeaux writes that the investigation into the*

activities of certain members ct the Three Ukes Nudist Camp refemd tb by
Mr. Hoover was nothing more than an littempt by the New Orleans PpUee Dep^
ment to hide the existence of the intomationia degeneracy ring. Hea^ he
furnished the FBI In New Orleans with clear evidence of the intomatifiiBil degener-

acy ring and VtM i»rhap8 it was forwarited to Mr. Hoover and perhi^s it was not.

He then says, "At any rate, a short tiacN» after Mr; Hoover wrote the letter to

iSenator Ellender, the Agent in Charge of the Hew Orleans Office of the FBI
ann(mnced his retirement, Biuieaux also stoted thiU ccmtrary to what Mr. Boo^r
stated, the State Oistriet Attorney's office in New Orleans condaeted off investigatton^

Despite BRilc».ttx's dalni that the State District Attorney's otfjtee

had not entered the invei^lgatton, our New Orleans Office advised by alrtel

dated 8-5-58 that the chief investigator for the State District Attorney's office,

John J. Groseh, had ii^ected himself into the investigation and was being

asi^ted by Sgt. Badeaux.
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A0 a result of InforiDttUMi teii^ dtvtloped that aaembera of the

nudist movemMt in New Orleans and elsewhere luu) transported their wives

interstate for 'irife-swapping parties^ ' the New Orleans Office advised hg^ alrtei

dated 10-15-58 that amite Slave Traffic Act case had been opened. This iniresti*

gation is still pending (Biifile 91-86d28), although nttnerous M. S. AttorM^ have

declined proseoition.

Badeaux also devoted part of his t)ook to Guy Bwister, former FBI
SAC. He stated tlwt he was assigned to investigate ori^inised degmieraqr in 1956

hj Banister, who was then Assistant Superintendent of the New Orleans PoUce
Department. He indicates that he <alf trusted Banister, and Chapter 2 states

Banister was dismissed from the New Orleans Police OeiHurtmeat "after it was
charged that Banister, a hlf^-ranking pdlce official, had capriciously drawn his

revolver in a pubitic place. ' BadeauK indicates Banister's dismissal was the first

blow in a series of unfortunate incidents which blocked his investigation of organi-

zedd^Mracy.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTEBS

PREFACE

Mer ^tt(riing the Director r^arding obscene Uteraturey Badeaux
stated that for two years while an employee of the New Orl«ms Police Department

he investigated organiaed sexual degmHiracy. His cradusion was that organised

nudism is a m^ace to the moral structure of America and thiU zmdlsm has deceived

many into forwarding a nefarious aim which is to reduce human beings to the sti^
of beasts. Buimux remaiiced, however, that a week after linking the aucttst move-
ment to widespre»l sexual di^eneracy he became the tai^et oi such abuse aad

harassment from official sources that he was compelled ultimately to rMlffa from the

police department. His evidence wut st^i^resBed, newspapers maintained an

editorial sUence, clergymen pretended not to know what the furor was aboi^, and a

huge gambling probe was undertaken to outshine his Investl^itioa. He daims that

sexual degeneracy was beli^; practiced l^^ some of the nicer elemei^ In tte sedaston
of their nice homes, which is the reason why his inv«itigatlon became bogged down.

PROLOGUE

This deals with the election of deLesseps S. Morrison as mayor
of New Orleans (m a dean govenuaeat campa^, and tte fact that aebmlly the

eitf govemmeitf did nothing to dean up the city. Vt also attadui ProvMty A.

«» 4^ «•
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q^tuUifiCitio&s to>(dtee work to imm$ eonplote ifepondtnea on somoono olso i&

KtidiBgdocittoiis." Dayrt^

q Bitdeaific dlseasset Itbir triji ii^estigatioa undtf mj in 1901 il

thi dirtetioii of Mr. Cay Biitlstor, thtii Msistajit Sttpomt««l«nt of tht Now
Orloaaa PoUcf Dtpartmest* Tiii iairfit^tioii was to oovor loxual dog^rtef

,

itXBidi miiibebaTlor, mx eriinos and jpomif ta g«Mral to determlni wb^liftr

tit«ro was anyjAttarn or orgaalaatton. So statod that |aat as tiie lavottlgalfem

titgan to uncover what they were aeekii^^ Baniater was dismlased from the

'poliee deiiartiaent.

.

Badetttx reCers briefly to the dismissai of Baniater from tiM

poUee apartment and italea that the {>oiice department infOraoatiQii o({iie» gave out

miateatlbg data to the prwui etmcera^g the clarge of the plitol-drawiag ineldeat

m a pohUe place. He states this mMeaiSng data reflected oafavorafaiy on Baniater.

He stales that BaiOater insisted that he eontimtie his investigation, bat that offleial-

dom constantly thwarted his eff(^.

'"V: /:CHAPTSR 8. :

'/
.

'

fo this chapter Badeanx eootlnttea the diseossiM
i^re thwarted by high offldals and hOw he finally presented some of his evidenee
before a grand jury. He stated that the grand jury went oat of office before he
eoald main any complete and substantial »we.

B-;ie?->i3t hsre wJth big efforts to:^ce -an-ondercover . .

agent in a nu<!ttst colony and his final decision to use his brother. Don Badeaux,
aa this agent, when others of low moral chai«cter were too eager to iafiltrttte

the nndist movement. He remarhs, however, that his brother was completely
taken in by the nndists at the lliree Lalms groip and did not consider them to

bs' immoral persons* .;v /

'

Badeaux talma# further the fact that his bn^er i^^^

by the nudists and states thM while his investigation revealed th«t one Louis
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Stewart was th« ringleader in aexual orgies, hie brother actually defeadid

Stewart M balng an upright Indlvlduai. Badeaux managas to obtain poieew^

<rf a large collection of pornography which belonged to Stewart.

CHAPTER 6

Thie chapter conttouee with the (act that Badeaux'a brothtr refueea

to believe Stewart ia an immoral per«»n, and Badeaux's efforts to obtain popo-

graphlc material which was In StewarTi poeaesalon.

CHAgTER ?

This Chapter deals with the philosophy of nadlem and Its totor-T

nauonal aspects as weU as Its e«orts todoak lis Immorality through a connfctlon

with raiigton... ' '

- -.^ r .

-

CHAPTERS

Badeaux attempts to Identify nudism as a sitfitle facet If Mwxlan

meltttlonary tacttcs. He points out that Christian religion and Its
f^^f»^*»

the sacredness of family Ufa, are repugnant to the communists, and that nudism

is the most eHectlVe onslaught yet devised against the married state and family

Ufe. He points out that nudlsfcpropaganda IS nearly as effective as commu^^

prppag^mda.

CHAPTER 9

This chapter deals with how nudists attempt to Inject rellgkm into

their cult In an effort to makethelr activities righteous, ai«l further gooj Into

^ philosophy of the nudist movement ai^ the beauty and sanctity <rf the haaaan

body.' J

CHAPTER 10

This pertains to the record of Louis Stewart as an outstaadlag

examine of the exaggerated clalma of nudists to propriety. Badeaux states that

^ :illj$S9^ ^^: ;V^^
^
- ,

as a ^Huig boy, Stewart was convk:ted of the crime of robbery in Virginia.

Boys, In October, 1941, he was released from penal custody by a condttioiial
pardon from Virginia's governor. The chapter also contains reproduettons of

6
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appUcatioistrosi pertoiw ifcruitea into niifttsai by Stewart. Tbe reibiinder
of the chapter deals with the bUarre and dtsgustiag aetitities oC some of the
imdists- inywlous:se^

this chapter pertains to the arrest of Stewart bjr BadeaoK antf

the reveaUng of his true immorality to the brother, Don Badeaox, who ttatiL

^':tiiis:reveiatlQD had-^prGteeted':stewart.^
f-^

This chapter Is a reprodiietion of some of the evidence whi«h
Badeaox obtained and while he states that mneh of it is too revolting to be re-
prodoeed, that which he usetf is exterm«ly disgusting, reflecting the lettert
written back and forth between wifenswappers, showing semi adherence as
well as masochistic orgies . He reproduces some photographs of nudes and
seminodes, as well as former applicatiOes ttlled out by persons for ent^ into

' ihe;bftsest-Mnd {^sei: c|abs.^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

nudists to stimulate themselves and to induce others to join the moveii^. This
chapter shows they have complete contempt for God, religion, and normal sexual
:re|atiQimhips.: ;

(Badeaux has #o CSi^r li^s, obvioi^ an erroi)i f ^^^^^

^ "IWt chapter deals^^^^
degenerates, and Badeaux qjuotes tliem in their descriptions of some of their
expsriences. He also reproduces appUeatUms for entir into sesial dsgeneraey
:p«s'or;clubs."':v;v:-:^ ;v^'^';-:. / M^^vWc/-::^-

This chapter contains further correspondence between wlfe^
swappers and their immoral sexual aetiviUes.

This deals further with the efforts of the officials to suppress
the evidence Badeaux had obtained.



JOBds to Delioach Memorandum

CHAFFER 17 /

diapter 17 deals with the fact that some aUoi^y oiuicrupolous
authorities tried to suppress Badeaox's acUvities by reveallitg that his toother
was a member ot the nudist camp» and taltes up m arrest by Badswix and other
officers ill ^aloosa County, Florida.

CHAPTER 18

This chapter deals further with Badeaax'S alleged troul^es
with his superiors, who attempted to suppress his informatiao, and the isxt

-that P0^e S^p6rintendent Payrie8 became highly incensed because of all of
the pubiiclty which went to Badeaux as a result of the breaking up of the sex
ring. Badeaux resigned from the Department.

CHAPTER 19

Oiapter 19, as set forth before, deals ^th the fact that Badeaux
did receive roco|paiti(m from some quarters, and reproduces some letters per-
talning to his activities. As set forth previously, one of these is a letter fros^
the mrector to the Greater l^ntilly Civic Council.

CHAPTER 20

Chapter M deals further ^th foieau^s resignatiCHa and tlte

fact that he was called before the grand Ja^ to testify, bat he doesn't go into
what his testimony involved. Chapter 20 psrtaiio to a write-up of the z^utt^
of the investigation.

P^RMATIQN m BOFILES RE HUBERT J. BAgEAlKSl

BafUes refiect thtt as Agent in CUas^^ of the £}ivision of fotelligence

Affairs, New Orleans Pdice Department, Badeaas wr:) in charge of Communist
Pixty investigations in that dty. On March 9, 19a7, he testtfled before the Joint

Le^slative Committee m S^r^^ation, State of l^isiana, and stked he had
thousands of documents to back the chai^ of ttie Communist ]^urty's infiltration

Of the Naticmal Assoeiatim for the Advancement of C(dored People (HAACP);
that communist leadens stated the Communist Pafty pledged to resolutely defend
tiie KAACP. 7:^6 stated the pommunist l^urty was active in Louisiana and there
was some activity in Baton Rouge. He testified tl^ communists would infiltrate

tiie Catholic church. He suggested the formation c< a statewide "red-hunting
group, to supplement the FBI, probaMy as part of the state poUce. *• ^2^1038881--



.TU May t, 1SS7, §mm m lew Orttass, Lmi&um, Mm, r«port©d that ia

mAteesiiag a nsMttag fetW Isf the Jactoon Citlms' CameE «i4 tte Ai»«rlca6

L«fi^, BadmaE elEiiaea mat 1^ KMCP ma of tfas first ptiras of^
cariamunifti. (62-l0iSS7-ll-A) On Apriii, itM, ^dssujs tssim©^ Mors .
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Date

:

To

:

Prom

THE FOREIGN SERVICE

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The American Embassy

Rome, Italy

April 2, 1959

Director, FBI

Legat:, Rome (9^-2

i

Subject

:

"THE FBI STORY"
PUBLICITY

• Attached hereto is an article which

appeared in the Rome dally newspaper "LA VOCE

REPUBBLICANO" on 3/12/59. The article, which is

captioned "The Story of the FBI/' is a book review

of Don Whitehead's .book "The FBI Story."

Although the review does not appiear

to be too well written, comments about the Bureau

and the book are favorable.

Also attached for the Bureau '_^s .

information is a free translation of the ^fticle.

Enclosures (6)

AAC:mpd (4
NOT RiiCOROig

140 APh. 13 1959



jM, tolsok i,iarch 12, 1959

C. D. DELOACH

"EEDEDICATIOr^ TO FEEEDOi l"

BOOK BY BEr^JAtlCI GH'JZBUEG

Irving Feriaaan has ijiven oao an advance co|>y €£ captioned

book. He states there is criticism of the Director and the Bureau in

this book. The book is copyrighted »'1959, published by Simon and

Schuster, Incorporated. *'

ACTIO!,: ^^o±t\l^_^l^£JY±_

It is suggested fir» guUivan's section, the Central Eesearch

Section, review this book for matters of interest pertaining to the FBI.

The book should be returned to my office after review.

NOT 11^100 ";Of'',D

176 APR 14 1859

CDI>:ejp

(5)

•>u APR] 5 ©59.



Mr. A. H. Belmont X«Sarc|i20, 1050

^ •1^ m, W. C. SulUvan

"BEBEBICATIOil TO FBEEDOM"
By Benjamin Giniabusrg

CESPTBAL RESEARCH MATTBR

Captioned book jjeviewed by Central Eesearch Section* It strongly

attacks all loyalty-security programs, includes numerous critical

references to the Bureau and the Director, and parallels views of

Cook's article in "The Nation" in October, 1058, Ginzburg claims
that public has now been conditioned to accept continued esdstenc^

of "antilibertarian institutions" (congressional investig-ating committees, \

prosecution of individuals for their political views, and loyalty-security V9
programs). He deplores expansion of loyalty-security programs and
claims that rigjits of communists cannot be abridged wittiout undermining ^ ^

rights of all citizens. Alleges that spurious communist menace was ^
created by Dies Committee in 1930's as part of Dies* efforts to \
discredit the New Deal, I^ostwat revelations of communist espionage \;
lent further credence to the myth of the menace of communism.
When loyalty program of Truman Administration was promulgated, .

the communist menace was, in ei^ect, established by law. Ginzburg
argues that loyalty-security programs are not efifective in keeping ^
spies out of Government, and he calls for their Immediate and complete \
elimination and for a return to the Bill of Eigjhts. Ginzburg born 2-15-S8

in Russia and holds degrees from Columbia and Harvard. From 1955 to

1957 employed as research director for Senate Subcommittee on '

Constitutional iiights. fijvestigations of Ginzburg by Bureau in 1642,

1951, and 1955 developed information that he is considered a "progressive,"

a "left winger, " and an evolutionary, as opposed to a revolutionary,

&2arxisi Declared "ell^ble on loyalty" by Civil Service Commission
in 1951. Ginzburg announced one dt contributors to October, 1953,

issue of Bmergency Civil Liberties Committee (12 CLC) publication

"Bights" which was to have dealt exclusively with FBI but which was
not published.

BECO^lIvSENDATIONi None. For information. The book is enclosed for return^

to Inspector DeLoach in accordance with his request.

Enclosure

JFC;aml

i-sktfoAdcl'eV l{
be
b7C

1-J.F. Condon "ip^m^^WSZ
l-&5r. Belmont /I?62-46855
l-If.4r» DeLoach



DETAILS
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By memorandum to Mr. I^olson dated March 12, 1959, iiispector De3U)ach
advised that Irving Ferman had furnished att advance copy of GUissburg^s book and
recommended that it be reviewed by the Central Besearch Section.

The ^^^ntilibertarian Inatttutions"

Ginzburg^d book^ published by Simon and Schuster, is an expanded version
of an article by him which appeared in July 6, 1054> issue of "The Bejiorter"

and which was previously reviewed <121~32694'-22), Ginzburg concedes that there

has been an impi:*ovement in civil liberties since the death of Senator ^Toseph McCarthy^
He claims, however, that the American pt:d^iic has been conditioned to accept the

continued existence of the "antilibertarian institutions" which have developed in

the past 20 years "in the name of fighting the menace of Communism^ " These are
identified as the "public pillorying" of the "holders of unojrthodox opinions" by
aongressionai investigating committees, the prosecution of individuals for their

political beliefs rather than overt acts, and a "vast network" of loyalty-security

programs which "punish" individuals for their "unorttiodox ideological sympathies

and associations. " Since these institutions will mi disappear voluntarily, positive

action must be taken to "shake them off. " (pp« 1-19)

Freedom Is Indivisible

Ginssburg deplores the "expanding universe" of loyalty-security programs
which now are applied not only to Federal employees but members of the Armed
forces, employees of private industry working on classified contracts, seamen and
longshoremen, and individuals applying for passports and Government pensions. He
claims that these programs are directed against not only communists but suspected

communists, genuine or suspected former communists^ members of present or

former organizations in which communists are known or suspected to have been active,

and all persons suspected of supporting causes championed by Communist Party, tJSA,

"or any otiier suspect organization. " He argues that, since freedom is indivisible,

the ri^ts aud liberties of communists cannot be abridged without undermining the

rights and Uberties of all citizens, (pp. 20*58)

Spurious Menace

GinzEburg claims that a spurious communist menace was created during the

1930^0 by the House Committee on ITn-American Acti^ties, as part of Congressmam
PieiEf efforts to discredit the New Deal. In 1941, a "Dies-inspired" rider was attached

.

- f •

Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Ke.* "Bededication to Freedom"



Memor^tiidom to Mr« Belmont
Met "BededicaUott to i'reedom"

to the Bepartm^nt of totice Appropriation Bill which ordered the FBI to investigate

Government employees who were members of subversive groups or who advocated
the overthrow ol the Government, la complying with this provision, described as
"flie greatest and most latefm step" in promoting the myth of the communist menace,
the Ejsecutive Branch included membership in communist front groups as one of <he
criteria for determining fitness for Government employment. Hhis led to the

acceptance ol the principle of guilt l^ association. Ginisburg concedes that those
responsible for administrating the loyalty-security^ programs are sincere in their

beliefs regarding the gravity of the communist menace but cMms that,after 20 years
of "emotional warfare^^ against communism, it has become impossible lor them to

make an objective appraisal of tiliis threat, (pp. $0-^lOl)

Spy Scare

Ginzburg then claims that the spurious communist menace was afforded a
"powerful impetus" by the revelations of communist espionage activity after World
War B. Ke claims that, since Dies had by then retired from the scene, the views

of ^e WBl and other intelligence agencies prevailed. He charges that ^e FBf
"enthusiastically accepted" the information furnished by Elizabeth Bentley because
it provided a "retroactive justification" of the Bureau*s previous investigations of

subversive activity. At the same time, he alleges, ttie Bureau admitted (in a letter

to the VMte House dated 2-1-46) tb&t it would be practically impossible to prove her
Charges, As a result of hearings "inspired and provoked" by the FBI, the House
Civil Service Subcommittee established the principle that persons of "questioned

loyalty** should be excluded from Government seri^ee and that all doubts should be
resolved in favor of the Government When this was followed by the Executive Order
of President truman establishing the loyalty program, the reality of the communist
menace was, in effect, established by law> (pp. lOZ-iZi)

Loyalty^'Securlty j^re^ams fnetteetlye

As a result of the Cold War and the fusion of the communist menace with

the tradiUonal hatred of spies, the idea of protecting the country from communist
espionage has developed to the point where it has become an "absolute value, " which

takes precedence over all other social interests, many of which are of equal or greater

importance. Ginzburg claims that the loyalty program has not only f^led to uncover

any spies but did not prevent the Government employment of Judith Coplon and

Joseph Petersen (who passed classified informatlott to 0utch omcl^s). Claiming

that all loyalty-security programs will become inoperative in a period of all-out war
because of the delays involved In obtaining clearance, he argues that they are a

'luxury" which the Nation can afitord only in peacetime, (pp. 125-108)

•Jhe book concludes with a brief review of the unfavorable public reaction

to the iUlen and Sedition hm of 1708 and the Calmer Balds which followed World

War tL in^e latter connection, the Director is described as the linii foetv/een the

3



. f •
Memoraiu^um lo Mr« Belmont
Bet "BedetilcaUort to Freedom''

oXd Bureau of |iive$tigatioa md the present FBI. these examples are cited in support
of the auWtor*j3 call for the American pUbUc to overcome its "morM and intellectual

lethargsr" and talce immediate steps to ''Mismantle all the antilibertarian machinery
that we have erected to combat the mythical Communist menace in the United
States and go back to the Bill of Bights. (pp. 139-165)

Other Charges

Iii addition to the above atlaclssm the Bureau, Ginzburg also charges
thati

By tapping telephones^ conducting ^'promiscuous" surveillances,

and compiling "dossiers," the FBI has become "a law unto itself. " (pp. 42-45)

the Bureau "launched a shameless and iUe^ai lobbying drive" to

reverse the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the

Jencks Case, (pp. 49-50)

the I^Btf althou^ unable to corroborate the information furnished

by BlissabethBentley, treated it as a confirmed fact., (p. 5U)

the FBI is ilfcely to succumb to the temptation to "fabricate"

evidence, (p. 57)

the Director^ in spite of the decrease in Party membership,
insists that the communist menace is greater than ever and
chsu^actetizes those who are flirting lor civil liberties as "dupes

of the Communist conspiracy* " {p. 63)

The case ag«dnst ^fudith Copton was dismissed because the FBI
had t^ped her telephone and had arrested her without a warrant, (p. 103)

The FBI was able to ''usurp the function of policy making on loyalty-

security, and the Truman loyalty program should have been named
the Bdgar Boover loyalty program because the Birector was
"primarily responsible for bringing it about *'

(p* 106)

The fM "lobbied" for an expansion of its functions and powers
under the loyal^ program^ (pp. 113-117)

Althou^ Secretary of State Bulles was investigated by the Bureau,

'»who clears the FBI"? (p. 135)

4



Memorandum to Mr* Belmont
Rm "Rededlaatlon to Freedom"

"The Director, In a memora»<Jum to Assiataat /attorney General
Donovan dated October 18, 1924, admitted that fhe Department
of tTuatice had no ri^t to investigate the activities ol commwnists
after World War I. (p.ieO)

Mscellaneous Qrtticism

Oinzbtirg Is also hi^ly critical of the use of confidential informantsi the

"abuses" in the trials of Alger Hiss and the Bosenbergs, and the Smith ^ct and
Internal Security Act of 1950, He lauds 0yrus Eaton's criticism of the WBl over

a national television n^tworU; describea Fred 4^. Cools as an "expei^enced and
disinterested newspaperman" j and relies heavily on Mm IiOwenthai*s book as the

source lor his comments <m the £^almer Baids.

Observations

Ginssburg*s book shows a complete lack of any awareness of «ie menace
of communism. Belnhold Niebuter, who wrote the introduction, felt it necessary
to point out that, in his opinion, "the Communist conspiracy was more dangerous

than the author assumes. " Ginzburg^s complete naivete on tMs question is beet

illustrated by his claim that the ejstensive communist iijfiltration into practically

every aspect of American life during the 1930'e actually "served the cause of

democracy.

"

In view of the announcement that Ginzburg woiAd be one of the contributors

to the special issue of the ECLC publlcatton "Rights" on ttie m% it is interesting

to note that the views expressed in his book, "Bedeiication to Freedom, " closely

parallel the underlying theme of the article by Frei J, Cool? in the October IS, 195$,

issue of "the nation." (pp» VM, S2-83)

The Author

Olwzburg was born February 15, 1898, in Bussia and resides in Arlington,

Virginia* He was graduated from Columbia tJniversity in 1919 and received his £h. S>.

from Harvard tJniversity Ht 1926. Outside of the periods 1948-1951, when he
operated a radio station in J?orwaJ^, Connecticut, andfrom 1985-1957 when he was

research director of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Bl^ts, he has been

employed in various capacities as a writer. Applicant-type investigations of Cinssburg

were conducted in 1942 and 1959 in connection with his: federal employment. He was

Investigated under the I*oyal^ Program in 1981 and declared "eUgible on loyalty'* by

- 5 -

^ ^



U&i "BededicaUofttQ Fyeecloitt"

the Givil Service Commlsstonu These investtgations disclosed that Oinzburg is

regarded as a "progressive," a *'l«£t winger," and an evolutionary, as opposed to

a reyoiuUonary, Marjdst hvk one who is not disloyal to the United States. A stammary
oi the information available on ISinzsburg was Inrnished to the Senate Committee on
the (Jwdiciary by letter dated October 6, In July, he submitted a
statement urging the Semte Committee on Foreign i^elations to reject proposed
legislation which would authorize the Secretary of Btate to refuse passports to

commuttists. Ciinzburg was listed in the September, issue of "Bights,

"

official publication of the ICLC as one of the contributors to the October^ 1958,

issue of that piibUcaUon which would be devoted ejfclueively to the 3FB1. This issue
has not been pubUshed as yet. {7T- 14552? iOO-419026; m mH; 100-084660-480)
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office MemcMndum •

Mr. A. H. Belmont

W. C. SvilIivW

UNITED STUBS'-GOVERNMENT ^

DATE: April 27, 1959

SUBJECT: REQUEST BY DIRECTOR FOR REVIEW OF
BOOK "FOR THE SKEPTIC," BY LYLE H. MUNSON
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

*4DeLoach
McGuire

W.CK&ii^^jl Trotter

J>^^ W.C. Si

Tolson _

Belmont

Mohr

•^Parsons

Rosen _
Tamm

Sullivan _
Tele. Room
HoUoman
Gandy

,

Reference is made to the enclosed newspaper clipping from the

New York Journal American dated April 24, 1959, concerning a book
entitled "For the Skeptic," which is to be published «oon. The Director
noted: "We should take a look at this book. " As the enclosed clipping

indicates, the book is to be published May 1, 1959, and will be available

through a New York City book firm. The New York office is being instructed^/^ i

it to the Central ^t^^^
\UXX^yu^li, d. X^^W A,\JXK^ K^Xl^y MUerXV, J-O-XXUL. XIJLC; X^IOW ±\JJ.JX. I^XXXV^i

to obtain the book immediately on publication and to send
Research Section for review.

This matter will be closely followed and upon receipt of the book
a review of it will be prepared.

RECOMMENDATION:

For the information of the Director,

6

Enclosure

<^
CDB:lmm

(5)>^^
1 - Mr, Belmont
1 " Section tickler
1-

1

1 - Mr. Brennan

3 pi^^^^fjjjJ^^^

iff

1?

is

.b6

m MAY^ 1 19S9

.4'
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OFFICIAL INDICATED BELOW BY CHECK MARK

Mr. Tolson _.

Mr, Belmont

.

Mr. DeLoach
Mr, McGuire .

Mr, Mohr
Mr. Parsons .

Mr, Rosen
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trotter _
Mr. W. C. Sullivan

Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy .
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See Me
Note and Return

Prepare Reply —
For Your Recommendation
What are the facts?
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'fOR THE SKEPTIC "¥-11

Pinpoints Red Schem
Any notion that Communist leaders or their fol-

lowers in this country sincerely desire pe'aceful

I

co-existence with the West is blasted in a unique new
hook, to be published May 1.

Entitled^r^he^kepMC
it consists enfcireiy of extracts
from records of Congressional
committees, assembled (n their

past probes of now-infamous
Bed conspiracies in the XJnitedi

States.

Yet the book is as timely
as toi5tiorrow in its warning to

all AHiericans.

CoilPI/ETE DOMINATION
"Vi&le invaluable both as a

reference work .and as fas-
: cinating, real-life cloak-and-

portance is that tlie warning
message and supporting proof
are contained in the same of-
ficial words.
That damning, inescapable

message—^madc without run-
ning outside comment—is that
commimism always has and
always will seek the complete
subjugation of every other
political system in the world,

Compiler of the extracted
committee reports and ke
testimony is Lyle H. Munson

dagger reading, its major im- 41, former Government intcl

iigence agent with both the
Office of Strategic Services and
the Central Intelligence

Agency.
In an introduction to his

new, 200-page book, which is

subtitled "Selected Reading on
Communist Activity in the

United States of America,"
Hunson declares the material
it contains is the distillation of

100 hearings.

FIEST SUCH BOOK
He says that in the course

of reading some 22,000 pages
of testimony, he became con-
vinced of the need for a single

book containing highlights of
the most notorious Red activi-

ties previously exposed in t

country.

"I was constantly reminde^^^
}

he adds, "that the FBI is^if^ ,

eluded by law from publiihiniij
1

such reports, the E^cecuiiv^
;

Branch generally has refraihai
;

from doing so, and the Judici-* \

ary has shunned doing so." '

j

Material is presented on lit-
j

tie-known or forgottop, ^eyj
j

points of all the notoriouf easels,
)

ranging from recruitment, Sori
;

the Abraham Lincoln Bri|?iMl^/

in the Spanish CivU War ^'td

;

the recent Hollywood spy x^iVi',

•exposed by double-agent "Btris

Morros.

The sum total of the tesfci-

New York Journal-American
* ^ Fri. Apr. 24, 1959- 1 3

/A



mony, documents and findings}

cited serves to underscore forj

today; tomorrow and until com-j
munigm is wiped out the dec-^

laration of Whittaker Cham-^
bers before a House subcom-
mittee in 1948,

"Every Communist in the'

TJ. S*,'* he said as quoted in **For

the Skeptic,** is either an actual

or a potential spy or saboteur

|and a permanent enemy of this

[system of government,'*

I
The Munson book, which

contains an index of more than
400 iiames and organizations

mentioned in the text, may be.

obtained by sending $3 to Thf
Bookmailer Inc/, Box 101, Muif-I

ray Hill Station, Kew York Ifl

N. y. ; I!

You*lI enjoy tlw hilarious ad-
ventures of Blonjlic, Jiggs and
Maggie, Beetle, Bailey and
many others . . > in the 2 BIG
SECTIONS of ccjlor comics with
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. Offi^^ Memo^ikdum •

TO Mr. A. H. Belmont

FROM y,Mr. W. C. Sullivan

suBjECT^ikN EVERY WAR BUT ONE

UNITED STA GOVERNMENT

DATE: April 28, 1959

tyEugen^
centra! RESEARCH MATTER /1«

Tolson

W.C. Sullivan _
Tele. Room
HoUoman
Gandy

tt

SYNOPSIS:

Captioned iDOok, reviewed by Central Research Section, discusses

tactics used by Chinese communists in handling prisoners of war and is summarization

of lengthy Army study on communist indoctrination of U. S. Army prisoners of war
in Korea* In chapter entitled ^^Espionage for the Enemy, " Kinkead indicates that

some 75 repatriated prisoners of war had been ^^recruited to act as spies and had

returned from prison with definite missions as enemy agents in the United States.

Investigation conducted by Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence into this matter

has completely debunked this allegation. Army has only one case with adequately

substantiated or documented information concerning former prisoners of war who
admitted accepting communist espionage missions. FBI mentioned on page^ 57,

64, and 81 in a nonderogatory fashion.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information of the Director.

bo
hlC

{1

(7) 1^

1 - Section tickler

1 -

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - M»A, Jones
1 - C. D. DeLoach
1 - fl,X*. Edwards
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: ^'In Every War But One"

Book is Expansion of Article Written in 1957

This book is an e^qpanded version of an article entitled "The Study of

Something New in History, " written by Eugene Kinkead in The New Yorker for

October 26, 1957. It represents a discussion of tactics used by the Chinese communists

in handling prisoners of war and is actually a summarization of an intensive, five-year

study made by the U. S, Army of the effect of communist indoctrination on those of its

men held prisoners during the Korean War. Bureau files reflect no derogatory

information regarding Kinkead, an editor of The New Yorker > They do, however,

indicate past difficulties with The New Yorker in that it has been somewhat irresponsible

and unreliable with regard to references concerning the .Director and the FBI.

(94-3-4-230-80)

Army Study of Repatriated American Prisoners of War

In Every War But One reflects the analysis of a detailed study by the

U* S, Army of almost four thousand case histories of American soldiers taken

captive in the Korean conflict who were returned to us. The study began in the

Summer of 1950 and ended on July 29, 1955. Its broad aims were to evaluate both

the communist treatment of Army prisoners, and the various problems that this

treatment raised, including its military, medical, psychiatric, propaganda, and legal

effects. In addition, the study noted the possible hazard to national security posed

by American soldiers who had undergone prolonged ideological pressure at the hands

of the communists and had been since discharged from the service.

Korean War Unique

According to the author, the Korean War was unique in that it was the only

war in which the United States has foxight that American prisoners of war have posed

a grave problem. The survey indicated that (1) during the entire conflict there was
not a single successful American escape from a permanent prison camp; (2) twenty-

one American prisoners chose to remain in Korea; (3) almost one out of three collaborat-

ed in some manner with the enemy; and (4) 38% died hi captivity—a higher prisoner

death rate than that of any of our previous wars including the.Revolution.

Well-Planned Commimist Program

As a result of its study, the Army has concluded that the techniques of

indoctrination, interrogation, and manipulation of the flow of prisoners» mail,

"were part of .a well-planned communist program which had three aims. First, the

program sought to disseminate propaganda favorable to commxmism and unfavorable

to the West across the world, particularly in the critical areas of Asia and Africa.

- 2
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Second, it sought to control prisoners with a minimum of difficulty and a minimum
use of guards. Third, it sought the outright convers^ion of American prisoners to

communism—or, failing that, at least their acquiescence to the possible rightness
of the communist position. The Army believes that this program succeeded in

achieving its first two aims. Propaganda was made and was successfully disseminated;
prisoners were controlled with a minimum of effort. The Army feels reasonably
doubtful about their' achievement inttie third aim. (In Every War But One, pp. 123, 124)

gome 75 Espionage Agents Recruited by Communists

Kinkead, who assembled the material in this book in an interview pattern,
credited Captain Bert Cumby, who was in charge of a special interrogation team in
the Army^s Far East Command with stating,

^''Ih the Far East intelligence section, during reprocessing,
we were naturally very much on the lookout for such espionage
agents among American returnees. Actually, some seventy-
five did turn up on initial and subsequent screening, either in the
Orient or on the high seas before getting back to port in the
United States. They were well prepared, we foimd for their
assignmentjs. They had codes and fairly explicit instructions
as to how to reach and recognize their future contacts-
equipment that revealed how substantial was the planning that
had gone into this project and how protracted the aims the
Communists had in mind for these men. For example^ they
were instructed to make their initial contact, in most cases,
only after six or seven years had passed after their return to
the United States. ' " (In Every War But One, pp. 77, 78)

According to Cumby,

'The enemy had not only re-educated this entire group of
captives to come back and spy of their own free will against
their country, but this re-education was so successful that it

stuck—except in the few cases of those who confessed. Fortunately
for us, their confessions implicated the others. We should,
I think, be careful neither to overestimate nor to underestimate
this. We knew it was a possibility to begin with; and we were
completely prepared for the possibility. Provision has been made,
of course, for these men to be carefully watched in the future.
Actually, the majority probably do not realize that they are
known Communist agents. ^ " (In Every War But One, pp. 7.8, 79) '

3
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Later in the book, Cumby reportedly stated,

^' 'Keeping track of known, and also of potential, enemy a;gents

iSf of course, a two-fold task. . . "When they remain in the service, it's^

fairly easy. Once they leave it, the problem increases somewhat.
We certainly can't and we don't want to, keep every potentially
disloyal civilian returnee under observation for the next ten years.
But the whereabouts of some of them have to be known so that they
can be watched. It's a matter, of course, that has been considered
by the top-level security people in the Army and definite plans have
been made on how to deal With the problem. '

" (In Every War But One, p. 188)

Army Sivestigation Into Espionage Allegations

As a result of these allegations of espionage, an investigation was conducted
into this matter; by Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (ACSI) and the following
information in essence was brought to the attention of the Attorney General on
March 13, 1959.

Allegations of espionage on the part of former prisoners of war in Korea by
Kinkead were credited by the author to Captain Bert Cumby, an Army officer stationed
•in West Germany. ACSJ^ at the request of the Under Secretary of the Army, looked into
this matter in detail and prepared a summary of the background of those prisoners
who allegedly had a communist mission in the United States. ACSI has completely
debunked this allegation since the information came from a source Wild proved to Tbe
unreliable and who was unable to substantiate his allegation in any part. The original
source of the information is Preston E. Richie, a former Korean prisoner of war, who
had a record of collaborating with the communists while imprisoned. He has now been
discharged from the Army and is being considered for investigation by the Bureau.Army mterrogations and investigations have also failed to substantiate the allegation.

X.
^^^^ exception of one case, the Army has no substantiated or documented

mformation concerning former prisoners of war who admitted accepting communist
espionage missions. There have been instances in "which allegations were made that
certam repatriated prisoners of war were "suspected^' or "believed" to haye accepted
communist espionage missions, but those allegations were never adeauatelv
substantiated. '

IT ^ 2^ 1959, the Secretary Of the Army received a request from
the Hous^e Committee on Un-American Activities, over the signature of Frances E;
Walter, Chairman, for detailed information concerning this allegation that appearedm Kmkead's book. Ih addition, this allegation was debated on the Dave Garroway

1^^^'
f'^^?''

^^^^^^ Brigadier General S. L. Marshall,
Retired, who represents a Detroit newspaper. (100-40064e-5604, 5609, 5613, 5611;

- 4 -
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References to FBI

Page Quote

57 • " * Copies of any information on the

men collected by other governmental
agencies, such as the F.B.I. were
acquired, *

"

64 summary of the file on each of the

men who had been discharged was sent

to the office of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation in the area in which the

man liyed, for the simple reason that

all prisoners had been e^qaosed to

Communist propaganda. Two hundred
and ten of the dischargees' summaries
contained material that, in the opinion

of the Army, might give the F.B.I,
reason to investigate those particular

men more thoroughly as possible

security risks, or might cause the

Department of Justice to examine the

cases for possible criminal action

against the men as civilians. • .
.

"

64 . Two hundred and fifteen cases
(as compared to the 210 referred to

the F.B. I,) were selepted as deserving
further study, .

.

81 "One of them, Cumby told me, was the

most scurrilous he has ever seen. It

came from the vice-president of an
oil .company who stated in unprintable

language that he was going to see that

the Federal Bureau of Investigation

conducted an inquiry into the motives
of every officer who took part in the

trial on the government side, including

the court members. ..."

- 5 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: ''In Every War But One"

Facts

The Army furnished us in excess of 300 counterintelligence files on
returned prisoners of war whom the Army classified as security risks. We, in turn,

reviewed these files to determine if we should open security investigations and also

whether the cases should be referred to the Department for an opinion as to whether
treason investigations were desired. Our standards for instituting security

investigations of such returned prisoners of war were outlined in SAC Letter 53-15 and
in practically every instance a security investigation was conducted. Also, in

practically every instance the Department declined to authorize the iijstitution of a
treason investigation. A full treason investigation was conducted on each of the 21

prisoners of war who elected to remain in Korea. ( 100-400646)

The Batchelor case was handOLed entirely by the Army. Nothing can be
identified with the unknown yice president of an oil company.

- 6 -
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SUITE FIVE FORTY THt^EE • • • WASHINGTON UNION TRUST BUILDING

April 27, 1959

eg-

O

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
United States Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, C.

Mv dear Mr. Hoover:

Just a line to acknowledge with "thanks" your ,

letter of March 30th, which I found upon my return from
New York City today.

I am very pleased you are in accord with my senti-
ments and I appreciate fully, "Policy" refrains you from mak-

ing comments

.

Your good wishes, sir, as well as those of your
Special Agent

.

F I more than compensate for
our special trip to V/ashington.

I am happy to report that my literary agent is

most optimistic about finding a publisher for "Story Telling

Y/hen same is published I plan to send b'oth of you
autographed copies. t»=«:

b6
:b7C

In the event it is a success, I wantfjft&W t^
that it was "You", sir, who indirectly planted the seeds for

BA 5-4020 m so 1959

.62 MAY7^^^^
armNAL advertisements designed and written td' Make Passers . . . Buyers"



SUITE FIVE FORTY T H E • • • WASHINGTON UNION TRUST BUILDING

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, -2- April 27, 1959

the inspiration of my literary efforts to do something for
the youth of America,

Thus, I say again "Thanks^^ and my fervent prayer
is that I may one day thank "You*' in person.

BA 5-4020

*»BUSmESS PROMOTiaNAL ADVERTISEMENTS DESIGNED AND WRITTEN TD MAKE PASSERS... BUYERS"

J
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Title of Boek., EVENTH DAY"

Author

0.

Hans Hellmut Kirst

ojokRevje^ (62-46855)

erTtral Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and rjsturn promptly to the Central Research SectionJ

Domestic Intelligence Division

I I Central Research, Room 7627

Exl Espionage, Rooip 2714
I I Internal Security, Room 1509

[m Liaison, Room 7641

Name Check, Room 6125 LB.
fyyl Nationalities Intelligence, Room 1527

1 I Subversive Control, Room 1250
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rZI Section, Room

I I Training & Inspection Division

Section, Room

I I Adm inistrative Division

I I Section, Room

cm File s & Communications Division
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i \ Investigative Division
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I I Section, Room
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Books of The Times
By ORVILLE PRESCOTT

Hans Hellmut Kirst

IN
Western 'Germany, where business and

industry prosper and politicians plan for
when the grand old Chancellor retires,

numerous citizens .bropd about a divided Ger-
many and about Germany's probable role

as the number one target for nuclear bom-
bar(^ment, if and when the sword of Damocles
under wJiich we all live falls. Among them
no one, surely,

broods more furi-

ously than Hans
Hellmu1)*i$irst, au-
thor of "The Sev-
enth Day,"* a pdw-
erfui propaganda
novel that ele-

quontly champions
a neutralist phil-

osophy and pleads

for peace.

It is not neces-

sary to agree with
Mr. Kirst*s funda-
mental position to

feel terrified by
his book. As- long
as men of might
threaten each, oth-

er while juggling

H-bombs, books like these are certain to ter-

rify. The special quality of Mr. Kirst's book
is that, although it is not distinguished as

fiction, it is sardonically amusing as well

as appalling.

Hans Hellmut Kirst/ who served for twelve

years as a professional soldier in the German
Army, is one of the ablest and most popular

novelists in post-war Germany. His best-

known work is a trilogy about the adven-
tures of a humorously cynical soldier called

Gunner Asch, in which German militarism
is mercilessly ridiculed. That series was so

popular in Germany that some people be-
lieve it contributed greatly to a general lack
of enthusiasm for the Federal Republic's
new army.

If "The Seventh Day" should be as pop-
ular, many Germans may feel that all is

lost indeed, that some inept and well-mean-
ing idiot is certain to start the first pebble
rolling that will bring with it an avalanche
of atomic bombs.

A Curious Chronicle
This is a curious novel written in a cur-

ious form. At least half of it consists of
transcripts of radio broadcasts, public
speeches, military reports and minutes of
cabinet and NATO meetings that chronicle
six days of multiplying disaster—from a
rising in Poland and fighting between the
forces of the two Germanies to Soviet inter-
vention and general atomic war. By the
seventh day no one is left alive, at least in
Central Europe, to listen to communiques.
The other half concerns the destinies of

more than a dozen strategically located

*THE SEVfNTir DAY. By Nana Hellmut
Kivst 424 pages, Boubleday. §4.95.

characters. These colorful and neatly silhou-

etted people move -by so rapidly that follow-

ing their affairs is somewhat breath-taking.

Mr. Kirst hasn*t tried to characterize them
in depth, but he has certainly made them
representative of many walks of life and
has involved them in a huge variety of piti-

ful and, dreadful circumstances,

"The Seventh Day" combines the bitter

anger of a prophet denouncing the sins and
follies of Nineveh and Babylon with the
despairing pessimism of utter hopelessness.
Nothing can be done, Mr. Kirst seems to say.

Men of goodwill are helpless. The momen-
tum of the cold war is too great. States-
men, governments and peoples arc too com-
mitted to prepared positions. Any small in-

cident can launch a train of events that will

destroy us all.

Dashes of Cheer Added
Such resigned gloom does not make for

exactly cheerful reading. Nevertheless a cer-

tain amount of cheerfuhiess keeps breaking
into "The Seventh Day." Mr. Kirst is fond
of many of his characters. He writes about
them with humor as well as with- pity. And
in his quotations from the jargon of govern-
ment officialdom, l^e writes with just enough
parody to be satirically, entertaining while
at the same time always sounding authen-
tic. Nevertheless, expert as his statements
by broadcasters, generals and politicians

may be,- they do grow tiresome. There are
too many of . them.
"The Seventh Day" in its general account

of the outbreak and si)read of the third
world war is coldly realistic and thoroughly
believable. That it should be believable is

perhaps its most terrible comment on our
unhappy age. But "The Seventh Day" is

not just a book of general warning; it is a
'peculiarly German book. Mr, Kirst is par-
cicularly distressed by tlie mere .existence
of two German states, and the very idea*of
their rival existence seems more outrageoUs
to him than it may to American readers.
And he suggests more than once that the
Federal Republic of Western Germany is

almost as completely dominated by the
United States as is East Germany by the
Soviet Union.
This idea, of course, seems preposterous

from our side of the Atlantic Ocean. If
neither' German government truly represents
the German people, Mr, Kirst suggests, a
third government uncontaminated by foreign
influence might be able to do so. But with
the grim realism that conti'ols his entire
book, he does not allow his advocates of a
third all-German government to .accomplish
anything. They, too, are helpless in the
track of the avalanche.
The other novels about the third world

war that I have read seemed to me like
rather dreadful science fiction. "The Seventh
Day" may not be notable as fiction, but most
of it is so convincing that it doesn't seem like
fiction at all.
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Edited by Lfli lo Mp^ii^ iMfelivi^w

For the BasgSHe is a ^ospUaUm @f gslracts of testlmoajr gi^ 1^

niiraerGiiB WlSii^r^m the I^Oose^ ^ate eemraitlses investigattag

i^limaRttOB. TestiBua^ IscIb^ taeck^A the sssjor eiqpii»ftSB cftsei

from the AmerasU ease ts the Iboseiirg ease. In 188 pages the editor \m
distiUed mach of the most disqetetiBg testimonsr erer glirfs on Soviet espl0asi»

activity and targets In the l&dte^ ftatei, and the assistance given to espie^^

by the Amwican commoBists.

Referral
iLyie H. IfensoB

Lyle High JAmsoB, ^arn September 13, 1918, in Windsor, lUlBflis,

is one of the partners of The Bookmailer, Inc. , a Mev Tork firm which issatd

this book. Ti> *i>A pafl»/ MiniimrtlhM actad as ciaaBBltant for the Internal SecWtty

ftdicwnmittee of the Senate Ccmmittee on the Jadiciary.

Iflraate Jnditciary Casmlttee mvesufanon mlf^
boih of vliieh reflected lavoribly upon him. J. G. Soarwine, areftoeKeof

MmsoB, commented very favorably n Mbbmb and described Urn as a stndwt

ot communism and very aatice«uBHiist. (^7-71B2S-2S, 6)

T
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Tbe Editor's "MzodiictiaD'' to the present book gives a clue to
the personality of Mansoii. He liBpIles that he Is having the lastant material
pished becaose "the FBI Is precluded, by law, from pidkUshlag such
»q»rts, the Executiye Brai^h has generally refrained frem doing so, and tk»
Jadlfiiary has shunned dcdng soi " He landte '*the ceatlaaiag vi^ ^^
CoRgresslonal InvesttgatiBg cMunlttees. " From tihese eoiBm«Bls«
^«s MoBson's s^mess to correct what he ccmslder^ a serlotu fault
In Clk, and occasiopaal iBteip^iatlcBis In «ilti^ this book, it can
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book.
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The '^Memorandum To All Bureau Officials and Supervisors" dated

January 21, 1959, initiated 9. book review control by the Publications Desk, ^mli^,
Central Research Section. This program is being closely followed to make it as

efficient as possible. Current experience indicates that the mechanics involved in

referring information regarding potential books for review to the various sections

or divisions at the Seat of Government can be streamlined through the implementation

of a form. The encloseciiprm. is^recommended as an effective means for expediting

and cutting down on dictation and paper work of this kind. ^^^^^^i-^"-^

Iti this connection, Central Research Section will continue to recommend
for review books critical of the Director or the Bureau which have not been reviewed

or considered for review* Books relating to commxmism generally. Bureau
investigations, crime, law enforcement, and the like, which may be of interest to

a particular section or division, will continue to be referred to the interested

sections or divisions to determine whether the particular book should be obtained

and reviewed.

In a little over three months, a total of twenty-six books have been routed

through the Bureau for consideration as to review. These books have covered

categories including the Mafia, segregation. Central Intelligence Agency and national

secxirity, proposed legal advisors for indigent defendants, prisoners of war, \

international Qom.munism, civil rights, corruption in city government, juvenile

delinquency, sabotage, guilt by association, criminal law enforcement, and Federal ^
committees. X

RECOMMENDATION:
b6
:b7c

Enclosure

B:aml ,(1"2)
/

That the enclosed, suggested form be submitted to the Forms Desk,

Training and InspectioniDivision, for approval
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n Section^ Room
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Obtain book
for review

Book review not
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Section or Division
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I
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Title of Book

Author

Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research Section,)

ROUTING

i I Domestic Intelligence Division

I I Central Research, Room 7627

EU Espionage, Roorp 2714n Internal Security, Room 1509

I I Liaison, Room 7641
Name Check, Room 6125 I.B.

I I Nationalities Intelligence, Room 1527

I I Subversive Control, Room 1250

i I Identification Division

CU Section, Room

I I Training & Inspection Division

I I Section, Room

I I
Adm inistrative Division

Section, Room

I I Files & Communications Division

I \ Section, Room

i I Investigative Division

I I Section, Room
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im Section, Room
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dl Section, Room

Obtain book
for review
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Nature of Book;
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Author
Alvin
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Central Research Section
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Office TS/lemWandum •

/to : Mr. A. H. Belmorit|\

UNITED STIfTES GOVERNMENT

DATE: July 29, 1959

FROM Mr. W. C. SuUivanSy^/^^

subject: y^VALUATION OMOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK
eaEnrntSITRE^ARCH MATTER

Tolson _
Belmont .

DeLoach,
McGuire .

Mohr

Parsons .

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter _

SYNOPSK:

W.C. Sullivan _
Tele. Room
Holioman

Gandy

The Book Review Control Desk was established in the Central Research

Section in January, 1959, as a focal point of information on matters pertaining to

book reviews to be conducted at the Seat of Government (SOG). Through, the

establishment of this desk, it is now possible to immediately -determine the status

of any book review which either has been done or is being done at the Bureau as

well as books which have not as yet been reviewed. The main function of this desk

is to keep aware of newly published books and to route the information to the

appropriate section or division at the SOG for determination as to whether a book

review is warranted. In the past six months twenty books have been reviewed at the

SOG. The,Book Review Control Desk maintains tickler copies of these reviews for

sixty days and maintains a card index concerning the books for a period of one year.

Since the desk was established, it has received and resolved approximately forty

inquiries concerning book reviews. The work procedure has been streamlined to

eliminate unnecessary paper work, and the desk was established to function without

any increase in personnel. Thus, the cost to the Bureau has been insignificant while

the value, of the desk as a focal point of evaluation and control has been proven bv the

number of inquiries it has resolved. No present changes are contemplated ip/me

operation of the desk.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Book Review Control Desk continue to operate as a function of

the Central Research Section in its presently established form.

1 - Mr. Belmont
1-

1 I

1 - Mr. Brennan
1 - Section Policy Folder
1 - Section Tickler

CDBrbam (6) ,

'^OAUGi 1959

b6
:b7C

'St

^^<f
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: EVALUATION OF BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK

DETAILS:

Purpose:

The purpose of this memorandum is to evaluate the fimctions of the

Book Review Control Desk in the Central Research Section.

Origin:

In December, 1958, Inspector John F. Malone recommended that a
central control and repository for book reviews at the SOG. be created by placing

such responsibility with the already established Publications Desk in the Central

Research Section. Inspector Malone 's recommendation was approved and the Book
Review Control Desk was established in January, 1959. (100-352546-1755)

Responsibility:

The new desk wag to have responsibility for (1) recommendations, in

general, and evaluation of requests concerning what book should be purchased and
reviewed at the SOG arid which division or section should prepare the reviews; and

(2) maintenance of a properly indexed record of the pending and completed reviews,

assignments, and an approximate period of time.

On January 21, 1959, a memorandum to all Bureau officials and supervisors

was distributed advising of the establishment of the desk, its purpose, and its

proposed method of functioning.

Control:

(1) A main control file (62-46855) on the subject "Book Reviews" was
opened in accordance with approval of a recommendation made in a memorandum from
Mr. Sullivan to Mr. Belmont dated January 28, 1959. The original or a copy of all

memoranda on book reviews is routed to this file.

2 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: EVALUATION OF BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK

(2) A card index of all books ordered for reyie^y or assigned for review
was created-and is currently maintained by the Book Review Control Desk. The
card maintained on each book includes the author; title; identity of the official,

section, and division recommending purchase and review of the book; identity of

the section and division to which the review was assigned; and the date the review
was completed.

(3) . In the memorandum to all Bureau officials and supervisors on
January 21, 1959^ instructions were set forth that a tickler copy of all book reviews
should be designated for the Biblications Desk to assist in the proper maintenance
of an index system on book reviews. Once each month/.the main control file on book
reviews is checked to assure that everyone preparing book reviews is complying
with these instructions.

Policy of Reviews:

The Book Review Control Desk recommends for review books, critical

of the Director or the Bureau; books relating to communism generally; books
concerning Bureau investigations, crime, law enfbrcement, and the like. Other

books are reviewed upon the specific request of the Director or other Bureau officials.

When the subject matter is general, the Central Research Section does the review.

Where the subject matter indicates that a specific section or divisidn would be
interested because of related work interest, the book is routed for a decision as to

whether a review should be done as well as for assignment of the review. The person
responsible for the functioning of the Book Review Control Desk reviews daily

publications and other periodicals to be alert for newly published books so that they

may be brought to the attention of the appropriate section or division.

Streamlining Procedure Adopted:

The routing of books for review or for recommendation as to assignment
for review to another section or division by the Book Review Control Desk initially

involved dictation and paper work which it has been possible to simplify. A form was
devised and approved through whidh the dictation and paper work have been eliminated

during the course of routing books or information concerning books tp other sections

or divisions by the Book Review Control Desk.

^3 -
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: EVALUATION OF BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK

Over-all Value:

The over-all value of the function of the Book Review Control Desk stems
from its role as a focal point of information concerning book reviews at the SQG,
Whereas formerly there was duplication of effort, such as in two reviews being
conducted by different section at the SOG, and there was oftek time wasted through
the efforts required to ascertain whether anyone else at the SOG was doing or had
done a review that Was contemplated, today it is immediately possible to: (1) determine
if anyone already has done or is deeig a review of a specific book; (2) obtain a copy
of a review recently done; and (3) avoid duplication of reviews by various sections.

The value of the desk in this regard is shown by the fact that in six months
approximately forty inquiries have been made of the desk by other sections or
divisions at the SOG to resolve questions concerning book reviews.

Reviews Conducted:

In the '6i:"month period of its operation, th^ Book Review Control Desk
has considered for review approximately 51 books which from one source or another
came to the att<Bntioh of the Bureau. Of these, 20 have been reviewed either by the
Central Research Section or other sections to which routed. Seventeen were
determined not worth reviewing and the remaining fourteen were routed to other
sections for a decision as to whether a review was warranted and were rejected on
the basis of the decision of other sections.

The reviews which were done are broken down as foiroWs:

Domestic Intelligence Division - 10 Investigative Division - 4
(Central Research Section - 8

-Internal Security Section - 2) Crime Records Division - 6

« 4 -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: EVALUATION CF BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK

Cost of Operation:

The estalblishment of the Book Review Control Desk has not added any
significant cost to the Bureau* s budget. The work was absorbed by combining the

new function with that of the previously existing Publications Desk without any
increase in personnel. The streamlining procedure used to facilitate routing

eliminates the paper work of the new function, and the over-^all value of the desk
as a focal point of information has been established through the number of inquiries

resolved by the desk.

Contemplated Action:

The process of maintaining tickler copies of reviews for review index

cards for reference raised the question of the desirable length of time to maintain

such.records. Based on practical experience, it appears most advisable to maintain
the tickler copies of reviews in accordance with standard Bureau instructions! that

is, for a period of sixty days. Thereafter, inquiries concerning the reviews can be
resolved either from the review index cards maintained or through the main control

file. The review index cards have proven invaluable ior reference purposes, and it

appears most desirable to maintain them for one year in view of the numerous
inquiries which can be resolved through them and without reference to file s.

Future Action:

The Central Research Section will continue to closely evaluate the work
of the Book Review Control Desk to be alert for further streamlining procedures which
may be introduced in connection with the function of this desk. At present, it appears
no changes are necessary as the desk is functioning smoothly. In six months another

status report on the operation of the desk will be submitted.

- 5 -



June 26, 1959

r ir* Walter Shaw, Sr.

Chairman of the Eourd
G* C. fiurpiiy Company
321 ilith Avenuo
1 ^ lucspDrt, PeAMoyIvania

%lio boat; "fho Ai^o oi Trcauoii'^ by £>ji\ E. Sv/luburae

Clyiaer, v.as i'c;Cvivod Juno 22, 1J^0» I approciatt? your thou^atMno^c^

NOTS: V/o have had prior cordial corrc^:;pondenco with Shaw Y/ho has

GhOY/n a groat deal of interest in the Director's speeches and articles by
rcprmtmg some of them. Thio boak deals with numeroac controvor£;ial

iiJubJectG and the letter ic part30cely perfunctory in the event Shaw may te

degiriouG of obtaining the Director* s endorsement of it.

Sincerely yoaro.

DCJrjab
(5)
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2-Orig & copy

Director, FBI (2Wgwmt- Johnson
1-J. J. O'Connor

NATION OF IQhlld

-b6

b7i

ThQ 0/28/G9 iDom of tho i!ngolc3 IIcraia-Eispatch

carrie^i an advertisement lay tlio Lastslde TemplG Uooli tstore,

S208 South Control /.vents©, Los /ngelcs ii, Californici, oa the

boo!: ' TiiG Haly Cw-iin.

"

You should c:iq?Giitiously and <»iGcreetly olstain one copy
o£ rdcorc-nced bsiplz antl immealately forward it to tlie Bureau,
attention Central Hc-search Section,

NOTE ON YELLOV/: fc'vi

-
' ,^ - ^ ^ -rjl^ .

^.^J

Book requested by J. J. O'Connor, Internal Security Section,

on 6/17/59.

J.

\

f
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Title of Book "TORCH OF LIBERTY"

Author Lonise Pettibone Smith

0.
Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and rjeturn promptly to the Central Research Section,)

Obtain book
for review

Domestic Intelligence Division

1 I Centpetfnesearch, Room 7627

CH^p^onage, Rooip 2714 .

Internal Security, Room 1509/

^

n Liaison, Room 7641

I I Namepfe^ck, Room 6125 I.B.

1 I N^ttionalities Intelligence, Room 15^^
Subversive Control, Room UbyMp

d] Identification Division

I I Section, Room —

Book review not

required by this

Section or Division

ni

,23 m 19 ^5^3

CD Training & Inspection Division

CH Section, Room

I I Adm inistrative Division

[ZD Section, Room

d] Files & Communications Division

cm Section, Room

I \ Investigative Division

( I Section, Room

\ I Laboratory Division

I I Section, Room

I I Crime Records Division

I I Section, Room

Nature of Book: "25 years in the life of the foreign born in the U»S,A«"

See 100-704,6-2892. Book placed in the Bureau Library.
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"SEEOTG THROUGH TEE EED"
SPEECH BY EUGE^m LYONS

Synopsis

Eugcno Lyons, Senior Editor of Beader^a Digest gave upocch on
Soviet blueprint for world domiuatioa before i^xecutivcs* Club ot
Ciiicago, Jlay 8, Stated tliat the Free TVorld iias reiiiscd
to understand the nature of communism and the American business
community is particularly lax in this respect. Communisto
inflcjdbly committed to permanent revolution and to goal of world-
wide communist society. Agreements entered into by Kremlin,
even if kept, are not binding upon rest of communist apparatus
tliroughottt world. Soviet leaders are afraid of an all-out war vWa
the V/estern powers but do not desire all-out peace, DcluGioii that
wo have been at peace is carelully nurtured by communists in order
to reduce our vigilance. Coaamunists uoe technique of co-apelling
V estem world to center all its attention on the eriais of ihe hour,
such as Berlin today, thus diverting its mind from the larger pattern.
?» liilc Free World must keep its military strength at peak, it must
also use economic, political, and psychological methods to meet
the communist challenge. Tir. Lyons docs not refer to the Director
or tlie FBI, Speech supplied by SAC R. D. Auerbach.

For your information.

Enclosure

LLV. :ola

(G)

1 - Section ticMor 1 - A. Jones
1 -

1 I
( 1 - 62-4C855

1 - i'lr. Eelmont

NOT RSCOBB*©
102 ju'- r m

;b7c
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Memorandum to r,fr. Belmont
RE} ^'SEEING THROUGH THE RED"

SPEECH BY EUGENE hYOm
REVIEW

LYOm SPEAKS ON SOVIET "PhM FOE V, OELO CONQUEST

On May 8, 1950, Eugene Lyons, Senior E^tor of the Reactor *a Digest,

gave a talk concerning the Soviet formula for world domination before The
Executives* Club of Chicago, Illinoia. This speech was made available to flie

Bureajby SACR. D.Atierbachthrough the medium of the Esecutivea* Club Hcwa,
dated May IS, 1950, a copy of which is enclosed. The K^ecutives* Club of Chicago
is a group of over three thousand businessmen who frequently sponsor prominent
speakers at luncheon meetings of the club. Among those who have appeared as
guest speakers at Gie forums are Harry S. Truman, former President of the United
States; Stuart ^mington, U. S. Senator ixom Mssouri; James P. Mitchell,

Secretary of Labor; Harold R, Medina, .Judge, U. S. Court of Appeals; and
I3r. Konrad Adenauer, ?/est German Chancellor. (94-l-125CS*2§)

The Director and the FBI are not mentioned in Lyons* speech.

FREE TvORLD REFUSES TO UHDERSTAND NATURE OF COfJ^'mmSfl

Lyons emphasized that the great majority of the free peoples of the
world have refused to understand the real nature of the communist challenge, and
^e American business community has been particularly vulnerable on this score.
la this connection, he pointed to financier Cyrus Eaton as one of the foremost
preachers of appeasement of communism today. Lyons referred to the pressure
applied by financial and business interests for diplomatic recognition of Soviet Russia
in the thirties, the aid of tliousanda of foreign technicians (many of them Americans)
for Stalin's first five-year plan, and the cordial reception universally given by
American businessmen to Anastas Mikoyan, Soviet Deputy Premier, on his recent
visit to tlic United States.

KREMLIN PLAYS DUAL ROLE

la speaking of negotiations v/ith the Soviets, Lyons said that for the
communists, negotiation is not and never can be a road to genuine accommodation—
that they are inflexibly committed to permanent revolution with one communist
world as its goal. The Kremlin plays a <iaal role—'tliat of heading a conventioi^l
government, and at the same time as the spearhead of a world revolutionary
movement. Agreements entered into by Moscow in its role as a government, even

It
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Memorandum to Blr. Belmont
RE: THROUGH THE BE»"

SPEECHm Bmrnm hYom

if they were kept, are not blading upon its world-T/ido ap^jaratas o£ commtiniBt
parties, fellow travelers, andpara-miUtary foriaatio.is. Lyons boiicvojs tkit
the T/cstera Coverameats mmt stand iivm In ttic prcseat tal!23 over the Eorlia
erisis and give absolutely no cosjccGsioas to the Soviets, or the indci>cadcnco of
West Borlia will bo "cblGelcd amy.

»

SOVIETSAumm oi? all^opt vim

According to iyoas, the Soviet leaders are :euUrtess hut are not aaicidal
maniacs md actually fear a real Vfnv oven more than the Western powers. They
have to reckon \7ith the poooibtlity of rebellion in titc ^atelUtca and they can not
coiint tne allcfiianco of their mm subjects as a certainty eapecially if the coafUct
too.s an unfavorable turn. He decried fiie assumptioa by three-week toari&ts to
Eussia that the Eussian people are fervently behind the regime and stated that &e
troa Curtain isn't there to kee|> us out but to keep tlie Eussians in. After 43 years
of absolute pov^er, the Covict dictatorship still doesn't risk &c slightest freedom
of speech and press and must coatinue to seal its firoatiero against outside ncwc
and ideas by jamming and ceasorehip and medieval punlchmeata.

pmcE mommi^ a jjMmmmu by covm.ia

XMle the BremUn does not deaire to unleash an all-out \;'ar, neitlier
does it want all-oat peace. The ultiaaato objectives of world eommuniom call for
class struggle, ci^l ware where «ioy can bo fomented, constant world tension and
caaos. Lycaa caya that tlic d.lusioa that v/o have been, and are nor;, at pc^cc in
carefully nurtured by the coismuaicta in order to rc^aco oiir vi(sLtmco and mcovm
us psychologically. He describes thio maneuver aa a '^cpccics oi rovoMtioaary
Jto-Jttcu tliat enabled the communist wld, even when it'wao small and t/caJj, to
tisro;; tno vastly larcer and ctro3«cr noa-rovict world.

"

DEADLY TECHmOt?E

Cno of the most deadly of communici tcclmiqucs has been to comncl the
Vvcstcra po7;er0 to center all tlieir attention on the crioio of the hoar, divcrtiP^
i^eir min6B the larger pattern. Today, it in Berlin, but there ia aJno
communist inflltratloa into the rliddle East, the Bed Chinese build-up a^^inGt
Formosa, and systematic communist penetration into all the newly iadepondeiit
and politically immature African co;iatrica, in India and Jfodoaesla, and in alacca
aa for apart ao tiic Eoutiicrn Facific and tfie Caribbean area.

- S ~



Memwanchim to Mr* Belmoat

SPEECH BIT hYOm

mm Y;oai3>* s goal

jLyona aoserfej tliat xMlo it io oaly co!Bmo2i ogseiso to mtxtoMu our
militaxy vitality at pa^k atrcagth ti»t io not emat^ to win tlio battle acainot tlic

^
cojsimwiiDts. COinmiiMam scored its greatest triumpha in Uio yeara whoa the

)
Free T/orid hold overuliclmins military superiority. Its advtmtaisc Ilea on other

ievclc-^ia its attporior grasp oi the total hietoric |)lctiirc0, Ito zonl and consiotoney,

and ita unswerving drive to a definite goal* Tiio Free World's gcMl ehoBld fac just

ao definite, aa clearly formulated, ub evenly proclalme^i-^ ''namely to roll back and
defeat commimiom^ llberatins^ tlio victims and frecins tlio rcot of mantlnd from the

inei^baa of tlie Red nirJitmare, VJo mmt mo economic, political^ and p^ychiolojical

mctii0u3 to meet tiao commnnist challenge. Lyons conclndes by saying,

> *^7e can iatencily the tides of mutiny la the Bed olavo-etatca*

r e can exploit every Soviet vulnerability, eispoac commnnist
; crimes and cracltios, pwicturo commBmoi liea and indict
^ communist Imperialism. o can moMiisio tlie forceo of

morality and decency on boil oidoa or the I^on and Bamboo
\ Ciirfcaino and i?irn man*o iaiicreat binscr for freedom and

indl vldaal dicnily into \7ca9aiD for liboratioii. (EKcciitivea^ Cbih
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of fundamental policies, to the articulation of shared interests, and to the in-

vestigation of the conditions for securing such policies and interests. The task,

in its preliminary aspects, is one of stock-taking, of ascertaining and assessing

with as much explicitness and specificity as possible, by utilizing all the in-

sights and operational techniques oifered by the contemporary social sciences,

the policies actually sought and effectively applied by different decision-makers

in their external interactions. From such stock-taking might emerge a map,

as it were, of the configurations of public order that in fact presently obtain

on a transnational scale. In its fullness, the task involved has been aptly des-

cribed :

(1) to develop a jurisprudence, a comprehensive theory and appropriate

methods of inquiry, which will assist the peoples of the \vorld to distin-

guish public orders based on human dignity and public orders based
either on a law which denies human dignity or a denial of law itself for

the simple supremacy of naked force; and (2) to invent and recommend
the authority structures and functions (principles and procedures) neces-

sary to a world public order that harmonizes with the growing aspira-

tions of the overwhelming numbers of the peoples of the globe and is in

accord with the proclaimed values of hximan dignity enunciated by the

moral leaders of mankind.^**

This is the more precise statement of the challenging opportunity thrust upon

scholars of international law. It is hoped that with or without further harass-

ment, Mr. Jenks may turn his very considerable powers to the fuller exploita-

tion of this opportunity.

Masters of Deceit. B)*^ J. Edgar Hoover. New York: Henry Holt & Co.,

Works such as the collage, African primitivist statuary, the canvasses of

Jackson Pollack, and the finger painting of talented monke^'^s have revived

debate recently over the classic problem of Aesthetics—what is Art? Philoso-

phers have noted that there are at least three analytical perspectives from
which one can approach this question—the intention of the artist, the intrinsic

merits of the Avork, and the subjective reaction of the viewer—and that one's

judgment al)out a controversial work usually will depend upon one's vantage

point. .Vlthou^h this seems a singularly inapposite opening for a review of J.

Edgar Hoover's best-selling volume on connmmism, T find these exceedingly

helpful terms in which to consider Masters of Deceit.

Hoover deals with five topics. He describes the personalities and doctrines

of international communism from the days of Marx and Engels to the present,

18. McDougal & Lasswell, The Identification and Appraisal of Diverse Systems of

Public Order, 53 Am. J. Int'l L. 1, 28 (1959).

tResearch Associate and Lecturer, Yale Law School.

FlORENTINO p. FELICIANOt

1958. Pp. 374. $5.00.

The Yale Law Journal, April, 1959.
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a description which includes a sketch of early American communists. He dis-
cusses communism's appeal to certain Americans and why most of these
people have broken with the theory or the party. The contemporary American
Communist Party is portrayed in its "open" activities and, in a separate sec-
tion, in its underground operations. Finally, Hoover offers a refutation of the
"false religion" of communism and presents a brief program for insuring that
Americans "stay free."

The Atithor's Intention

Why, in 1958, did Hoover choose to write this book, and at its specific
level ? In his foreword, the author tells us that, since 1919 (when he made
his initial "extensive and penetrating study" of the communist movement), he
has been a close observer of communist ideas and activities. Now, he felt, it

was vital to give the American public, without "sensationalism," the "basic,
everyday facts of communism," presented "in almost primer form." Since
Hoover describes Communist Party literature in the United States as "writ-
ten in a simple style and slanted to the average reader," Masters of Deceit
may be taken as an attempt to fight fire with fire.

His intention explains a good deal about the tone and flow of the volume.
For example, the narrative of "day-to-day" life in the American Communist
Party features passages such as the following:

Eleanor is washing the dishes. Her husband, Henry, has just gone to
work. The two children are scurrying around the house, ready to leave
for school.

Suddenly, there is a knock at the door. It is Ruth, who lives across the
street. Ruth is chairman of the East Side Communist Club. Her husband,
Robert, is state secretary of the Communist Party and a full-time paid
functionary.

"Starting the day out just right," smiles Ruth. "The kitchen is all
cleaned up. You can come and help us."^

Portraits of the personalities who shaped the communist tradition are in
the same genre. Here, for example, is Hoover on Marx:

He was an intelligent child, but temperamental. At school his marks were
superior, and his capacity for work, a trait that was to continue all through
his life, tremendous. But he did not make friends easily, perhaps be-
cause of self-pride. He made arrogant remarks and wrote satirical verse.
Me was a "smart" young man, but already vain, bitter, and rebellious.

Strangely, his heart held an inner love for a home-town girl, Jenny von
Westphalen. . . . She was beautiful, charming, and of a socially high rank
much higher than that of the Marx family. She, too, was desperately iri
love, but she feared to tell her parents. What would they think the
daughter of Privy Councillor Ludwig von Westphalen marrying Karl
Marx ?^

1. P. 147.

2. P. 14.
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Those who might wonder whether Marxist-Leninist theory lends itself to

"primer" form will find this author equal to the challenge. Marx, he explains,

"joined two very old ideas

(1) That everything in the universe, whether a blade of grass, a human
being, or society itself, is constantly changing and at the same time is in

conflict. This is called dialectics. (2) That God doesn't exist and the
world is composed of "living*' matter. Hence, man is walking dust, with-
out spark or image of his divine Creator. This idea is called imterialism;
hence, dialectical ^tnaterialism,^

Whether Hoover struggled through draft after draft to produce these simple

sentences, filled with simple thoughts for simple people, or whether they
tripped effortlessly from his pen, we cannot know. We do know that he es-

chewed the services of a polished ghost writer; that he set himself to write

a primer and that no literary critic is likely to question this self-description.

Sophisticates who no longer find McGufTey's sentence strticture as challeng-

ing as the}'^ did in earlier years will not derive £esthetic satisfaction from these
pages. They, however, do not compose the audience for which the author has
written his book.

The Work's Intrinsic Merits

When primers are written about politics, however, literary quality is only
one issue involved. More fundamental is the question whether the populariza-
tion has escaped the dangers of oversimplification. The author has not been
altogether successful in this regard. For example, he outlines the theories of

Marx and Engels but does not explain why these doctrines held so much ap-
peal for the European radical through whom they entered the Western intel-

lectual tradition. Hoover seems to imply that the emergence of communism
was the result of a conspiracy. AVhen he describes the coming of the Soviet
Revolution, his focus is upon the small band of men who seized power in a
mammoth state. Conspiracy is stressed to the exclusion of historical ripeness,
war exhaustion, the ineffectiveness of the Kerensky government, and the like.

Jn describing events after 1919,, he makes no mention of conflicts or modifica-
tions l)et\veen the doctrines of Lenin and those of Marx, or between Stalin
and Marx, or of socialists and Stalinists. It is as though Marxism were a
single intellectual stream, without deviation or internal disagreement among
those who embrace it.

Wliere tliese simplifications can lead is shown in several of Hoover's com-
ments aljout current matters. Because he does not consider the nature of the
revolutionar}^ situation, he can make much of the point that at times the
American Communist Party has had as many members as there were Bol-
sheviks when they seized power. And there is a table showing how few Com-
munist Party members there were in relation to the total population of such
countries as Albania and Hungary when they came under communist sway.

3. P. 18.
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At least some readers will wonder whether this presentation adequately distin-

guishes between, on the one hand, the capacity of communist parties to seize

power when social disintegration has occurred or when Soviet troops are

present and, on the other, the capacities of the communists when national

populations are alert to communist tactics and the social systems are basically

healthy. Obviously, the existence of one situation rather than the other has

significant implications for the choice of communist control policies in a demo-
cratic societ3^ Again, Hoover gives the impression that the advances of com-
munism in the past decades have resulted solely from the spread of a can-

cerous doctrine. Some readers will feel that an adequate treatment would have

to apportion responsibility among Russian expansion, the example of Soviet

industrial and military progress (however brutally achieved), the appeal of

the Soviet egalitarian myth among nonwhile peoples, the failings and frequent

missteps of opposition among Western powers, and similar factors with which
communist doctrine has interacted. In short, Hoover's doctrinal discussion pre-

pares readers more for debate along the Potomac than for the ideological

clash which is actually raging beyond our shoreline.

Since Hoover has access to what probably are the best archives in the non-

Soviet world on the American Communist Party, as it exists above and below
ground, man}^ readers will look to these sections as the most promising in any
l:)Ook authored by the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. And
certain discussions of these topics—for example, Hoover's account of how a

typical Committee to Save John' Doe" is manipulated by communist activists,

and of how an opportunistic labor leader in the Midwest is brought into col-

laboration with the Party—are quite interesting. At one point, in telling about

persons who are "concealed communists" passing themselves off as liberals,

Ploover describes (but does not name) several persons whose identity will be
immediately aj^parent to anyone familiar with the causes celebres of recent

years—for instance, "the editor-in-chief of a conservative book-publishing

house,'*'* and '*the program director of a television station in a large Southern
"city."'*^ Assuming, as I do, that Hoover's information is accurate, this unequivo-
cal identification is an intriguing footnote to those episodes.

Yet, even in these pages, the Unidimensional quality of the accounts and the

arguable assumptions which Hoover drops will doubtless invite dissent. For
example, he quotes the estimates "of communist leaders themselves" that for

every Communist Party member in the United States, "ten others are ready,

willing, and able to do the Party's work."** This assertion, which Hoover has

quoted often at FBI approj^riation hearings before Congress in the past decade,

raises two sulistantial issues. First of all, its numerical basis was nothing but
myth in 1958 when Hoover chose to give the figures new currency in this

bocjk. Whatever may have been the fact when Earl Browder made the obvious-
ly self-serving ten-for-one boast, such "popular front" days have disappeared

4. P. 87.

5. P. 88.

6. P. 5.
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since, at the very latest, the Korean War period, and probably since 1948.

That Hoover did not see the need to discard or revise this estimate is dis-

quieting. Second, Hoover's assumption accepts the couvnmnist definition of

allies, a remarkably unsafe technique and one which ignores the meaning of

such alliances on the American scene. In point of fact, fellow travelers have

shown a steady disposition to treat the communists like disease carriers when-

ever world events disclose the true nature o£ communism—during the Soviet

purge trials, the Nazi-Soviet Pact, tlie rape of Czechoslovakia, the Korean

aggression, the Hungarian repression, and the like. At each point, and at

every moment of deep crisis in United States-Soviet relations, the temporary

nature of the American fellow traveler's adhesion to communism has been

demonstrated, as with Henr}'' ^^'allace*s full repudiation of the communists in

1950 over Korea. Of course, popular-front movements serve to widen com-

munist influence and to mudd}'^ the lines between liberalism, progressivism,

and commimism. But it is a mistake to talk as though ten or seven or even

two fellow travelers per part)^ member are simply glass-eyed zombies, under

complete control on all issues and at all times, as Hoover implies. This pic-

ture simply tortures reality and even conflicts with Hoover's own description

of how frequently people break from the "communist spell."

Viewed according to its intrinsic merits, then. Masters of Deceil is a study

in equilibrium. For each issue that is siuipHfied by Hoover's approach, a

corresponding issue is raised by the simiolification and left unanswered. Since

any work which stirs the high school student and the adult primer-reader to

thought about politics is a useful contribution, Hoover's text is welcome. To
the extent that it is treated as Trutli rather than Opinion, however, or that

Hoover's special expertise in dealing with national security matters as a law-

enforcement officer is taken to equij) him for political analysis. Masters of De-
ceit is a misleading volume. Certainly, in comparison with another recent

"primer" on the communist proljlem, Harry and Bonaro Overstreet's JVhat

We Must Know About Communisui,'^ Hoover's book must be rated as dis-

tinctly inferior in quality.

The Subjective Reaction of the Reader

This viewer has already provided decidedly subjective reactions, of course,

but there is still another judgment about this book which should be offered as

a personal response. The volume tells us much about the author himself, a mat-
ter of importance in Hght of his national responsibiHt3^ Masters of Deceit is

the first of Hoover's books to deal Avith a subject other than criminal detec-

tion. Its pages provide an important contrast with the picture of the FBI
director that tends to emerge from his statements at appropriation time or

from his testimony before congressional committees on matters relating to

communist-control legislation. In those moments. Hoover emerges as a man
of the political right, or, at the least, as a "tough-on-communism" figure whose

7. Published by W. W. Norton & Co., 1958.
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efforts are directed at thwarting those civil libertarians who call for restraints

on the internal-security programs. While there have already been some indica-
tions of Hoover's more circumspect qualities,^ Masters of Deceit serves as an
opportunity for him to enunciate his ideas about democracy, civil liberty, com-
munism, and similar topics in full blown fashion. The effect is to present an
image of a man who is much closer to the American center, perhaps even the

liberal center, than most liberals assume. For example. Hoover emphatically
states that opposition to anticommunist measures is part of everyone's right

to free speech and does not create any imputation of communist inclination;

that there is a clear line between socialists, who are democrats^ and commun-
ists, who are not; that most Americans who stumbled into the Communist
Part}' did so out of such motives as a desire for reform, rebellion in the face
of discrimination against their minority groups, or similar reasons which de-
serve sympathetic understanding; and that society should help, not attack,

former communists if America is to benefit by attracting back to our values
those talented and useful people who have succumbed to the "communist
spell." While deploring the way in which intellectuals have been lured into

the Communist Party in the past. Hoover underscores the fact that the
future of America's resistance to communism lies with the "free world's in-

tellectuals," since it is they who must convince men of the superiority of liber-

al values.

In his chapter on communism and minorities. Hoover pens a strong en-

dorsement of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
and denounces those who try to assert that the NAACP is "communist con-
trolled" or "communist inclined." In his chapter on Jewish groups, he de-
nounces the canard that Jews have a peculiar susceptibility to communism.
Because numerous Communist Party leaders claim a Jewish origin, Hoover
notes, "does not . . . make them Jews, any more than William Z. Foster's
Catholic background and Earl Browder's Protestant background give them
standing in any present-day Catholic and Protestant coimnunities in the

United States."** In one passage which is worth quoting in detail, Hoover
warns against Know-Nothing anticommunism

:

[W]e must be absolutely certain that our fight is waged with full re-
gard for the historic liberties of this great nation. This is the jundamenial
premise of any attack against commmiisin.
Too often I have seen cases where loyal and patriotic but misguided

Americans have thought the^'- were "fighting communism" by slapping
the label of "Red" or "communist" on anybody who happened to be dif-
ferent from tJiem or to have "ideas" with which they did not agree.

Smears, character assassination, and the scattering of irresponsible
charges have no place in this nation. They create division, suspicion, and

8. Hoover, Breaking the Commtmist Spell, Am. Mercury, March 1954, pi>. 57-61;
Hoover, lite Role of the F,B,L in the Federal Employee Security Program, 49 N\\.
UX. R?:v, 333 (1954) ; Hoover, Civil Liberties and Lazv Enforceyncnt : The Role of the
F,B,L, 37 Iowa L. Rev. 175 (1952),

9. P. 255.
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distrust among loyal Americans—^just what the cominunists want—and
hinder rather than aid the- fight against communism.
Another thing. Time after time in this book I have mentioned that

honest dissent should not be confused with disloyalty. A man has a right
to think as he wishes : that's the strength of our form of government.
Without free thought our society would decay,^*

Other points which deserve notation in this regard are his discussion of the
role of the FBI in disproving false charges levelled in the loyalty program, and
his warnings against the dangers both of a national police force and of an
FBI with evaluative powers. In his concluding section. Hoover warns that
a negative attitude toward the communist issue is highly dangerous; demo-
crats, he affirms, must be for something positive. In stressing such matters as
social welfare and protection of individual dignity as the things we must be
for, and must progress toward, he has closed on a note which many liberals

can endorse.

It should be carefully noted, of course, that Hoover does not always appl}^

his principles in a fashion which would bring unanimous applause from civil

libertarians and his democratic credo has a few aspects, such as his stress upon
religion as the foundation of democracy, to the exclusion of humanist or social-

democratic bases, which will discomfit some readers. Nevertheless, the domi-
nant picture which this 1x)ok projects is that of a balanced and fair-minded
man, one who may see more shadows in the land than others can always find
but, withal, a man who mostly sees human beings and their human condition.

Viewed from this third perspective, Masters of Deceit should be a generally
reassuring book for man}^ who have been troubled about J. Edgar Hoover's
ideology. Since he was not placed in office as a literaiy spokesman, we need
not feel discomfited if his prose leaves much to be desired. Since he was
not installed as our national political theorist, or as political historian of the
American Communist Party, we can look to more trained and judicious writers
for our volumes on these matters. Hoover holds office as chief of the nation's
investigative bureau, and Masters of Deceit reveals a police officer with a high
sense of fidelity to democratic ideals, one who will stand comparison with
police officials in any foreign country or American state. In our society, he
operates under standards set not by his own fiat but by the majority-will agen-
cies of the nation—Congress and the President. If he at times influences these
standards by what he urges upon the Congress or the President, he does so
with the specialist's zeal, much as the soldier urges maximum weapons and
the scientist maximum research expenditures. The wise policy for those critics

who admit the necessity for some security measures (as for some weapons and
some research) would seem to be opposition to Hoover's overextensions. At
least, it seems to this writer that defenders of free speech sometimes appear
to be angered that Hoover speaks his mind at all, rather than that he advocates
particular measures. And his critics do not always take care to separate

10. P. 312,
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Hoover's positions, as he enunciates them, from those of the McCarthyites
who rush to praise Hoover but do not take his counsels of moderation.

In short, Masters of Deceit is most useful in showing how closely Hoover
embodies the virtues and the vices of political man in our semipopulist demo-
cracy. He stops thinking at a point where the leaders and the led in our time
have also struck a position of repose. We could have had far worse in an
FBI Director and, given our society as it is rather than as the poets would
have it, we may have done v^ell indeed.

Alan F. WESXiNf

fAssistant Professor of Government, Cornell University.
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Westin comments that"Masters of Deceif* gives the impression that the advancesof
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other factors, such as Soviet indu^rial and military pit)gress, should have been
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beymd our shoreline. ** Westin more favorably impressed with sedions dealing
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tie
as a mas of the political right, or, at4east^as a 'tough-on-amimunlsm' f^re
whose efforts are directed at thwarting those civil Ubertarians who call for
restraints on the internal-security programs." The image presented by "Masters
of Deceit" is, however, of a "man who is much closer to the American center,

perhaps even the liberal center, than most liberals assume,'* Westin approves
of many positions taken by Hoover in the bo(& such as waraiag against the
dangers of national poUce,Aan FBI with evaluative powers; the right of free speech;
etc. ".

. .the dominant picture which this book projects is that of a balanced and
fair-minded man, one who may see more shadows in the land than others can
always &nd but, withal, a man who mostly sees human beings and their iKunan
condition." Vv'estin summarizes his position in final two paragraphs of review
stating "we could have had far worse in an FM Director and, given our society
as it is rather than as the poets would have it, we may have done well indeed."

BufUes reflectf

be
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jDBT/JLS:

Tlio atovo-captioncd la./ review contains a rather extensive
rcviov/ of '*Ll2LGtors ol Deceit.

Alter a brief introduction in which V/cGtin iskotcheG the main
topica ^.7Mch **LiaGtori; of Deceir* covers;, ho analyzeo the bool; under the

foiio ;/ins hoa^Iings:

The Author* s Intention

Westin makes mention of Mr, Hoover*s comment that "Masters
of Deceit* was v/ritten ''in almost primer form." In fact, he is critical of the

simplicity of the style. He talks about "simple sentences, filled mth simple
thoughts for simple people," and adds that the Director set himself to write a
primer and that no literary critic is likely to question this self-description:

'^Sophisticates who no longer find McGuffey's sentence structure as challenging

as they did in earlier years will not derive aesthetic satisfaction from tliese

pages. They, however, do not compose the audience for wMch the author has
written Ms book."

The Vlork' s Intrinsic Merits

More important than literary style, however, are the dangers
that popularisation may result in oversimplicity. Westin is critical in this

regard, saying, for example, that Mr. Hoover has oversimplified communist
theory and the historical factors surrounding the events of 1917-1919. According
to Westin, conspiracy is stressed to the exclusion of historical ripeness, war
exhaustion, the ineffectiveness of the Kerensky government, etc. No mention,
ho says, Is made of conflicts or modifications of Marxism as preached by Marx
and later by Lenin and Stalin.
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These "simplifications,'' Westln points (Hit, afisct Mr. HooTOr's

comments about current matters. Since the Director ''does not ecmsider the

r^dcWoof the revolutionary situation," bis statements concerning the smaU
number of communists in a country in relation to the total population in ret^d
to the seizure of state power, are not fully valid. "At least wme readers will

ironder whether this presentation sdeqaately distix^shes between, on the one h«id,

the capacity of conunnniit parties to seize power when social di«U^»tioh Imui

occurred or x^en Sovii^ troops are present/ and^on the other, the capacities ol

the communists when national populations are alert to communist tftdics and tki

social systems are basically healthy. Obviously, the existence of (me situiti(m

rather than the other has significant implications for the choice of communift
control policies in a democratic society."

Again, accordii^ to Westin, Mr, Hoover gives the impressitsi

that the advances of communism la the paist have resulted solely from the i^read

of a cancerous doctrine. Westln feels the factors sach as the example ai Soviet

industrial and military progress^the a^al of the Soviet egalitarian myth among
nonwhite peoples, should ha^ro been menti(Hied. "Instort, Hoovez's (toctrtoal

discussion prepares readers more for debate Hoag the Potomac than fke,

ideological clash whiclk is actually ragii^ beyond our shoreline."

Westln is more favorably impressed with the sections of "Masters
of Deceit" dealing with the communist under|i50ij^^ Yet, even here, "the

unidlmenslonal (fuality of the accounts and the arguable assumptions which

Hoover drops will d(wbtless invite dissent." He is critical of the Directoz*8

use of estimates of party leaders that for every party member in the United

States, ten others are ready, willing, and aide to do the party's wo^ Westln

says the mmericai basis of this statement in 1938 was "nothing Init myU^" since

these statistics obviously come from the "popular front days. " Also^ he says,

by using the statemeM Mr. Hoover "access the communist definition of allies,

a remaricably unsafe technique and one which ignores the meaning of mdk
alliances on the American scene." In Westln' s thinking, fellow travelers are

(Men h^y unreliable and hence the IHrectoz's (»>mments are unrealistic.

Westln comments:

" Viewed according to its iiArinsic merits, then, "Masters of Deceir

is a study in equilibrlnm. FOr each issue that is simplified by Hoover's
apptmithf a corresponding issue is nlsed by the slmplificiitioii and left
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onanswered. Since any woife which stirs the W^h school stadent and the

adult primer-reader to thought about politics is a useful contribitloa,

Hoover' s text is welcome. To the exte^ that It Is treated as Truth rather

than Opinion, however, or that Hoover's special ejqwrtise in dealing with

national security matters as a law-enforcement officer is ts&en to equip

Mm for polittcal analysis, 'Masters of Deceit? is a misleading volume.

Certainly, in c(»iparison with another recent 'primer' on the communist

problem, Harry and Bonaro Overstreefs 'What We Must Know About

Communism,' Hoover's bode must be rated as distinctly inferior in

quality."

The Sid)lective Reaction of the Reader

Under tUs heading WesOn sets forth some personal reax^tions.

"Masters of Deceit, " he says, tells much about Mr. Hoover, "a matter ol

importance in light of his national reepontdbility. " The book provides an

important contrast with the lActure of the FBI Director nidilch tends to emierge

from Ms statements to congressional cosunittees on appropriations or niatttirs

relating to communist-control legislaticai. "In those moments, Hoover emerges

as a man of the political rigM, or, at4tast, as a 'tough-on-communism'figure

wtose efforts are directed at thwarting those civil libertarians who call for

restraints on the internal-security programs." "Masters of Deceit," however,

gives Mm an opportunity to enunciate his ideas about democracy, ctvU Uberty,

communism, etc. "The effect is to present an image of aman who is much
closer to the American center, perluips even the liberal center, than mort

liberals assrniK," Among positions taken by Mr. Hoover ^ch Westin riews

favoraidy are: that to oppose anticommunist measures is part of the right of

free speech and (toes not create an imputation of communist inclination; that

society should help, not attack, former communists; that the intellectuals M
the free world have a responsibility in combatii^ communism; wamii^s gainst

the dangers ol a nstimal police and an FBI with evaluative powers; protection

of the dignity of the human being.

Although, in Westin' s qplnion, Mr. Hoover does not always

sq^ly Ms principles in a fasMon to bring unanimous apidause from civU

libertarians, "the dominant picture wMch tMs book projects is that of a

balanced and fair-minded man, one who may see more shadows in the land

than others can always find but, withal, a man mostly sees human beings

and their human condition."

--4-
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The final two paragraphs are quoted in Ml as they give Westim* s

summary of Mr. Boover as viewed through "Masters of Deceif *:

'Tlewed from tUs tMrd perspective, 'Masters of Peceir^^^^

be a generally resussuring book for msuiy wto have been troubled sixnA

J. Edgar Hoover's ideology. Since he was not placed in office as a library

e^esman, we need not feel discmflted if his prose leaves much to be

desired. Since he was n(^ installed as our national political theorist, or
as political historian of the American Communist Psurty, we can look to

more trained and judicifms writers for our v(dumes on these matters.

Hoover bidds office as chief ol the nation' s Investigative bureau, and

'Masters of ThcslV reveals a police olficer with a high s^se of fidelity to

democratic ideals, one who wUl s^and comparison with police officials la

any foreign country or American state. In our society, he (grates under
{ftandards set not by Ms own fiat but t^ the majority-will agencies of the

nation Congress and the President, If he at times influences these

standards by what he urges upon the C(mgress or the President, he does
80 with the spedalii^s sseal, much as the soldier urges maximum ^e^ipond

and the scientist masimmn research expenditures. The wise policy lor
those critics who admit the necessity lOr some security measures (as for

some weapons and some research) would seem to be oppositlcm to Hoover's
overextensions. At least, It seems to this writer that defenders of free

speech sometimes appear to be angered that Hoover speaks his mind at all,

rather than that he advocates particular meaAires. And his critics do not

always take care to separate Hoovex' s positins, as he enunciates them,
from those of the McCar&yites who rush to praise Hoover but do not

take Ms couiusels moderatton.

"In short, 'Masters of DecMtf is most useful in showing how
closely Hoover embodies the virtues and the vices of political man in oar
semipopuUst d^ocracy. He stops tMiMng at a point where^^^^^

and the led in our time have also struck a position of repose. We could

have had far worse in an FBI Director an^^

rather than as the poets would have it, we may have ^ne well indeed.

5
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Cxiba; Island of Paradox by Ruby Hart Phillips is persona;l history

of Cuba by correspondent for The New York Times . It coyer)?

revolution of 1933-34, career of former dictator Batistal, and

successful revolt led by Fidel Castro. Author cites United States

diplomatic blundering for rise of anti-American sentiments in

Latin America and flatly contradicts. Herbert L. Matthews of

The New York Times who has attempted to whitewash- communist
influence in Castro regime. Author declares whether future of

Cuba and of all Latin America shall be decided from Moscow is

a question in which the United States can and should be the decisive

factor.

Cuban Correspondent

Ruby Hart Phillips, the dean of foreign correspondents in Cuba, has just

written a book which recognizes the real and urgent communist threat to Cuba.

(Cuba; Island, of Paradox, McDowell, Obolensky, New York, 1959) Mrs. Phttlips

is an old hand on the Cuban scene, having spent some 28 years there. She had been

an assistant to her husband who was The New York Times correspondent in Cuba

.

Upon her husband's death in 1937, she became his successor. She wrote Cuban y>::'

Sideshow in 1935 which dealt witkthe revolution of 1933-34. As early as 1945, iy^y
Mrs. Phillips wrote articles for publication which stressed that the Soviet bid for

influence, in Latin America had made Cuba one of the focal points of communist

propaganda in the Western Hemisphere. Bureau files reveal that
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Memorandimi to Mr. Belmont
Re: Cuba; Island of Paradox

Eyewitness Report

This book is a personal history of Cuba Seen through the eyes: of a foreign

correspondent. It deals with three eras of recent Cuban history: the 1933-34 revolt

which toppled Gerardo Machado^s dictatorship; the career of Cubans: '^Strongmgn^j

Fulj^encio Batista^ and the successful revolt led by Fidel Castro.

As. a personal chronicle of events and episodes ijj those critical years of

Cubaa history, the book is absorbing reading. But, the; eveiits and episodes are told

simply as Isolated itenas and there ijs too little of the correlation, explanatioi^

interpretation, and. editing which could h^ve made for a jtnore cohesive, meaningful

picture. Despite this drawback, the book succeeds in scoring Some telling points.

Diplomatic Blundering

Mrs. Phillips writes bluntly that rising anti-American sentiment in Latin

America is "the harvest being reaped from years of vacillating, hesitant pud cowardly

policy by the United States giDyernment. She says that our objective should be '*to weld
the Western Hemisphere into a solid bloc through common interests—commercial and

political--and the creation of an awareness in Latin American of the need for mutual

defence. In her view, the United States is confronted with a problem of survival in

the face of a Soviet military conspiracy to gain control olthe world by force. She

attributes much of the anti-American sentiment in Latins Anierica to the faSiliire of the

United States to support and encourage; the- establishnielit and maintenance of democracy
in those Latin-American nations "where people are striving for participation in their

national affairs. (pp. 418-419)

The book, is a sharp indictment of United States diplomacy. Mrs. Phillips

attacks the "policy. . . in sending political appointees to Latin America, as diplomatic

representatiyes, describing it as "one of the great hindrances to friendly relations

with these coxintries. " She is equally upset bjr the' professional diplomat who is too

often concerned only with furthering,his own career. Mrs. Phillips observes, "He is

afraid to express: an opinion or take a. definite stand, on any question in which the

United States State Department needs guidance. Unfortunately, his career does not

depend upon positive results. Instead, it requires that he make no mistakes; this,

in turn, requires th^t h^ make no important decisions. I do nothing^ I can do nothing

wrong! ' " (p. 422)

- 2 -
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Mrs. Phillips touches a particularly vulnerable spot when she declares,

"One of the major reasons for the blunders of the United States Department of State

in Latin America—as in the rest of the world—is the lack of accurate iirformation

upon which to base its policy. . .If trouble is brewing he (the ambassador) should

know it and know the reasons behind it. The surprise so often expressed by our

State Department reflects the inconapetence of our representatives in foreign

countries." ^p. 422-423)

Sharp IHsagreement

Turning to ELdel Castro and his expressed lack of concern about

communist influence in Cuba, Mrs. PhiUips observes, "What Castro does not

realize is that in a small country, determined and dedicated Communists can get

control of a surprising number of posts in key positions, thus exerting a

disproportionate influence in national affairs. Furthermore, propaganda directed

to the uneducated masses is more effective than in the United States and

Great Britain, where the educational level makes it difficult for the Communists

to win followers by stereotyped arguments. " (p. 417)

Perhaps, the most sigiuficant contribution this book makes to the

current scene is its flat contradiction of another New York Times staffer, Herbert L.

Matthews. It will be recalled that in a front-page article in The New York Times

of July 16, 1959, Matthews, in effect, attempted a whitewash of the red-tinged

Castro regime. The contradiction between these two New York Times correspondents

is evident from these samples:

Matthews

"TMs is not a Communist
revolution in any sense of the word and

there are no Communists in positions

of control. . . ^* (The New York Times,

7/16/59, p. 1)

Phillips

". . . Tdhere is no doubt that the

Communists wield tremendous influence

in the Castro government and in the labor

unions. Their methods of placing men in

key posts are extremely effective.

"

(p. 417)

- 3 -
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Decisive Factor

Recognizing that communism is a very real threat In Cuba and in

the re^t of the Western Hemisphere, Mrs. Phillips concludes her book with

this sobering thought:

"Whether the future of Cuba and of all Xiatin

America shall be decided from Mojscow and
not by the countries of this hemisphere
themselves is a question in which the United

jStates can and should be the decisive factor.

"

(p. 425)

RECOMMENDAHOU:

For the information of the Director.

I
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A devastating
study of

Cpmmunisiii's

greatest failure:

POLAND
Here is the ^!^st comprehensive account of

the 1956 Polish revolt. It tells the whole>

terrifying 3tory of how Russian power froze

the revolution in its tracks, creating the -

unique situation that exists inPoland today

:

a compromise between freedom and totalif^

tarianism.

"Extraordinarily well written, aheaufHul *

synthesis of acquired knowledge and on-

the-spot reporting. One of tlie fascinating

stories of the post-war period, and I don't

see how anyone could have told it better*'*
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SYNOPSIS:

You instructed that we review, as rapidly as possible, captioned

book in order that it may be returned to Mriam Ottenberg of the "Evening Star,**

Book written in first person and although fictional, book is definitely take-off

on Brinks case* Narrator goes byname of Jimmy Preston, a crime reporter.

Story deals with activities of two confidence men, Michaels and
Kendall* These two and a third ex-con attempt to "shake down" executive by
posing as policemen and surprising him in compromising situation with waitress*

Maa identifies himself as one Farmaa and persuades con artists, to meet him at

restaurant next day. Confronting pseudo-detectives at restaurant, he tells, them he

knows they are not police officers, that he is. an auditor at the Denton Transfer
Company, that he is carrying a gun and they will listen to his proposition* He
persuades men to consider robbing Denton Transfer Company* The three men
agree and later contact Tommy Morgan, a leading racketeer in the city. Agreement
is reached to stage robbery, but Mchaels wants, no part' of gun play and is counted

out* The gang has Chester Harvey contact the auditor known a*s, Farman and map
out plans for robbery* Farman^ s reason for wanting robbery staged is to teach

home office a lesson regarding security and protective measures* Subsequently,

gang secures equipment to rob Denton Transfer Company* Q
Meanwhile, Mchaels, "cutout" of Denton-job, is contacted by ex-

con Willie Wiseman, who has cased hotel in view of robbing payroll* Hotel is

robbed and immediately thereafter the Denton Transfer Company is robbed*

Denton robbery follows same j^attern as incidents surrounding Brinks case. After

robbery, gang ig counting the/loot and a radio commentator reports that auditors

have ascertained that the gat^ obtained $1, 200, 000* The gang has Just coxmted

a total of $V64, 328 and imipediately feel that Farman, the auditor, rpn^t hav^ i . )

embezzled "* * * L four Inindred grand for himself
*)J.^ ^ j^j-^

1 - Mr, DeLoach
1 - Mr. Roseijp—

—

EZT:sfc/grj I SENTU
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Police dragnet goes out and numerous criminals are picked up

for questioning. BiUy Kendall, who participated in Denton Transfer robbery,

walks into police station with alibi and convinces Deputy McGarrity that he

(Kendall) had nothing to do with the holdup, Kendall mentions haying seen

Wiseman, and another man shortly before Denton robbery and McGarrity, believing

the Denton job to be an inside one, asks Kendall to accompany him to the Denton

l3uilding on possibHity that he can identify one of the employees as the man he

said he had seen withWiseman, Arriving at Denton building, Kendall is introduced

to aa auditor named Floyd Robbins whom Kendall recognizes as the man that he

and Michaels tried to "shake down" in hotel room,

I FBI enters case since some of loot is Federal funds. Local

officials believe Denton robbery staged by same gang which pulled the Styvesant

robbery a few years prior. One of the Styvesant holdup men, identified by
witnesses, is servng prison sentence and because he has not been "taken care

of, " he requests to talk to two detectives, Morgan, Kendall and others involved

in Denton robbery begin to "sweat" as it appears that individuals involved in

Styvesant robbery will be hauled in again and Michaels^ a former member of

another mob, wiU probably be questioned and he knows about original plan to

rob Denton's, Stabile and Bastone mob is prime suspect and Morgan, Kendall

and Harvey decide to dismantle truck used in robbery and plant pieces near

Stabile farm,

FBI Agents keeping Stabile and Bastone mob under surveillance

and ats Federal Statute of lamitations about to^ run out, U. S, Attorney makes
presentment to Grand Jury, Based on rulings of Coplon and Gubechev case

regarding wire taps FBI case is destroyed, but FBI decides to continue investi-

gation, Michaels and two other hopds hold up gatiibling joint, and Morgan hires

professional killer who MUs one of trip and wounds Michaels, Michaels and

Irving Cross decide to leave town.

They are later arrested in Pennsylvania for possession of firearms

I

and while in jail, FBI i^ents talk to Michaels, Agents tell MLchgtels they know he

iwas in on the Denton job, offer Mm protection and suggest he may collect a part

lof the reward money. Meanwhile,, Kendall approaches Jimmy Preston, narrator

-la-
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I

of the story, inasmuch as he is also interested in rewaird money and the State

1 Sta;tute of I4mitations is about to run out. Subsequently, at trial, defense attorney
decides that if he is unable to break Michaelfe.*? story, he will call KfendaU to the .

stand. Mchaels. has, been tutored and traineji for the coxlrt room appearance^ and
when defense attorney is about ready to call Kendall to the stand, Morgan and
Harvey turn EendalPs estranged wife against him and defense attorney^ ailthoxigh

doubling guilt of his clients, is afraid to^ call Kendall to the stand becstuse he fears

Kendall* s wife will destroy his tegtimonyi^

Numerous references^ to FBI throughout the book, but pages 190

and 191 contain par^raphs which infer that FBI does all the cooperating, most
detectives are enyious and jealous, of FBI Agents and the old-timers would enjoy
making a fool of an FBI Agent, Reader who^ is. familiar with Brinks: case may
doubt whether FBI arreted right men in Brinks case. Book contains: page wherein
local SAC accepts police officers* ju(fement, and Kendall wJho was: reaiUy in oh the

robbery stays • • • at large^ free and unmolested,*^

Dinneen also author of "An^omy of Crime" which was fictibnal

take-off on Brinks case and was alternately favorable, impartial and unfavorable
to Bureau, I

. ^
^

^

be
:b7C

Binneen bitter towards Bureau for period, but SAC at Boston
advised by letter dated 2^-9-54> Dinneen stated he held no malice toward Bureau,

(62-100848)

iiettex from Boston Office dated 2-21-56, reflects. Dinneen spdke
at Communion Breakfast two days, prior and praised FBI for work on Brinks, case,

Dinneen, in his speech, stated that in his ojiinioh there was an '^inside man"
involved. This book, "The Alternate Case," makes it appear that Dinneen may
still hold this belief, in reference to Dinneerf s speech, Director noted "I want
none of his, praise I H." (62-100848)

. ,
*

REQOMMENDATION: .
^

ij

„: \ Jr t^'l, n
None, For information*

>A''^^4< J^'''
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DETAILS

You instructed^^tlj^it we review the book entitled "The Alternate

Case, written by Joseph K^[5m The j30ok was sent over to us by
Miriam Ottenberg of the/^ening Star. " As you recall. Miss Ottenberg
stated that this book was a take-off on the Brinks case and intimated that the

FBI had schooled and tutored certain witnesses. Set forth below is a brief

review of the book. ^ ^ ^ 4.^

GENERAL STORY:

Miss Ottenberg was correct when she stated that the book is

a take-off on the Brinks case.

Dinneen writes the novel as seen through Ms eyes, i. e. the

story is told in tlie first person and the narrator goes by the liame
Jimmy Preston, a crime reporter on a Bay City newspaper. Although a
fictional work, the author builds his story around the Brinks robbery using
the case as a nucleus.

The novel centers .aroimd the activities of 2 confidence men
by the names of Chester H. ("Honey") Michaels and Billy Kendall, both

ex-convicts. At the beginning of the story Michaels and Kendall, with the

assistance of one Buss Germain, also an ex-convict, are getting ready to set

up a ^'^Shake down" et)iSode by using a waitress RtJse Moline as bait. Rose
works in a restaixrant and has ^'^set up^* a man to meet her after work. Michaels,

Kendall and Germain precede Rose and the man to u hotel where they wait

in a room adjoining the room where Rose will lead the man. At a predetermined
signal, the 3 ex-cons, posing as police officers, barge into the rOom and
confront the man and Rose in bed. Germain acting as a police Lieutenant orders

Rose to get dressed as he is going to tsike her down to "headquarters.

"

The man on the bed is led to believe that it he can raise six

thousand dollars, he will be let off the "hook. " The maa gives the con artists

his name (which later turns, out to be the name of a man already deceased)

and tells them,thathe will meet them at a particular restaurant the following

day. Arriving at the restaurant, the man confronts the three psuedo-policemen

with the fact that he has checked out their namea at the police department that

morning and found that no such individuals were on the force. He also confronts

them with the fact that as an auditor with the Benton Transfer Company, he is



allowed to carry a weapon which he then displays and advises the three that

either they will listen to his proposition or he will put them in jail, and if

they get any ideas, he will use the gun right there without fear of being
embarrassed or ruined by the previous night^s incident.

Explaining to the men that he knows how they can rob the

Denton Transfer Company, one of the men coiifronts him with the possibility

that perhaps he wants if robbed to cover up a misappropriation of fxmds. The
auditor will not adMt to anything; however, he convinces the three men that

the hotne office needs to be taught a lesson regarding protection of the

offices on the Eastern Seaboard. An agreement is finally reached, and the

auditor goes his way while the 3 con men go theirs.

After thinking the matter over, the three men decide that this

"operation*^ is too large for them to handle and so they present the plan to

Tommy Morgan^ controller of all the rackets, in the Metropolitan Iftstrict,

Morgan has • • to have a part one way or another in every big-score holdup
Morgan diecides that Germain, Kendall and Mchaels will be in on the '^job,

"

but Michaels decides that he wants no part of the '^heist'^ inasmuch as he was
once involved as a suspect in a killing, and he is afraid to carry a loaded gun.

Morgan decides that since Michaels was originally interested in clipping the

auditor for six thousand dollars^ he pays Michaels six thousand and tells him
he is ^^'out" on the Denton Transfer Company job.

The next step is to line up a full crew for the robbery, and to

have Chester Harvey, . . crisp and businesslike. . . ex-convict. . . contact

the auditor and discuss the various, aspects of the robbery and study the

layout of the building* Subsequently, the gang members steal a truck; go

out of the city to buy guards' uniforms; rehearse the entire operation in an
old barn; make timed runs between different points in the city and building

to be robbed; purchase some Halloween masks; and secure the rubber-heel
soft soled type shoes.

Prior to the robbery of the Denton Transfer Company,
Michaels, who has been '^cut out" of the Denton job rxms into a couple of

ex-convicts, one of which ia WiUie Wiseman, who have ''cased" a Bay City

hotel in yiew of stealing tlie payroll amounting to about forty-five thousand

dollars, The 3. men carry out the hotel robbery. The gang lined up to rob

the Transfer Company decides that it had better make its move immediately,

as "The cops will be busy with this one (the hotel robbery). *' On January 19,

1950, the Denton robbery is staged, and the story of the actual robbery follows
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much the same pattern as. the incidents surrounding the Brinks theft, i. e.

the men move in dres&ed as guards, they wear the Halloween masks; they tie

up the tellers in the vault; stuff the money into laundry bags; and disappear into the

night.

While the gang is counting the loot which comes to a total of

$764, 328. , a news commentator reports over the radio that "A battery of

auditors. . . report that the total amount of money taken by masked bandits. .

.

is one million, two hundred thousand dollars. Russ Germain, one of the

gang members states, "You iriean the guy (referring to the auditor that they

had tried to shake down" in the hotel room) gave u^. a fast shuffle and' took

out four hundred grand for himself?"

As different members of the gang are picked up for questioning^

Billy Kendall who has acted as an informant for the local police in the past,

decides to save the police the trouble of picking Mm up and presents himself

at Deputy McGarrlty^s office on the morning of January 20. Kendall has the

alibi of having been at a movie and leads McGarrity to believe that he (Kendall)

had nothing to do with the hold-up. At the same time, Kendall casually mentions

the fact that he has recently seen Willie Wiseman abtout town with another man
a feiv weeks, before Christmas; and there had beeii a rumor among the xmdferworld

that "Denton^ s was ready to go. " McGarrity has reached the conclusion that

the Denton hold-up was^ either . . an inside job with (Jutside help or an outside

job with inside control. " He has. reached this conclusion because: "1. Of the

four men wearing glasses in the counting cage, the Number One gunmaii had

taken the glasses of the only key man who could give a quick estimate of the

amount of money stolen. He was. all but blind without them. 2. The gunmen
knew enough to take the bill of lading on the last shipment to prolong the

confusion. It followed that he must have had Inside inf(irmation. " McGarrity

asks Kendall to accompany him to the Denton building oil the possibility that

he may be able to Identify the man that he had seen with Wiseman. Arriving at

the Denton company, Kendall is introduced to a Moyd Robbins^vfea Kendall

recognizes as the auditor that they previously had tried td shake down, and

whom he knows by the name Farman. Kendall flips through the company^ s

identification book on the pretense of identifying the man h6 had seen with

Wiseman. As he flips through it, he runa across a photograph of a man named
Donald Farman with the notation "Died September 21, 1949. Farman is the

name that was given by Robbins, the auditor in the "shake-doWn" attempt.

The FBI enters the case inasmuch as some of the loot included

". . . Federal funds. . . " By this time, the Denton robbery had reminded some



of the police officials of the Styvesant robbery in which one of the masked
bandits sneezed during the robbery and blew off his mask. This bandit was
later picked out of a policdMae/Bf witnesses and goes by the name of

Anthony Stabile. He is serving 12. to 15 years and has. refused to ^^sing*%

However, he has started • . to burn. • . because his friends have spent no
money, politically, to have his sentence, reduced, thus making him eligible

for parole. Two detectives are sent to talk to Stabile but no information is

given out concerning the subject discussed. All of the gang begins to "Sweat'^

as the members of the Stabile mob are likely to be hauled in again, and among
the members is "Honey" Michaela who knows about the original plan to rob
Denton's. Inasmuch as. the Stabile mob has been picked as a hot. suspect,
Morgan, Kendall and Harvey decide to cut up the truck used in the robbery
and plant the pieces of it near Stabile's farm. This is done> and ". . .within

an hour (after the pieces are discovered) state detectives and FBI Agents
were crawling all over the place.

"

As- the story continues, FBI Agents are keeping their eyes on
all members of the Stabile and Bastone mob. Finally, the Statute of Limitations '

is about to run out, aftd six weeks before the expiration date, the United States

Attorney makes a presentment to the Grand .3iury. A large part of the FBI's
case is made up of wire-tap and tape-recorded testinotony of conversations
between "Honey'' Michaels and another hoodlum, and in these conversations
they have been referring to "the big heist" which is actually the hotel robbery,
but could apply just as well to the Denton job. However, the decisions
". . . by a New York Federal judge—^ruling on the cases of Judith Coplon and
Valentine Gubechev--who held that the FBI had no right to tap phones, or
record testimony. .

. " destro3rs the FBfs case. Although the Statute of

Limitations has run, the FBI decides to carry on the investigation. Although,
this is a reflection on the Bay City Police Department, tjieir attitude is. "They're
(the FBI) asking for it. . . let them have it.

"

As time goes, by the FBI continues to keep the members of the
Bastone and Stabile mob under surveillance^ "Honey" Michaels, and. two other
hoods, running out of money, decide to stick up 6 gambling joints. Morgan
decides to hire "Burp-gun McGuir^* a psychotic killer, a former paratrooper
arid expert professional .assassin with a. machine gun. McGuirk kills one of

the robbery trio and'wcxin(* "Honey" Michaels. McGuirk is later apprehended
but is. aided inj3.n escape from jail by Irving Cross, who is an e^cpert locksmith.
Michaels is aj?aid of being killed by the mob, Irving Gross becomes "hot" because
of his reputation of being good at opening locks and so Michaels and Cross decide
to "disappear. " By this time, from all outward indications, Michaels is wanted,



again for questioning in connection with the Denton Transfer robbery. While
Michaels and Cross, are driving through PennsylV-aniaf;they are stopped by a
motorcycle patrolman for possession and transportation of firearms which
they recently stole from a sporting-goods store. They are held in a small
town jail and sooii FBI Agents arrive to talk to Michaels. The Agents advise
Michaels that they know he was in Denton's on the night of the robbery and
advise him that one way or another they are going to take him back. The
Agents offer Michaels protection and he decides that *\ . . F. B,I. guys are

on the level. When they say theym protect him, theyll do it.

"

The FBI builds the case around Michaels' willingness to talk

and as time goes by Michaels is trained and tutored in what to say, what to do
and how to handle himself on the witness stand. Michaels names different

members of the Stabile and Bastone mobs and goes along with the FBI plan.

Michaels is also interested in the state attorney general's announcement that

any one who came forward with information concerning the Denton robbery
would be given immxmity and a share of the reward. What Mchaels did not

realize is that the state attorney general who made this statement is not

presently in office and the present incumbent is not obligated by any promises
by his predecessors.

Meanwhile Kendall has approached Jimmy Preston with

information on the robbery because the State Statute of Limitations has about

run out and he is also interested in the reward money. Prior to this,

Preston knows that Kendall was definitely in on the robbery, but lie cannot

get any information out of Kendall.

At the trial, Michaels appears as aocDpapletely different person
on the witness stand. He is polished, intelligent a . . gentleman and
unfortunately a criminal. '' The attorney for the defendants decides that if

he cannot break Michaels' story, he will call Kendall to the stand. However,
Morgan and Harvey—knowing that Kendall is out to collect part of the reward-
go out to see Kendall' s wife who haa been living in poverty. Supplying her with

plenty of money and clothes, they persuade her to show up at the courtroom
In order that if Kendall should be called to the stand, she could "blast" him off

the stand. By this, time she haa a deep hatred for her husband who has
practically turned his back on her, and she is intent on destroying hia

testimony. It is decided to keep Kendall off the witness stand all together,

^nd?out of the original gang which staged the robbery, only 3 are brought



to trial with the Stabile and Bastone mob, and. this is because they have

belonged to many different gangs.

SPECIFIC REFERENCES TO FBI;

Although there are numerous references to the FBI throughout

the book, it is noted that on pages 190 and 191, the following references

appear:

"The Federal JBureau of Investigation tries its best to cooperate

with state, metropolitan, city and town police departments, but more often

than not this cooperation is a one-way streetj the F. B. I. does the cooperating

and receives little of it in return. Detectives d all ranks, are inclined to be

jealous and envious of F. B. I. Agents. They are better-trained and educated.

They are paid more money and they have expense accounts. The Bureau has

been: doing an excellent job in breaMng down this prejudice by accepting

patrolmen and police officers from cities and towns throughout the coimtry

for special training in the Academy of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

in Washington. It is an effective but slow process .(about twelve hundred of them were

then so trained and more' have been added since), but it has hardly reached the

case-hardened old-timers, veterans of the forces, usually executives by reason

of seniority—the old dogs who cannot be taught new tricks. 0ne of these would

delight in tripping up an F,B. L man to beat him to the arrest"

The author ooiitinues by saying that the FBI will not always

confide in all local police officers, regarding an arrest, because it ". . . knows

the character of policemen in some precincts and divisions. Crime reporters

shudder at what might happen if they .were so warned. .
.

"

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

To the reader who is familiar with the background of the Brinks

case; this book is liable to raise some questions of doubt as to whether the

Brinks case was really "solved;" i. e. did the FBI arrest the right men. As

can be seen from the above, and from a reading of the book, Dinneen lias

presented the Fj3I as unknowingly going along with the local police department* s

theory that the gang that was framed was responsible for the robbery. Even

when McGarrity goes to the local SAC, and tells him that Kendall is . a faker,

a phony, a chameleon. . .
,
*" and couldn't possibly be connected with the Denton

Transfer robbery, the book states, "The agent in charge accepted McGarrity'

s

judgment. Kendall was now at large, free and unmolested.

"
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INFORMATION RE DiNNEEN:
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"
>

You will recall that Dimreen is alsa the author of "Anatomy of a

Crime," whick was. a, fictional take-off on the RrinVfi ra^a and was alternately

favorablea impartial and unfavorable to= the Bureau. I

- - Dinneen was bitter towards the Bureau for a period^ but by letter

dated 2-9-54, the SAC a-t Boston advised that he had paid a visit to the "Boston

Globe, " and while there, he was introduced to Dinneen, Dinneen advised that he

wanted the Bureau to know that he held no malice towards the FBB

By letter dated 2-21-^56, the Boston Office advised that Dinneen

had spoken before a Church Communion Breakfast on 2-19-56, JReportedly,

Dinneen devoted the last 15. minutes of his talk to the Brinks case, and praised

the FBI in very glowing terms. He stated that he felt the FBI had caused the

arrest of the appropriate persons in the Brinks case. It is noted during his

talk Dinneen pointed out that in his opinion there was an "inside man" involved.

Dinneen believed that such a robbery could not be perpetrated without such aid and

gui^ce. Based on his current book, it appears4:hat Dinneen still holds this belief.

In, reference to the letter from Boston dated 2-21-5.6 concerning Dinneen* s speech,

theDirector noted "I want none pf his prai^et H. " (62-100848)
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BOOK REVIEW
'WBRTAIM RESURRECTION, Tgl I>0OR PEOPLE'S
WASHIKGTON CAMPAIGN"
BY CI^^ES FACaSR f

i
Thia is a review 61 crN?tioned book, publinUed Ib

1969 by William B. Eerdraanii ftiblJJihA*«"C««^aay. The book

is being placed in the Bureiffi .^i^'i^ary . ^
7SYNOPSIS ;

Bureau files indiiii^^at, although the ideatilica^

tion is not positive becauij^i «ie lack of information
^

concerning^

His treatment of the Poor INkOj^l^'s Campaign in this book

is not favorable. He crltMitteiS the organi«ation and

leadership, discusses the ^Ic^lionpie and internal dissension

in the campaign and says e«|faign failed both as a

moral crusade and as enteipi^iwiiiit. No mention of FBI.

ACTION ;

R)r information^ ;

:

157-8428 ^ %fi--^y L . ''u' s:"^

6) - 62-46855 (Book Review file)

GEG:ekn (8)

1 - Mr. C. D. Delioach

1 - Mr. w. C. Sullivan
1 - ttr.J
1 - Mr.r
1 - Mr. T. J, DeaKin
1 - Mr. C. £. Glass

SEE DETAILS PAGS TWO
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nmenssfAiM rbsubbectxon, the poor iwls*s
ffASBINGTON CAMPillGN"
BT CEARIiiS FAGSR

157«8428
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:b7C

BEVIHf OF

lK>ok, that
j^^tlbfli ittdieAte, baflftd on the InfoCTiatloQ In the

BOOK REVIEW:

This bo
a massive demonst

th0 Spring
Resurraeiibn ^irty
M^orial •

mentioned in the
driven to the Left
his life. He critl
of Resurrection Clt^;
from their arrival
assaulting other res
taunting police and
He said **confusion:
campaign that the hos
as its most oonslsten
the book dealt with t
City and fager said th
not exaggerated very m

ut the i^r People *s Campaign (PPC)^

the SKSliC in Washington, D. C. |

during which a shantytown called
t on the Mall near the I«incoln

Fager maiEijf p-avt^t^^ defend the WC. m
Martin LutB«3- Jr , , was

Uttillly during the last two |e«rs of
' organlmation and the leadership

Id how urban gang members ^ete
y getting out of hand« drinking,

|nd outsiders, harassing newsmen,
everything that could be lifted.**
reign so coiq»letely Pvmr the
d internal quarreling lyppeiured

terlstics.** One chi^ter of
e inside and outside Rest^rection
counts of the violence were
page 124 Fager said the campaign
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McE03*attduM td*J!r. V/, C. Sullivan
KB; BOOK VJmiW

"OHCEnTAIN EESUBTJECriOH,. TIB3 VOOU PEOPLE'S

BY CHATJLES J?AGim
1D7-8428

failed both as a luoraX crusade and as eatortainraoat. Ho
t/as critical ia tho hook, howcvoi% tiio liaadlian by
polio© o£ a couple incidents ??xouQd Kesurrcction City in
^yhich tho police were forced to use. tear cas and force to
control unruly desionstrators.

HhQ Bureau is not noatioaed in this booli.


